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ABSTRACT
In

order to identify observable teacher behaviors
representing

the construct of teacher enthusiasm,
secondary school

teachers and

students were asked to describe two teaching events,
one depicting

enthusiastic teaching and the other depicting not enthusiastic
teaching.
The subjects were teachers and students in physical
education and

English departments from selected secondary schools throughout
the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

From 17 schools, 177 teachers and

2,166 students participated in the study.
Flanagan's Critical Incident Technique (1954) was used to collect
the data.

Each subject who elected to participate was asked to write

descriptions of teacher behaviors in actual incidents of enthusiastic
and not enthusiastic teaching.
all

A procedure for personally administering

critical incident interviews was devised to explain the meaning of

"behavior" to subjects.

This procedure allowed for inclusion of a

definition of the term and provided participants the opportunity to
practice giving behavioral descriptors for an unrelated example.

The

responses were recorded on separate ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC
fo rms
vi

v11

During the pilot study, three different guidelines were
designed
in

order to (a) analyze the subjects' descriptions of the critical

incidents, and (b) establish

a

systematic and replicable technique for

extracting and categorizing usable data.

The guidelines were tested

for reliability through the use of independent judges.

All

procedures

met reasonable standards for reliability.
Resul ts

.

1.

Sixteen categories were developed from the 250 unit themes

extracted from the ENTHUSIASTIC forms completed by teachers, while 19
categories were developed from the 300 unit themes extracted from those
forms completed by students.
2.

A comparison of enthusiastic behaviors revealed that 14

thematic categories were used by the two groups:

Animation, Creation

of Positive Climate, Creation of Relevance, Demonstration, Encouragement,
Explanation, Humor, Ingenuity and Innovation, Insistence, Interest and

Involvement in Subject Matter, Momentum, Participation, Praise and
Feedback, and Role-Playing.
3.

The additional categories generated by reports from students

were Interest in Students, Constructive Criticism/Feedback, Organization,
and Equality.

The students did not describe behaviors in the teachers'

category of Spontaneity.
4.

Eleven categories were developed from the 193 unit themes

while
extracted from the NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms completed by teachers,

extracted from
14 categories were developed from the 300 unit themes
those forms completed by students.

.

vili
5.

A comparison of NOT ENTHUSIASTIC
behaviors revealed that 10

thematic categories were used by both
groups:

Detachment. Disinterest,

Mechanization/Depersonalization, Negative Feedback,
Stalling, Threat or
Punishment, Frustration-*Anger, Frustration-^Qui
tting.

Frustration-^

Control, and Anxiety-* Retreat (students
identified single rather than
dual

categories for Anger. Quitting, Control, and Wi
thdrawal
6.

)

The additional categories generated by
reports from students

were Creation of Negative Climate, Ignoring Student
Behaviors, Discrimination, Lack of Participation, and Withdrawal.

The students did not

describe behaviors in the teacher categories of An xiety-r
Retreat and

Negativism toward Subject Matter.
Conclusions
1.

.

The expanse of these behavioral

categories indicates that the

definitions of ENTHUSIASM employed by previous researchers and reviewers
of research on enthusiasm were limited in scope.
2.

Teachers more frequently than students relate ENTHUSIASTIC and

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC teaching to their perceptions of the teacher's role as
a

transmitter of information, e.g., behaviors pertaining to the presenta-

tion and delivery of content material.
3.

Students more frequently than teachers rel ate ENTHUSIASTIC and

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC teaching as pertaining to the teacher's interaction
skills, e.g., behaviors pertaining
for learning.

to

the climate or atmosphere created

ix

4.

Differences existed between the two subject areas of
physical

education and English:

(a)

subjects in physical education emphasized

such behaviors as Participation, Denwnstration

,

Encouragement, and

Praise; (b) subjects in English emphasized such behaviors as
Ingenuity
and Innovation, Creation of Relevance, and Explanation.
5.

An analysis of teacher and student reports by gender revealed

few differences among the most frequently used categories.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Some teachers are regarded as enthusiastic,
while others are not.
This dimension of teacher behavior seems
to be singularly important to
both teachers and students.

Researchers have studied the effects of

teacher enthusiasm and report that it is positively
related to student

achievement and attitude (Rosenshine

& Furst,

1971).

Therefore, teacher

enthusiasm not only is valued by participants involved in
the teachinglearning process, but also may be an effective contributing
factor to
this process.

What does one do to be an enthusiastic teacher?

teachers become enthusiastic?
to these questions.

How can more

There are no universally accepted answers

Many individuals think they know, but their pre-

scriptions for enthusiasm are based on opinions, personal experiences,
and tradition.

These sources lack both agreement with each other and

confirmation from empirical evidence.
The problem is that no one knows with certainty what behaviors

people use as signs of enthusiastic teaching.
fore, that these behaviors be identified.

It is

important, there-

One method for determining

the behaviors commonly identified as teacher enthusiasm is to ask in-

dividuals engaged in the teaching-learning process to describe actual
instances of teacher enthusiasm.

Consequently, this study was designed

to obtain information systematically from teachers and students about

their perception of behaviors which indicate teacher enthusiasm.

2

Statement of the Probipm

It is through behaviors that
teachers communicate their enthu-

siasm to students.

Many different teaching behaviors
presently are

used to represent enthusiasm in research,
teacher evaluation, and

professional training programs.

The diversity of behavioral indi-

cants for teacher enthusiasm arises because
the behaviors have their

origins in

a

broad framework which encompasses common sense,
personal

experience, expert judgment, and tradition.

There is no empirical

evidence to support the validity of the assumption that
any particular

teacher behavior

is

consistently identified by teachers and students

as an indicant of enthusiasm.

Until a reliable, data-based taxonomy

of enthusiastic behaviors is established, any attempt to examine
this

dimension in teaching will proceed from untested assumptions and produce uninterpretable results.

Justi

fi

cation

There were several reasons for conducting this research;
1.

Personnel involved in training teachers at preservice and

inservice levels make assumptions about tne competencies required for

effective teaching.

Because research results show positive correla-

tions between enthusiastic teacher behaviors and student learning

achievements and attitudes (Rosenshine & Furst, 1971), teacher educators often stress the need for enthusiasm in teaching.

Research, how-

ever, fails to identify soecific behavior's A<hich can be commonly ac-

cepted as enthusiastic teaching (Heath

& iNielsen,

1973).

Although

3

many different behaviors supposedly
indicate teachers' enthusiasm,
there is no empirical support for any
of them.

The crucial question

is, what behaviors are perceived by
learners and teachers as indicators

of enthusiasm?

When this question has been answered with
empirical

data, such behaviors could be used with confidence
in experimental

studies of teacher training and teacher effectiveness.
2.

In observing teachers,

it is

important to have clear defini-

tions of the behaviors which are being observed.

In observation formats

which presently are used to study or evaluate teacher enthusiasm,
most

of the indicants selected require

a

high degree of subjective inter-

pretation on the part of the observer.

Such procedures have notoriously

poor reliability and consequently little real utility.

A study is

needed to determine the specific verbal and nonverbal behaviors which
can be categorized as observable indicants of teacher enthusiasm.

Purposes of the Study

This investigation was designed to identify observable teacher

behaviors representing the construct of teacher enthusiasm as perceived
by teachers and students in secondary schools.

More specifically, the

study was designed to accomplish the following:
1.

identify specific behavioral components of teacher enthusiasm

as described by secondary school
2.

teachers and students;

classify similar behavioral components of teacher enthusiasm

into formative categories.

Formative categories were subjectively

created to accommodate content-related subsets of the data;

3.

identify and contrast the categories
established from each

subject group (teachers and students);
4.

identify and contrast the categories
established from each

subject area (physical education and English);
5.

determine whether selected demographic variables
(i.e.,

sex of teachers and sex of students) influence
the kinds of behaviors

identified by subjects.

Definition of Terms

To

facilitate reading the remainder of this dissertation, the

following terms are defined:

Teacher enthusiasm is an affective state displayed by teachers

while performing the act of teaching.

In this study,

the examination of

enthusiastic behaviors is limited to the actual time teachers are in the
classroom, gymnasium, or on the playing fields during

a

regularly

scheduled teaching period.
2.

Enthusiastic behaviors are any specific, observable, and

potentially measurable verbal or nonverbal indicants which are used to
describe enthusiastic teaching.
3.

Not enthusiastic behaviors are any specific, observable, and

potentially measurable verbal or nonverbal indicants which are used to
describe unenthusiastic teaching.

5

Se condary schools are public
institutions including grades
9

through 12 within the state of Massachusetts.

Schools selected have

physical education and English departments
consisting of at least four

full-time faculty.

Secondary school teachers are persons having
regular salaried
full-time teaching appointments at the selected
secondary schools.

In-

dividuals who are considered part-time, adjunct, or
guest faculty were

excluded from this study.
S-

dents.

Secondary school students are persons who are full-time
stu-

Each student was enrolled in either an English or physical

education class.
7-

Secondary school administrators are persons with regular

salaried appointments having at least 50 percent of their time assigned
to administrative responsibilities at the selected secondary schools.

These appointments included full-time and part-time chairpersons, vice

principals, and principals who are directly involved with observing
and evaluating secondary school teachers.

This group of subjects was

used only during the pilot study.
8.

Critical incident technique is

a

research procedure designed

by John Flanagan (1954) which requires subjects to recall and describe
a

specific event in behavioral detail.

In

order to analyze the content

of these descriptions, behaviors are extracted and categorized using

standardized procedures.

Two kinds of events served as the target for

critical incident technique in this study:

teaching which was enthusi-

astic and teaching which was not enthusiastic.

6

Limitations of the Study
This study has the following
limitations:
1.
.

The subject areas investigated^were
limited to physical

education and English in grades
2.

9

through 12.

The sources of participants were limited
to public high

schools within the state of Massachusetts
which have regularly

scheduled physical education and English
classes.
3.

Selection of high schools was limited to those
in which

the physical education and English departments
each consisted of at

least four full-time faculty members.
4.

subjects.

All data were derived from written reports
prepared by

Such data are limited by the subjects' capacity to
recall

events, willingness to share their experiences with the
investigator,
and ability to communicate an accurate account under the conditions

imposed by the response format.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Overview.
The concept of teacher enthusiasm is not
new in the field of

education.

In 1930, Barr conducted a study to determine
characteristics

related to successful teaching.

hundred teacher rating scales.

He collected data from over two

From the results, he identified teacher

enthusiasm as an important characteristic for successful teaching.
Today, almost a half century later, researchers in the field
of

teacher education still list enthusiasm as an important teacher
characteristic.
This review of literature presents a framework which shows the

principal
In

findings, problems, and questions related to teacher enthusiasm.

order to examine the literature, the review

is

divided into three

major parts
1.

importance of teacher enthusiasm

2.

definitions of teacher enthusiasm

3.

ways of observing teacher enthusiasm.

Information from several sources suggests the importance of

enthusiasm as

a

teacher characteristic.

First, experts in the field

of teacher education consistently report enthusiasm as an important
teacher characteristic.
indicate

a

Second, results of correlational studies

positive relationship between teacher enthusiasm and student

7

8

attitudes and achievement.

Third, findings in experimental
studies

support teacher enthusiasm as an
independent variable effective in
changing student attitudes and
achievement.
Finally, perceptions of
individuals in the school community
(i.e., students, administrators,
teachers, and teacher educators) support
the importance of teacher

snthusiasm in thG tGaching-lGarning procGss.
Although teacher enthusiasm consistently
has been identified
as an important teacher characteristic,
one of the problems researchers

encounter when studying enthusiasm
cepted definition of the term.
lack of

a

is

the absence of a universally ac-

Heath and Nielsen (1973) stress the

universal definition as the basic problem in summarizing
and

comparing research results on teacher enthusiasm.

Because there is no

commonly agreed upon set of teacher behaviors taken as indicators
of
enthusiasm, each investigator has had to make

a

personal decision

about what should be measured in order to determine whether or not
a

teacher is enthusiastic.
The literature contains many different definitions for teacher

enthusiasm.

These definitions are of two distinct varieties:

nonbe-

havioral descriptors of abstract qualities, and behavioral descriptors
of observable teacher actions.

Nonbehavioral descriptors are abstract teacher qualities which

require

a

high degree of subjective interpretation.

These descriptors

are words like "dynamic" or "interesting" which have been commonly as-

sociated wich the concept of teacher enthusiasm.
It is the subjective interpretation in nonbehavioral descriptors

which creates problems for researchers studying teacher enthusiasm.

y

What one observer considers
enthusiastic teaching may not
be interpreted similarly by another.
For example, Ryans (I960)
asked observers
to rate teachers as "stimulatingor "dull". Terms such as these,
however, do not have universally
accepted meanings which are consistent
for all observers,
flost of the research completed
to date has used

nonbehavioral descriptors as
enthusiasm.

a

basis for observing and rating teacher

If teacher enthusiasm is to be
understood in the same

terms by different individuals, objective
ways of describing it must
be found.

Behavioral descriptors include teacher actions
which are specifi-

cally observable and which to some degree, at
least, are measurable.
This type of descriptor refers specifically to
what the teacher says
or does.

These descriptors include vocal expressions like "cheering",

verbal responses like saying "that was good", and nonverbal
actions

like "smiling" or "eye contact".

Although teacher verbal and nonverbal

behaviors also are studied with relation to variables other than teacher
enthusiasm, as when linked to student outcomes or classroom climates,
this review is limited to studies which relate only to teacher enthusiasm.

Behavioral descriptors are useful in comparing research results

because clear, objective, and quantifiable descriptions can be agreed
upon.

There are two basic problems with completed research involving

behavioral descriptors for teacher enthusiasm.
First, the behaviors selected for study are not consistent

across investigations.
"mobility" as

a

For example, Solomon, et

£]_.

(1963) used

behavioral descriptor of teacher enthusiasm, while

Coats and Smidchens (1966)
chose "gestures-.

Clearly, these are

overlapping categories for which
the relative territories are
poorly
defined.
So long as this kind of
problem continues, there can
never
be a commonly accepted and
complete list of behaviors from
which

teacher enthusiasm can be inferred.
Second, even studies in which the
investigator has attempted
to use behavioral

descriptors nonetheless may include
items which re-

quire different degrees of subjective
interpretation by observers.
For example, Collins (1976) used
both behavioral and nonbehavioral

descriptors;
ing" eyes

"eyebrows raised" (behavioral) as contrasted
with "shin-

(nonbehavioral).

The inconsistency created by mixing objec-

tive descriptors with subjective ones causes
problems for measuring
as well

as

interpreting teacher enthusiasm.

In observing

been employed.

teacher enthusiasm, two types of instruments have

These two types of instruments are known as multi-use

instruments and single-use instruments.

Multi-use instruments are

designed to provide information about several teacher characteristics,
one of which may be teacher enthusiasm.

strument is one used by Ryans (1970).

An example of

a

multi-use in-

Single-use instruments are de-

signed to observe only one teacher characteristic.

An example of a

single-use instrument which focuses specifically on teacher enthusiasm
is

the one used by Collins (1976).
In

addition, the instruments reviewed use various response for-

mats to rate teacher enthusiasm.

These can be classified according to

the use of anchoring procedures.

In an

anchored response scale, sub-

jects are given cues suggesting the nature of the content for which the

II

rating is performed.

Response formats for teacher enthusiasm
can

be classified as anchored and non-anchored.

Anchored res pon se formats allow the observer
to rate teaching
behaviors by providing prominently displayed
cues for the observer
in the form of descriptive words.

The format for the cues may in-

clude words whicn express extreme or opposite
meanings for the variable being rated or which state examples of specific
behaviors.
tic differential

instruments exemplify anchored scales.

Seman-

Ryans (1970),

Tuckman (1976), Wallen (1966), and Young (1973) used anchored
scales.

Non-anchored response formats allow the observer to rate teaching behaviors in qualitative or quantitative terms without the use of

descriptive cues.

For example, the behavior may be rated by indicat-

ing its quality, e.g., good, fair, or poor, or by reporting its fre-

quency without actual tallying, e.g., frequently, occasionally, or
never (Brookover, 1945; and Solomon, Rosenberg & Bezdek, 1963).

Importance of Teacher Enthusiasm

.

The importance of teacher enthusiasm has been estimated from

variety of vantage points.

a

Many individuals involved in the educational

process hold the strong belief, often amounting to personal commitment,
that enthusiasm is important.

This intuitive judgment is based on

a

mixture of personal experiences and observations shared by others concerning the role of enthusiasm in the teaching-learning process.
itions may or may not be true.

Intu-

Only as intuitions are supported with

empirical evidence, can generalizations be formed which lead to commonly

accepted definitions of teacher enthusiasm.
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Enthusiasm is
effective teaching.

factor which experts rank
as important for

a

Experts on teacher education,
such as Hertz

(1972), exhort teachers to be
enthusiastic.

He suggests that enthu-

siasm is important for meeting
educational goals and maintaining
student interest.
Kis plea is for teachers to
use creativity and variety
as sources of enthusiasm in
their teaching techniques.
If the presence of enthusiasm
is a virtue,

problem.

JoAnn Cullen (1974),

a

its absence is a

member of the National Advisory

Council on Vocational Education, listed
five major problems related to

student learning.
In

One of these problems was lack of teacher
enthusiasm.

consequence, it is not surprising to find that
both Cullen (1974) and

Haberman (1965) have called for emphasis to be
placed on training teachers to be more enthusiastic.

The importance of teacher enthusiasm not only is
based upon the

opinions of experts, but also on the results of correlational
and experi
mental

research.

In a

review of over fifty process-product studies,

Rosenshine and Furst (1971) identified eleven teaching behaviors which

were positively related to student achievement and student attitudes.

Enthusiasm was identified as the third strongest variable which positively affected student acnievement.
A major correlational

study of teacher behaviors which affected

student learning was conducted by Solomon, Bezdek, and Rosenberg (1963).
In this

study, college teachers v/ere observed in their evening classes

in order to obtain measures of several

specific teacher characteristics.

The data were factor analyzed to identify the teacher characteristics re

lated to improvement in student learning.
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One of the factors so
identified was labeled
Letharov-rnprny
"energy being a ter. which
is eguated with teacher
enthusiasm. Students
Of teachers who scored high
on the energy factor
showed a significant
increase in comprehension
gain scores over students
of teachers who
low on energy.
In explaining their
results, Solomon, e_t al.
make the following
observations:
1.

teachers who are stimulating
and exciting encourage

Students to go beyond the
facts;
2.

teachers may be presenting the
subject in an inter-

esting and exciting manner without
dwelling on
collection of facts.
The gain in comprehension scores
is similar to results obtained
by McConnell

(1977)

for a factor labeled enthusiasm,
as observed in

ninth grade algebra classes.

Armento (1977), Egan (1975), and Wallen

Cl96b) also report positive relationships
between teacher enthusiasm

and student achievement.
In addition to research results

indicating

a

positive relation-

ship between teacher enthusiasm and student
achievement, researchers

also have explored the relationships between teacher
enthusiasm and

student attitudes (Aiken, 1970; McConnell, 1977; Pohlman,
1976; and
Wallen, 1966).

For example, Pohlman

(1

976) studied the relationships

between college students' perceptions of teacher characteristics and

student affective outcomes.
student involvement

,

Teacher characteristics used were clari ty ,

subject relationships (relevancy to student), and

knowledgeable-enthusiastic presentation

.

Information on the teachers'

characteristics was obtained by using the Teacher Classroom Behavior
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Instrument (TCBI).

students' attitudes toward
the course were measured

by using the Measure of
Affective Orientation Toward
the Subject (MA0T5).

Pohlman found that items of
teacher clarity and enthusiasm were
significantly correlated with positive
changes in students' attitudes
toward
the course.
One specific predictor of
positive changes in student
attitudes was when a teacher was not
a monotonous, dull speaker.

Experimental research on teacher
enthusiasm produces results

which are similar to those found in
correlational studies.

Mastin

(1963) examined the effect of teacher
enthusiasm on student achievement
in

social

studies lessons.

He trained twenty teachers to
present two

prepared, illustrated-lecture lessons, one
taught with an indifferent

attitude, the other with an enthusiastic attitude.

A test of signifi-

cance (p<.01} revealed that the class mean for
learning facts was

higher for lessons taught with teacher enthusiasm
than for those where
the teacher was indifferent.

Student attitudes toward the teacher's

work, the lesson, and vyanting to learn more about the
sub.ject were

more positive (p<.01) when taught by enthusiastic teachers than
by

unenthusiastic teachers.
Armento (1977) also used prepared social studies lessons for
third, fourth, and fifth graders in order to examine several teacher
verbal

behaviors.

She found that as teachers expressed more enthusiasm

and interest, student achievement increased.

Her conclusions about

teacher enthusiasm concur perfectly with those noted above for flastin
(1963).

The effect of teacher enthusiasm on student achievement has been

examined with low-ability groups.

Young's study (1973) of vocational
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business students at the secondary
level showed that teacher
enthusiasm
contributed to achievement gains for
the low-ability experimental group
gains which were not found in the
low-ability control group.
addition to research results linking
student achievement and

In

student attitude with teacher enthusiasm,
there are studies which
show that teacher enthusiasm is perceived
as important by teachers,
students, and principals.

Studies exploring students' perceptions of

teacher characteristics consistently indicated
that teacher enthusiasm,
energy, interest, and stimulation are important
(Bybee, 1972; Kamisar,
1975, Miller, 1975; and Penner & Price, 1972).

Specific results indi-

cated that
a)

interest and enthusiasm are valued as more important
by college students than by college teachers (Miller,

1975).
b)

energy for subject matter was rated higher by students
for college professors who were recognized as “outstanding" over other colleagues (Kamisar, 1975).

c)

college sophomores and non-doctoral graduate students
rated interest and enthusiasm as more important for

effective teachers than did seniors and doctoral candidates (Brun, 1977).

Other studies also have shown that teachers and principals perceive enthusiasm as an important teacher characteristic for effective
teache»^s

(Barr, 1948; Penner & Price, 1972; and Starr, 1975).

Univer-

sity professors, public school teachers, and principals identified en-

thusiasm as

a

necessary teacher characteristic in Starr's study (1975)
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of first year teachers.

Brookover (1945) showed that
employers rated

teacher enthusiasm as one of
seven important characteristics
when hiring high school toachors.
In summary,

professional literature suggests
many reasons for

the importance of teacher
enthusiasm.

Teacher enthusiasm has posi-

tively affected students' learning
achievement.
well

supported by comprehension gain scores
in

areas and at several grade levels.

This is particularly
a

variety of subject

Teacher enthusiasm also has been

found to be a factor in improving students'
attitudes toward learning.
Finally, teacher enthusiasm is perceived
by teachers, principals, and

students as an important behavior for effective
teachers.

Definitions of Teacher Enthusiasm

.

Even though teacher enthusiasm is identified as an
important

teacher characteristic, it

accepted definition.

is

a

term which still lacks

a

commonly

Teacher enthusiasm has many definitions wnich

can be classified into distinct types.

Rather than discuss each

separate definition, this section provides an analysis of the principal

types of definitions and their related problems.
One method of classifying definitions of teacher enthusiasm is

based on the observer's involvement in the process of rating enthusiastic behaviors.

Any observer must identify teacher enthusiasm by

inferring its presence from the observation of specific behaviors.
While this implies the use of personal judgment, the process may be

anchored in explicit actions, or may be presented as

a

product of sub-

jective interpretation that is free of explicit indicators.

Corres-

pondingly, Rosenshine groups studies of teacher enthusiasm into cate-
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gories Which are based on levels
of inference.

He defines inference as

a "process

intervening between the objective
data seen or heard and the
judgment concerning a higher order
construct of cognitive or social

interactions" (Rosenshine, 1970a,

ence into two categories:

500).

p.

Rosenshine divides infer-

high inference, which requires
individuals

to perform a considerable amount
of subjective interpretation
(words

such as

'energetic"); and low inference, which
requires very little

subjective interpretation (words such
as "movement").
Rosenshine's method of classification presents
researchers with
the problem of determining for themselves
the degree of specificity

and objectivity which is needed to
distinguish high from low inference
data.

Because there is no clear criterion for making
this decision,

it is not always clear in any given study
which descriptors of teacher

enthusiasm are considered high or low inference.
A second method of grouping definitions of teacher
enthusiasm
is

based on the presence or absence of specified behaviors, rather

than level of inference.

Teacher enthusiasm descriptors can be classi-

fied as behavioral and nonbehavioral

.

Behavioral descriptors are

specific, discrete, observable actions which characterize teacher enthusiasm.

Nonbehavioral descriptors include words or phrases denoting

abstract qualities which have long been associated with teacher enthusiasm.

Since non-behavioral descriptors are most frequently discussed in

the literature and since behavioral descriptors have only recently been

explored by researchers, discussion in this section begins with the
nonbehavioral category.
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Nonbehavioral descriptors, usually
abstract qualities, must be
subjectively interpreted by observers
in order to rate teacher
enthusiasm.
Researchers use many different
nonbehavioral descriptors for
rating teacher enthusiasm.
For example, Barr and Emans
(1930) identified descriptors of teacher
enthusiasm by examining various teacher
rating scales.
They defined teacher enthusiasm
to include nonbehavioral
terms such as alertness, animation

,

inspiration

,

and spontaneity

.

Today, some of the words used by Barr
and Emans (1930) to des-

cribe teacher enthusiasm are still
considered useful as nonbehavioral

descriptors of teacher enthusiasm.

Nonbehavioral words or phrases to

describe teacher enthusiasm have been generated
from the opinions of
experts and the results of correlational research
and factor analysis.
Some of the most frequently used nonbehavioral
descriptors of teacher

enthusiasm include
(a)

stimulate, stimulating, stimulation (Mc.'iillan, 1976;

McConnell, 1977; Ryans, 1960; Wallen, 1966; and Young,
1973);
(b)

excite, excitement, exciting (McMillan, 1976; Pohlman,
1976; and Young, 1973;

(c)

interest, interesting (Brun, 1977; Wallen, 1966; and
Young, 1973);

(d)

dynamic, dynamism (Coats & Smidchens, 1966; Doerr, 1974;
Kotula, 1975; and Pohlman, 1976).

Although words such as stimul ating

,

exciting

,

interesting

,

and

dynamic are terms frequently used to characterize teacher enthusiasm,
the reader is warned that using these words presents the problem which
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characterizes all high inference rating
processes.

The problem is that

the terms are subjectively interpreted
and are without clear, objective

descriptions of teachers' enthusiastic
performances.

As such, they

have poor interrater reliability, and
are difficult to interpret in any

process which applies research to practice.
any other nonbehavioral descriptor

(

For example, dynamic or

stimulating , exciting

interesting )

,

defining teacher enthusiasm must be subjectively
interpreted.

Sub-

jective interpretation results in inconsistency
because what one observer considers enthusiastic teaching may not be
so considered by
another.

Therefore, if teacher enthusiasm is to be understood in the

same way by different individuals, objective descriptors
must replace

nonbehavioral ones.
A way of describing teacher enthusiasm in objective terms is

through the use of behavioral descriptors.

Behavioral descriptors of

teacher enthusiasm are objective, observable, and quantifiable descriptions of teachers' verbal and nonverbal actions, such as those found
in the following studies.

Solomon,

^

(1963) studied several teacher behaviors as

possible determinants of effective teaching.
titled "Lethargy versus Energy".

One factor studied was

Some of the behavior items which

emerged from factor analysis describe "Lethargy versus Energy" in
terms of rapidity of speech , mobi 1 ity , amount of gesturing

tive reinforcement.

All

,

and posi-

of these items can be classified in the be-

havioral descriptors groups because they are observable teacher actions.

While each presents problems of exact quantification, the observer begins
the rating with

a

concrete action rather than with

a

personal judgment.
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It IS important to understand
that behavioral descriptors may

demand

a

high or low level of inference by
observers even though they

are anchored in specific, observable
teacher actions.

The amount of

inference an observer uses to rate the
teaching behavior depends upon
the specificity of the descriptors.
is an

observable teacher action.

To illustrate, "teacher's speech"

Speaking versus silence requires low

inference; speaking rapidly versus speaking
slowly requires moderate
inference; and speaking at an inappropriate speed
versus speaking at
an appropriate speed requires high inference.
In studying teacher

enthusiasm as it affects achievement in

vocational business education students. Young (1973) used
both behavioral and nonbehavioral descriptors.

Her behavioral descriptors

included terms such as gestures and voice inflection

.

Although Coats

and Smidchens (1966) were concerned with dynamism in lecturing, some

of their behavioral descriptors (such as animation and voice) are

similar to those used by Young.
More recently Collins (1976) made an attempt to train teachers
to be enthusiastic.
a

In

order to carry out her intentions, she needed

behavioral description of teacher enthusiasm.

Using the opinion of

experts in the area of teacher education, the results of numerous high-

inference studies, and the results of several low-inference studies,
she established eight categories of enthusiastic verbal and nonverbal

actions.

Her categories were vocal delivery, eyes, gestures, body

movements, facial expression, word selection, acceptance of ideas and
feelings, and overall energy level

(see Appendix G).
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Collins' categories exemplify
the mixing of behavioral
with
nonbehavioral descriptors.
For example, the category,
body movements,
used behavioral descriptors
such as swung around , walked
raoidiv and
nged pace , but also included
non-behavioral descriptors such
as un-

^

.

predictable or energetic

.

Most researchers have used a mix
of behavioral and nonbehavioral

descriptors in studies of teacher
enthusiasm.

When nonbehavioral de-

scriptors are blended with behavioral
ones in order to produce

a

summed

score, there is an inherent and
unknown degree of contamination.

This

hinders comparing and interpreting research
because subjective interpretation is embedded in the results.

Subjective interpretation thus pre-

cludes the possibility of obtaining an accurate
and objective definition
of teacher enthusiasm.

reviewing literature on teacher enthusiasm, Collins
has made

In

an exemplary attempt to identify the descriptors
employed by researchers

and experts in teacher education as indicators of
teacher enthusiasm.

Collins reminded her readers, however, that her descriptors are
assumed
to be generally accepted as valid measures of teacher enthusiasm.

Her assumption poses two separate concerns about studies using
behavioral descriptors for teacher enthusiasm.
need for

a

commonly accepted list of behavioral descriptors which can

be employed when studying teacher enthusiasm.

even

a

One concern is the

General acceptance of

few specific behavioral descriptors of teacher enthusiasm would

have a powerful influence on the utility of research for both theory
and practice.
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The second concern arising from
Collins' assumption is the

need to identify valid measures
for teacher enthusiasm.

Valid measures

of teacher enthusiasm must employ
accurate behavioral descriptors which
individuals involved in the teaching-learning
process actually use as

indicators of teacher enthusiasm.

Rosenshine (1970a) has cautioned researchers
that all previously
utilized descriptors of teacher enthusiasm

may^ be an

accurate and com-

plete representation of all possible such
descriptors,

scriptors may represent only
enthusiasm.

a

or_

that the de-

partial list of descriptors for teacher

He suggests the need to establish a definitive
list of be-

havioral descriptors.

Until

researchers can identify such

a

list, the

development of theoretical propositions related to teacher
enthusiasm
will be limited because of the inability of researchers
to compare

results.
In summary,

there are two ways of grouping descriptors of teacher

enthusiasm, one based on level of inference and the other based on

presence or absence of behaviors.

While these categories are distinct,

they are not unrelated or mutually exclusive groups.

Behavioral descrip-

tors cluster in the low inference category while nonbehavioral items

cluster in the high inference group.
Both nonbehavioral and behavioral descriptors present problems
for researchers.

The nonbehavioral group requires high inference and

precludes objectively identifying attributes of enthusiastic teaching.
Even though behaviors provide a superior basis for objectivity and quanti-

fication, there are several problems confronting investigators who elect
this mode of definition for enthusiasm;

(a)

the absence of a generally
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accepted 11st of behaviors for
teacher enthusiasm; (b) the need
for
validating an accurate list of behaviors
for teacher enthusiasm; and
(c)

the contamination caused by
mixing nonbehavioral

descriptors with

behavioral descriptors.

W_ays

of Rating Teacher Enthusiasm

.

This section is designed to present
selected, but typical

methods of rating teacher enthusiasm.
section.

In

There are two parts to this

the first part, discussion centers upon
multi-use

instruments which allow simultaneous rating of several
teacher

characteristics.

Since there are numerous multi-use instruments,

a

few

have been chosen to exemplify anchored and non-anchored
response formats.
The second part of this section focuses on single-use instruments

which are used to rate only one teacher characteristic at

a

time, in

this case teacher enthusiasm.

Ryans (1960) conducted a Teacher Characteristic Study for the

purpose of describing patterns of teacher behaviors.

After completing

factor analysis procedures, one of the clusters established by Ryans
was composed of two items, Dul 1 -Stimulating and Stereotyped-Original
(Ryans, 1960, pp. 85-108).

One of the instruments Ryans designed and

used to study teacher characteristics was the Classroom Observation

Record (COR),
to

a

multi-use observation instrument.

Observers used COR

rate 18 teacher behavior dimensions and 4 pupil behavior dimensions.

COR uses a semantic differential

response format.

This format is anchored

because it provides the observer with word cues representing opposite
poles of behavior for each teacher behavior dimension to be rated.
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Ryans describes the use of the
semantic differential response

format as an

•'

intuitive procedure," but attempts to
standardize the

process by using a glossary to define
his word cues.

An examination

of these word cues gives insight into
Ryans' working definition of
enthusiasm.

For example, the item "Dull versus
Stimulating" is de-

fined in the glossary.

"Dull" behavior includes giving monotonous

and uninteresting explanations; providing
unmotivating assignments;

lacking in animation; failing to challenge and to
capitalize on pupils'

interests; being boring; and lacking enthusiasm.

"Stimulating" is de-

scribed as highly interesting presentations; being witty,
enthusiastic,
and thought-provoking; providing challenging assignments; capitalizing
on student interests; and bringing lessons successfully to

a

close

(Ryans, 1960, pp. 84-89).

A similar pattern of teacher behaviors, labeled dynamism, was

examined in

a

different study (Tuckman, 1976) using the Tuckman Teacher

Feedback Form (TTFF).

Dynamism, defined as "energy plus dominance,"

was one of four teacher behavior dimensions used in this study to in-

vestigate interpersonal classroom management style.

Four items on

the TTFF (short form) were factored out for dynamism.

These items

were "aggressive versus passive," "outgoing versus withdrawn," "dominant
versus submissive," and "assertive versus soft-spoken."

rated dynamism on
format.

a

Observers

seven-point semantic differential anchored response

Teachers considered competent by principals received higher

ratings on the TTFF than other teachers who were rated as less competent.

Wallen gathered data about numerous teacher behaviors from observers using

a

semantic differential instrument and from students using
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a Q-sort.

Wallen's semantic differential employed
an anchored response

format which contained an item labeled
"dull versus stimulating."

His

q-sort required students to rate teachers
on several items, one of
which was labeled "dynamic and stimulating."

Wallen's nonbehavioral

descriptors for teacher enthusiasm are similar
to those used by other
researchers:

dull versus stimulating (a term used by
Ryans, ly60j

and dynamic (a term used by Tuckman, 1976).

Results from Wallen's study indicated

a

positive relationship

between observers' ratings of teachers on the dull versus
stimulating
item and students' Q-sort ratings of teachers on the dynamic-stimulating item.

The positive relationship between the two items still does

not allow an objective description of teacher enthusiasm because
raters'

personal interpretations of nonbehavioral descriptors are not

known.

Wallen also reported that consistent positive relationships

between observations and Q-sort rating sources are greater for first
grade teachers (r

=

.71)

than for third grade teachers

(.r

=

.55]

This difference raises the question of whether interpretations of adult

observers or student raters change when rating teachers in differing
grade levels.

Brophy and Evertson ^1976) expressed the possibility that teacher
I

enthusiasm may be less important to younger students than it

I

older ones.

is to

They accounted for the apparent difference in the impor-

j
I

tance assigned to teacher enthusiasm by students at different age
levels in terms of the school socialization process.

This process

suggests that younger children "accept without much questioning" their
i

I

I

1

teachers and the curriculum.

Teachers do not need to "prove" themselves
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to younger students as they must do
to older ones.

It is in this pro-

cess of "proving", that affective skills,
such as enthusiasm, may be

given greater weight by tne older students.
In addition to examining teacher
characteristics through the

use of anchored response formats (e.g., Kleinman,
1964; and Young,

1973), researchers have employed non-ancnored response
formats (Crookover, 1945; and Solomon,

et^.,

1963).

Non-anchored response formats

are frequently used in public evaluations of teachers,
such as those
found in peer or student evaluations of teachers.

Among the most significant studies which combined anchored and

non-anchored response formats was the effort of Solomon, Rosenberg
and bezdek ^1963) to define teacher characteristics and their relation-

ship to learning achievement.

After completing

a

factor analysis, one

of the factors selected for further investigation was "Lethargy versus
Energy."

Soloman,

et^.

examined this factor in several ways:

using observers* ratings on

a

(aj

Teacher Behavior Rating Scale (TBRS),

and (b) using students’ ratings from a Student Questionnaire (SQj.

Both the TBRS and SQ required raters to identify the presence or ab-

sence of the behavior on

a

Likert type response format.

The TBRS is

an anchored response format which gives cues, while the SQ was a non-

anchored format.
TBRS is composed of 38 items pertaining to emotional climates

associated with overt teacher behaviors.

For example, the item "en-

thusiasm" is defined in the following ways:
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This dimension refers to the ext
ent to v/hich the
teacher c onveys to the clair"(as
inferred by the rater)
sense of commitment, involvement,
excitement, and
interest regarding the subject matter.
The students
themselves may not contract this enthusiasm,
but do see
that the teacher is highly committed
to the field.
^

This IS to be distinguished from mere
dramatics (6)
or excess energy (22) displayed by the
teacher, though
a teacher committed to the field
might display these
characteristics. The teacher who is highly enthusiastic conveys the impression that this is the
best of all
possible subjects to be studying."
(Solomon, et
1963).
,

After watching classes, observers were immediately
asked to rate
the teacher on various behavior items using an
8-point scale.

The

specific items which clustered in the energy pole of the
teacher be-

havior factor labeled "Lethargy-Energy" were enthusiasm, rapidity
of
speech, mobility, gesturing, expressiveness, and over-statement
(Solomon
,

1963).
In the Student Questionnaire,

students were asked to judge with-

out specific cues particular aspects of teacher behavior throughout the
semester.

A 5-point non-anchored response format was used which allowed

students to rate the behavior from very frequently occuring to never occuring.

Some of the SQ items which also related to the energy pole of

the "Lethargy-Energy" factor were rapidity of speech, continuation of

interrupted discussions, expressiveness, overstatement, and exaggeration
Collins (1976) made

a

pioneer attempt to observe and manipulate

teacher enthusiasm in preservice elementary teachers.

She designed an

anchored rating instrument for observers to examine only one teacher
behavior, i.e., teacher enthusiasm.

This instrument is based upon

eight categories, each with specific descriptions (see Appendix G).
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The descriptions of teacher enthusiasm are
composed mostly of objective

behaviors taken from the literature and opinions
of experts.

Trained

observers rated categories (i.e., vocal delivery,
eyes, gestures, body

movements, facial expressions, word selection, acceptance
of ideas and
feelings, and overall energy) from

behaviors) to a low score of

1

a

high score of

5

(displaying the

(lacking the behaviors).

The rating of

teaching behaviors was performed by observing videotapes of the
teacher
and recording scores at 2-minute intervals.

Collins found that preservice elementary teachers demonstrated
a

significant increase in the use of the specific behaviors immediately

after

a

training intervention.

In a

subsequent post test, there was

decline in the ratings for enthusiastic behaviors,

observers were lower in post test

II

the behaviors than those in post test

clined in post test

II

i

.e.

,

a

the ratings by

for teachers who were trained in
I.

Even though the scores de-

for the trained teachers, this group still ex-

hibited more enthusiastic behaviors than the untrained teachers.
Collins showed that specific teacher behaviors representing the con-

struct of teacher enthusiasm can be learned by teachers.

Summary and Conclusions
In

.

summarizing this review of the literature, one can conclude

that there is no universally accepted definition for teacher enthusi-

asm even though researchers and individuals involved in the teachinglearning process consider it an important and measurable teacher char-

acteristic.

It is obvious

that unless a valid and generally accepted
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definition tor teacher enthusiasm is
identified, results from
studies concerning teacher enthusiasm
cannot be compared or replicated
In

order to obtain reliable and comparable
results, components of an

objective and observable behavioral
definition tor teacher enthusiasm
must be established.

Objective and observable behaviors validly
in-

dicative ot teacher enthusiasm may help
alleviate confusion and doubt

among researchers.

A study is needed to establish valid
behavioral

components of teacher enthusiasm.
is the

The appropriate test of validity

perception ot individuals engaged in the teaching-learning

process Ueachers and students).

chapter

III

METHODOLOGY

Overview
The purpose of this study was
to Identify the observable
behaviors

which compose the construct,
teacher enthusiasm.

To accomplish this,

secondary school teachers and students
were asked to describe the
presence and absence of teacher enthusiasm
in terms of observable

teacher behavior.
The research procedure chosen to collect
the data was Flanagan's

Critical

Incident Technique (1954).

describe in detail

a

specific event on

was perceived as enthusiastic.

describe in detail

a

Each participant was asked to

particular day when teaching

Each participant was also asked to

specific event on

was not enthusiastic.

a

a

particular day when teaching

The descriptions were recorded on separate

ENiHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms.

The primary variables (see

Figure 1) for analysis of responses from each subject group were content

of behavior (enthusiastic or not enthusiastic), sex (male or female),
and subject matter (physical education or English).
The entire study consisted of the following major stages:

Identifying the subjects

.

The subjects were teachers and

students from secondary schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Collecting data

.

The data were collected through the use of

Flanagan's Critical Incident Technique.
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study.

the

in

used

variables

Primary

1:

Figure

\
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^alyzin ^ data
procedures:

.

The data were analyzed through two
successive

extracting (identifying specific teacher behaviors
and

extracting unit themes from the written responses)
and categorization
(grouping similar unit themes).

Analysis proceeded according to

specific sets of guidelines.
Displaying and interpreting results

.

A description of thematic

behaviors for enthusiastic and not enthusiastic teaching was
developed.
The descriptions included definitions of the thematic categories and

examples of behaviors reported by teachers and students.

Population

The participants were teachers and students from public

secondary schools in Massachusetts.

The following restrictions were

observed in the selection of public secondary schools:
9

includes grades

through 12; regularly schedules physical education and English classes

and employs at least four full-time faculty members in each of the
physical education and English departments.

Obtaining Access to the Schools

.

In order to obtain permission

protection of participants'

of the study,

a

from school officials, insure

rights, and to prevent any misinterpretation

standard procedure for obtaining access to secondary

schools was established.
First, superintendents of school districts were contacted in

order to obtain permission to conduct the study

in

the school

system.

The initial contact was made by telephone, followed by an interview
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during which procedures for data
collection were explained and permission for contacting building principals
was requested.

A thank you letter (see Appendix
A) was sent immediately to

superintendents who gave permission.

quently received

a

These superintendents subse-

summary of the results.

Second, building principals whose superintendents
had given

permission were contacted in order to obtain approval
to conduct the
study in their school with their teachers and
students.

The initial

contact was made by telephone, followed by an interview
during which
procedures for data collection were explained and permission
for

contacting teachers and students was requested.
A thank you letter (see Appendix A) was sent immediately to
all

principals who gave permission.

Principals who allowed the study

to be conducted subsequently received a summary of the results.

Third, department chairpersons of physical education and

English whose building principals had given permission were contacted
in

order to obtain approval to conduct the study within their depart-

ments.

Their permissions were needed in order to ask their teachers

and students to participate.

The initial contact was made by tele-

phone, followed by an interview during which procedures were explained
and permission to conduct the study was requested.

agreed to allow the study to be conducted,

a

If chairpersons

date was scheduled in

order to meet faculty members and explain the study.
Chairpersons who gave permission then were invited to participate.

If they agreed, they were classified as teachers.

classification was determined by their responsibilities.

This
When at least

fifty percent or more of their
responsibilities involved teaching
they
were classified as teachers.
When this situation did not exist,

chairpersons were classified as
administrators and were not permitted
to participate in the study.

A thank you letter (see Appendix A)
was sent immediately to
all

chairpersons who gave permission but did not
participate.

chairpersons subsequently received

a

These

summary of the results of the

study.

Teachers

.

Physical education and English teachers whose
superintendents

and building principals granted permission for the
study were invited
to participate.

These teachers had regular, salaried, full-time

teaching appointments at the selected high schools and instructed
classes at any grade level

(9,

10,

11, or 12).

After departmental permission to conduct the study was obtained
from their chairpersons, teachers were personally contacted.

During

the initial contact, the options available for teachers within the

study were briefly explained.
1.

The options were

to participate in filling crut the teacher ENTHUSIASTIC

and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms.
2.

to participate in

filling out the teacher's forms as

well as to allow their students the opportunity to

participate in the study.

(Note:

Not all teachers

were given this option because of the large number of

student responses generated).
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to decline to participate in the study
but to allow

3.

students in one of their classes to participate in
the
study. (Note:

see

2

above.)

to decline to participate and not allow students in

4.

their classes to participate.
For teachers who elected to participate using any of the first

three options, a subsequent interview was scheduled at their convenience
in

order to collect the data.

A separate time was scheduled to collect

data from students of teachers who had volunteered their classes.

Students

.

Students whose teachers gave permission to conduct the study
were asked to participate.

The students were presently enrolled in

a

regularly scheduled physical education or English class from grades

9

through 12.

Each student in the selected classes had the option to

participate (by filling out the forms) or not to participate (by
leaving the forms blank).

A carefully prepared and standardized

presentation provided all information required for informed consent.
An attempt was made to obtain a student sample which was

representative of the
education and English.
concern in this study.

norm.al

sex distribution within both physical

The ability grouping of students was not of
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Data Collection

Critical

Incident Technique

.

The Critical Incident Technique, developed by
John Flanagan
(1954), is a research procedure designed to collect
from participants

descriptions of behaviors which were crucial elements
of specific
situations.

The technique allows for collecting behavioral details

rather than personal opinions, intuitions, or judgments.

The pro-

cedure is based on the belief, that participant identification of
crucial
behaviors is useful in investigating the interpersonal dynamics of complex social events.
In

order to use the critical incident technique, Flanagan

outlines five procedures:
1.

Identify the general aim

.

The researcher must clearly,

simply, and briefly identify the nature of the task for
the subject.
2.

Develop specific plans for obtaining subject responses.
The researcher must delimit the situation for the participant, e.g., stipulate the person, place, condition, and

activity.

The situation must be recorded by participants

who are direct observers.

Practical examples may be given

to help participants decide on the appropriate behaviors

to record.
3.

Collect data

.

After determining appropriate sample size,

the data may be collected through verbal or written records

of either immediate or recalled situations.

During the
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interview procedure, the researcher must

4.

a)

briefly explain why the subject was selected;

b)

generally report the purpose of the study;

c)

properly maintain confidentiality and anonymity;

d)

carefully word the question to eliminate subtle biases;

e)

tactfully avoid extraneous conversation.

Analyze data

The researcher must carefully extract the data

.

from the descriptions in order to maintain comprehensiveness,

specificity, and validity.

Flanagan (1954) suggest develop-

ing categories which

I

a)

are meaningful without elaborate definitions;

b)

refer to

c)

are tentative and may be reviewed by others before

a

described frame of reference;

I

I

they become final;
I

d)

!

5.

!

are specific enough to describe the data usefully.

Interpret and report data

.

The researcher must present the

findings accurately and fully explain any limiting conditions.

I

I

The critical

1

current study.

incident technique offers certain advantages to the
First, the technique elicits observable facts about

I

behaviors, products, or situations because observers describe actual

I

I

I

events rather than making inferences about those events.

'

Second,

the procedure can be used with both individuals and groups.

Third,

j

the participants need no special training before recording their

^

!

recalled observations.

Finally, the responses can be recorded

I

I

I

1

either verbally or in writing.
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There are, however, several disadvantages
in using the critical
incident technique.

First, the categorizing process is
subjective even

though the data are collected objectively.

Second, the categorizing

process is limited by the experiences and knowledges
of the researcher.
Third, the researcher is limited in being able
to evaluate the sincerity
and completeness of the participant's response.

The critical incident technique has been used in many areas
of
research, e.g., the military, psychology, industry, and education
(Flanagan, 1954).

The critical incident technique has been endorsed

by specialists in educational research (Withall, 1960), and used

successfully to determine effective and ineffective teaching behaviors
in the classroom (Bonekemper,

1974; Wilkinson, 1976).

Critical

incident technique also has been used to identify teaching behaviors
for physical educators.

Investigations in this area have been reported

by Arnsdorf, 1959; Barclay, 1969; Benton, 1960; Blank, 1953; Garis,
1966; and Gibson, 1969.

Development of Critical Incident Response Forms.
The collection of data for the study involved obtaining behavioral descriptors from each subject for two incidents:

one when

the teacher was enthusiastic and the other when the teacher was not

enthusiastic.

The critical incident response form is the means for

collecting the data.

Because response forms are instrumental in ob-

taining usable descriptions, they must be carefully constructed to

minimize language bias, investigator's subjectivity, and task ambiguity.
Flanagan (1954) stressed two criteria for constructing the
critical

incident response form:

\
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1.

The incident must be an act
which respondents can identify
as an observable entity.

2.

The incident must be critical,
i.e., purposes and intents

of the act must be clear to the
observer and leave little

doubt concerning the situational effects.
In

designing response forms, Flanagan's
criteria were used.

First, the response forms were designed
for the express purpose of this

study which was to identify teaching behaviors
for two incidents, en-

thusiastic teaching and not enthusiastic teaching.
The incidents are
separate entities and require respondents to record
separate observations.
The incidents are intended to represent extreme and
opposing conditions,
i.e., very enthusiastic and not enthusiastic.

According to Flanagan

(1954), extreme situations can be described far more efficiently
than

average situations.
Second, the procedures made explicit in the forms meet Flanagan's

criteria because the directions ask observers for
person, and condition.

specific time, place,

a

By specifically describing parameters for the

incident, the observer is better able to focus on the behaviors of en-

thusiastic or not enthusiastic teaching rather than trying to decipher
what should be the critical aspects of the incident.
Because the directions on the forms must be specific for each

subject group, separate response forms were used.

Two different forms

were created, one for each subject group (teachers and students).

The

different response forms are described in the interview procedures.

I
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Interview Procedures-^Teachers

.

Each teacher who elected to participate in the study
was inter-

viewed at the time arranged at the initial contact meeting.

interview took approximately 25 minutes.
a)

The

During this time, each subject

was reintroduced to the investigator and the purposes of
the study;

b)

received specific directions, an example, and rules for

writing
c)

a

critical

incident response;

filled out the appropriate demographic data boxes for
sex, subject matter, and years of experience;

d)

was asked to complete two response forms for describing two

different critical incidents:
asks a teacher to describe

a

an ENTHUSIASTIC form, which

situation when she or he felt

very enthusiastic while teaching;

which asks

a

teacher to describe

a
a

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC form,

situation when she or

he felt not enthusiastic while teaching.

In both incidents

the teacher was asked to describe specific verbal and nonverbal

behaviors.

A specific set of procedures for teacher interviews and samples of

teacher response forms are found in Appendix

B.

Teachers and chairpersons who qualified as teachers had the

option to be interviewed in groups or as individuals.

Group interviews

were scheduled if teachers so preferred and if their schedules permitted.
For example, teachers who had the same free period and wished to be

scheduled at the same time received group interviews.
dual

Group and indivi-

interviews were similar and followed the same procedures.
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Intervi evi Procedures--$tudents

.

Students were interviewed in classes at the
time prearranged
by their teachers.

The class interview took approximately 25
minutes.

During this time, subjects
a) were introduced to the investigator and
the purposes

of the study;
b)

received specific directions, an example, and rules
for writing a critical incident response;

c)

filled out the appropriate demographic data boxes
for sex, subject matter, and grade level;

d)

were asked to complete

tv/o

ing two different critical

response forms for describincidents:

form, on which students describe

a

an ENTHUSIASTIC

situation when a

particular teacher was very enthusiastic while teaching;
a

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC form, on which students describe a

situation when

while teaching.

a

particular teacher was not enthusiastic
In both incidents the students were

asked to describe specific verbal and nonverbal behaviors.
A specific set of procedures for student interviews and samples of

student response forms are found in Appendix

C

.

Although students were interviewed by classes, participation in
the study was voluntary.

Students were informed of this option and

could exercise their refusal to participate simply by leaving the

response forms blank.
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Interview Format

.

Although each subject group Ueachers
and students) had

specific interview procedures, all interviews
were conducted in

similar format.

The format included the following
sections

a

Uee

Figure 2):
A)

Introduction

.

The Investigator stated the general

purpose of the study and gave

a

rationale for selec-

tion of part1cipant(s j
B)

Practical example

.

Tne investigator gave

a

practical,

unrelated example of an incident using behaviors.

Flana-

gan (1954j suggests that a practical experience be used

with subjects in order to obtain more efficient responses.
Subjects were asked to describe behaviors of

who has
C)

a

Procedures

a

teacher

"cold".
.

The investigator explained the rules govern-

ing the use ot critical

incident as

a

research procedure.

The subjects were reminded that anonymity and confidentiality would be upheld.
D)

Use of mental imagery

through

a

mental

.

The investigator "guided" subjects

imagery recall experience on either an

enthusiastic or not enthusiastic teaching incident.
mental imagery was used with only one incident.

The

To counter-

balance for any possible effect on responses, approximately
half the subject groups were given

a

mental

imagery recall

experience for enthusiastic teaching and the other half were
given a mental imagery recall experience for not enthusiastic teaching.
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data.

collecting

for

format

Interview

2:

Figure
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E)

Directions

The investigator had the
subjects complete

.

demographic data sections of the
forms.

Subjects were told

to record observable behaviors
in describing the first critical

incident response.

Completion of first re sponse form

The investigator gave

.

subjects 10 minutes to write the incident
recalled during
the mental

imagery procedure.

The investigator stressed

that observable behaviors be recorded.
G)

Directions. The investigator had the subjects
complete demo-

graphic data sections of the second form.

Subjects were

told to record observable behaviors in describing
the second

critical incident response.

Completion of second response form

.

The investigator gave

subjects 10 minutes to describe the second incident.

(In

one half of the interviews, the first incident was enthusiastic teaching and the second incident was not enthusiastic.)

The investigator stressed that observable behaviors be
recorded.

Follow-up Procedures

.

The follow-up procedures included
A)

thank you letters sent to teachers and chairpersons who par-

ticipated in the interview

(Appendix A). A different thank

you letter was sent to teachers and chairpersons who gave

permission for their classes to participate in the study
(Appendix A)
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B)

summaries of the study results sent
to each principal and
chairperson. A cover letter to
chairpersons asked them to share the
results with their teachers and
students.

requested results,

a

When individual teachers

copy was mailed to them directly.

Guidelines

Since the subjects' descriptions of the
critical incidents were
in an open-ended response format,
a systematic and replicable technique

was needed to extract and categorize usable
data.

Three different

guidelines were designed in order to analyze the
data:

Separating Usable from Unusable Forms; Guideline

Guideline I--

II— Extraction

of

Unit Themes; and Guideline III--Categorization of Unit
Themes.

Guideline

I

was designed for screening responses based upon the

completeness of the subject's responses concerning demographic data
(e.g., sex, subject matter, experience, or grade level) and for

determining the usability of the responses.
procedures are outlined in Appendix

Specific criteria and

0.

Guideline II was designed for identifying teacher behaviors and
for extracting unit themes involving observable enthusiastic and not

enthusiastic teacher behaviors.
for screening each form:

(a)

Four specific procedures were developed

understanding subject's responses,

(b)

identifying teacher behaviors, (c) identifying unit themes, and

(d)

recording unit themes.

Specific procedures and rules are outlined

in Appendix E.

Guideline III was designed for sorting and coding responses into
formative categories devised to accommodate sets of common responses

\
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which appear in the data.

outlined in Appendix

Specific rules and

a

sorting sequence are

F.

Reliabil ity

Since the data analysis consisted of three processes
(usability,

extraction, and categorization), reliability was established
separately
for each.

Reliability for usability
50 critical

.

The investigator randomly selected

incident forms (25 enthusiastic and 25 not enthusiastic)

which were representative of each subject group, i.e., teachers and
students.

The number of forms randomly selected from each subject

group was comprised of 20 from teachers and 30 from students.

Reliability was determined separately for the enthusiastic forms and
for the not enthusiastic forms.

Copies of the forms and Guideline I,

which is used to determine usability, were given to two judges who

were not trained in the use of critical incident technique.
judges also were given

a

The

brief verbal explanation of the purposes

and procedures for Guideline

I.

Reliability was calculated between

each judge and the investigator, as well as between judges.

Reliability

for coding forms was established at the initial stage of data analysis.

Since thfs task

is

largely mechanical, the acceptable level of inter-

judge agreement for coding forms as usable or unusable was .96.
The analysis for determining reliability was performed using a

form-by-form comparison.

Percentage of agreement was calculated by

the formula:

V
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number of forms which agree

level

of
agreement

total number of forms which
agree plus total which disagree

For example, when two judges disagree on the
disposition of one
form:

24
.96

24 +

1

Reliability for extraction

.

The investigator randomly selected

twenty critical incident forms (ten enthusiastic and ten not enthusiastic) which were representative of each subject group, i.e., teachers

and students.

The number of forms randomly selected from each subject

group was comprised of six from teachers and fourteen from students.
Copies of the usable forms and Guideline II, which is used for

extraction, were given to two judges who were not previously trained
in the use of critical

incident technique.

Prior to extracting unit themes, each judge was trained to use

Guideline II.

The training procedure consisted of defining observable

behaviors, reviewing Guideline II, and working on sample forms for

extracting unit themes.

The judges were informed that some forms may

contain one unit theme, while other forms may have more than one. Judges
were trained until they achieved the criterion level of 1.00 (five out
of five consecutive sample forms correctly extracted).

The standard

for correct was agreement with the investigator's extraction of unit

themes.

Agreement was attained when the judges correctly placed ob-

servable teacher behaviors and supporting statements in unit themes.

1
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Disagreements were scored
1.

if judges incorrectly identify words which do
not describe

observable behaviors;
2.

if judges missed words which describe behaviors;

3.

if judges did not identify the correct number of unit
themes;

4.

if judges had a discrepancy of more than one behavior within

any unit theme;
5.

if judges did not agree on at least one segment of supporting

material

Percentage of agreement was calculated by the formula:
number of extractions which agree
total number of extractions which
agree plus total which disagree
EXAMPLE:

17
17 + 3

=

=

percentage of agreement

.35

After the training session, judges were asked to identify teacher
behaviors and to extract unit themes from twenty usable forms which

were representative of each subject group.

Reliability was scored separate-

ly for the ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC unit themes.

The acceptable

level of agreement between judges and between each judge and investigator

was set at .80.

To assure that the extraction process remained consistent

and did not drift over the course of the study, reliability was checked

during the following stages of data analysis:

during the first 100 forms;

when one-half of the forms had been processed; and during the last 100
forms.

All calculations for reliability were based on extraction of unit

themes (unit theme-by-unit theme) regardless of the number of raw data

response forms involved.
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Reliability for categorization

.

The investigator randomly selected

twenty extracted unit themes (ten ENTHUSIASTIC and ten
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC)

representative of each subject group.

The number of cards from each

subject group was comprised of six from teachers and fourteen from
students.

Appendix

Copies of the extracted unit themes, Guideline III (see
F,

pp. 245-249) which is used to classify unit themes into

formative categories, and definitions of formative categories established
by the investigator (see Categorical

Descriptions, pp. 120-162), were

given to two individuals who were not trained in the use of critical

incident technique.
Prior to categorizing unit themes, each judge was trained to sort
into formative categories using Guideline III and the categorical

descriptions.

The training procedure consisted of defining the formative

categories, reviewing Guideline III, and practicing the categorization
process using sample extracted unit themes.

Judges were trained until

they achieved the criterion level of 1.00 (categorizing five unit

themes in sequence in agreement with categories assigned by the
investi gator)

After training to criterion, judges were asked to categorize
unit themes from twenty usable extractions.

Reliability was scored

separately for the enthusiastic and not enthusiastic extractions.

The

acceptable level for agreement between judges and between each judge
and investigator was set at .90.

To assure that the investigator's

categorization process remained consistent and did not drift over the
following
course of the study, reliability was checked during the

stages of data analysis:

during the first 100 extractions; when
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one-half of the extractions had been
processed; and during the last
100 extractions.

All

calculations for reliability were made by

categorizing separate unit themes (unit
theme- by- unit theme).

Recking formati v e categories

.

The Investigator randomly

selected twenty extracted unit themes (ten
ENTHUSIASTIC and ten NOT
ENTHUSIASTIC) representative of each subject group.

The number of

extractions from each subject group was comprised
of six from teachers
and fourteen from students.
III

Copies of the extractions and Guideline

for creating categories were given to two individuals
who were not

trained in the use of critical incident technique.
No special

training was given the judges.

The judges were asked

to read the extracted unit theme on each card and assign it a temporary

label.

After each unit theme was labeled, the judges were asked to

group similar unit themes into categories and label each category.

An

analysis was performed by contrasting the categories and labels for unit
themes found in each of the judges' groups with those found in the

investigator's groups.

The purpose of this procedure was to obtain some

estimate of the degree to which the investigator's subjective creation

of formative categories can be replicated by other inidividuals
standard for reliability was established.
once during data analysis.

.

No

This procedure was performed
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Pilot Study

Teachers, students, and administrators representing the
departments

of physical education and English from three school districts
were selected to take part in
1.

a

pilot study.

The pilot study was designed to

determine whether changes were needed in the procedures
for obtaining access to schools;

2.

determine whether changes were needed in the procedures
for the data collection;

3.

determine the usability of the critical incident
technique with different subgroups;

4.

assess and improve the readability of the critical

incident response form;
5.

determine the usability and reliability of guidelines
in analyzing data; and

1

6.

improve the handling, processing, and recording of data.

Results of pilot study

.

The results from the pilot study provided the following informa-

tion and changes:
1.

I

The method for distributing materials (critical incident

I

I

response forms and pencils) in the packet proved to be an
!

efficient process for each subject group (teachers,
I

students, and administrators).
I

2.

Observations concerning other procedures included the

j

'

following items;

w
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A)

Because of their schedules, teachers and chairpersons
liked having the option to participate as
individuals or
in groups.

Group interviews were preferred when they

could be made part of

a

regularly scheduled meeting.

The

use of class interviews with students was more advanta-

geous than individual interviews because it would have
been impractical to schedule individual

large numbers of students.

thought to provide

a

interviews with

Such mass treatment was

sense of anonymity and security for

students, and it gave them more freedom to take the option

of not participating on either or both forms.
B)

No difference was detected between responses written

after using the procedure of mental imagery and those

written after using the procedure of reading directions.
The use of mental imagery was not as effective when

repeated

a

second time because subjects wanted to move on

promptly to the next response.

Reading directions was

not effective in obtaining subjects' attention.

A de-

cision was made to incorporate both procedures.

Mental

imagery was initially used as an attempt to have subjects

understand and think about behaviors for the task.
Reading directions was used with the second task in order
to reduce redundancy since subjects were familiar with

the task and had only to think about

a

new incident.
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C)

All

subject groups had difficulty using
observable

behaviors to describe teacher enthusiasm.

For

example, students averaged two behaviors
per

completed usable form.

In order to increase the

understanding of what constitutes

a

behavior, an

example not related to the subject of enthusiasm
was added to the set of procedures for collecting
data.

The example, asking subjects to describe

observable behaviors of

a

person with

a

cold, was

incorporated immediately following the introduction
(see Appendices B and C).
3.

It was confirmed that the critical incident technique

was usable with each subject group.

However, two modifica-

tions were made.
A)

During the pilot study, secondary school administrators

who directly observe teachers were asked to participate
in

describing enthusiastic and not enthusiastic

teacher behaviors.
is

small

in number,

them from the study.

Because this group of administrators
the investigator decided to drop

Therefore, the study's

population consisted only of teachers and students.
B)

At times it was apparent that subjects were less
able to complete the second critical incident

response.

The investigator found the second

response form to be either not complete or more
impoverished.

Therefore, it became important to

C
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counterbalance for this effect.

For one half of

each subject group (teachers and
students), the

not enthusiastic incident was
recorded first,

followed by the enthusiastic incident
(see
Figure 2, p. 43).
4.

The pilot study revealed that many
seventh and eighth grade

students requested

a

definition for enthusiasm.

Because

they indicated that they did not know the
meaning of

enthusiasm, students from grades seven and eight were

dropped from the study.

It was observed that students

enrolled in low ability classes tended
greater percentage of forms blank.

to leave a

In consequence,

it

was decided that such classes should not represent

more than 10 percent of the total student sample.
5.

Guideline

I

for usability was found to be appropriate

for data analysis.

which produce

a

Independent judges developed skills

high percentage of agreement (.98)

when comparing results among judges and with the
investi gator.
6.

Guideline

II

for extraction was found to be appropriate
/

for recording isolated observable teacher behaviors.

Independent judges developed skills which produced
high percentage of agreement (.92) when comparing

results among judges and with the investigator.

a
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7.

However, in progressing from the
extraction process
to the categorization process,
the use of isolated

teacher behaviors proved to be inadequate
and
confusing.

The confusion was caused because isolated

teacher behaviors could be classified into
several
categories.

The duplication of isolated teacher

behaviors created undifferentiating and overlapping

categories.

For example,

a

category grouping only

large gesture movements by teachers was not found to
be helpful

siasm.

to differentiate enthusiasm from unenthu-

Therefore, the investigator determined that

additional material would have to be included in
the extraction process.
to

As a result of attempting

categorize the extractions from the pilot study.

Guideline

II

was rewritten to extract unit themes

instead of isolated observable teacher behaviors
8.

.

Guideline III used for categorizing teacher behaviors
was amended for unit themes.

The procedures in

Guideline III for categorizing were found to be

appropriate for developing formative categories.
9.

Various forms, charts, and card procedures were

established for handling, processing, and recording
information (see Appendix H).
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10.

Analysis of data from the pilot study
revealed the

following results:
A)

71

percent of the administrators who
perform

direct observations completed usable
critical
incident forms on both enthusiastic
and not

enthusiastic teachers (see Appendix H).
B)

Usable ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC

response forms were completed by 92 percent

of physical education teachers, while only
80 percent of the English teachers completed

both forms (see Appendix H).
C)

Female physical education teachers described

more enthusiastic teaching behaviors but
fewer not enthusiastic teaching behaviors than
did male physical education teachers.
D)

Female English teachers described more enthusiastic
and more not enthusiastic teaching behaviors than
did male English teachers.

E)

Although approximately 80 percent of the students
in both physical

education and English classes

completed usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms, there was
large difference in the number of usable NOT

ENTHUSIASTIC forms completed by each group.

a
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Only 55 percent of the physical education
students completed usable NOT ENTHUSIASTIC
forms, while 76 percent of the English

students completed these forms as usable.
Eighty- five percent of the female physical

education students completed usable

ENTHUSIASTIC forms, while only 66 percent of
the male physical education students completed

usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms.
all

A description of

usable student forms is shown in Table

TABLE

1.

1

PERCENTAGE OF USABLE STUDENT
ENTHUSIASTIC AND NOT ENTHUSIASTIC FORMS
CLASSIFIED BY SUBJECT MATTER AND SEX*
(Pilot Study)

Physi cal
Engl ish

Education
Group

Category
Enthusiastic

Group
F

M

Total

F

M

Total

85%

66%

76%

88%

72%

oo

57 %

52%

55%

80%

71%

76%

o

Not

Enthusiastic

Usable forms are forms in which subjects appropriately completed
*Note:
the demographic data information and met the criterion for describing
enthusiastic and not enthusiastic teacher behaviors (see Appendix D,
Guideline I, p. 230.)
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11.

One of the difficulties in using the critical incident

technique is determining adequate sample size.

The total

number of incidents must be large enough to provide reasonable assurance that all possible categories can be identified before the sample is exhausted.

The most common pro-

cedure is to identify an arbitrary standard for the number
of consecutive items which must be sorted without discovering a new category.

When this standard

is

achieved the

sorting process is terminated irrespective of the number
of remaining incidents.

The determination of sample size,

then, usually is established on the basis of pilot study
data.

To provide an ample margin of safety, sample size

usually is established as

a

multiple of the criterion for

exhaustion of categories.

Pilot study data and an examination of similar studies
led to the estimate that the student group should consist

of 600 subjects each in physical education and English.

The estimate for teachers was 50 subjects each in physical

education and English.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS

In this chapter,

format.

the data analysis is presented in the following

Where the data are separate for teachers and students (such as

in the sections on the distribution of subjects, and the analysis of

data based on Guidelines

I

presented sequentially.

When the content of the data is related to

and II), the data for each subject group are

both teachers and students (such as the sections on the reliability of

Guidelines

I,

II,

and III and the analysis of data based on Guideline III),

the data for both subject groups are presented together.

Source of Subjects

Subjects included both teachers and students from selected sec-

ondary schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

These schools were

representative of the eastern, middle, and western sections of the state.
The size of the selected schools varied from

just over 600 to almost 6,000.

a

student population of

(The majority of secondary schools in

Massachusetts have student enrollments between 1,000 and 2,000.)

The

figures for student enrollment and the number of full-time teachers in
each of the departments of physical education and English are shown in

Appendix

I,

Table 34.

educaData were collected from teachers and students in physical

tion and English from nine different schools.

Since the percent of

during the
usable forms returned was even greater than that received
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pilot study, this initial data collection
provided an adequate sample
of teachers and students in English and of
students in physical education.

However, because physical education departments
typically are

smaller than English departments, it was necessary
to increase the
number of physical education teachers in the original sample
by scheduling eight additional schools.

In these schools,

the investigator

only collected response forms from physical education teachers.

Teacher Participation
In

is

.

discussing the number of teachers involved in the study, it

necessary to distinguish four subsets:
a)

total number of teachers in each department (see Appendix

I,

Table 34.
b)

the number of teachers who were personally contacted (which

differed from the number of teachers in the department
in several
c)

schools; see Appendix

I,

Table 35.

the number of teachers who elected to participate (94 per-

cent of the number contacted or 177 teachers, see Table 2);
and
d)

the number of teachers who reported two critical incidents

rather than one (an enthusiastic and
incident).

a

not enthusiastic

Although subjects were not required to com-

plete both forms, all usable forms were counted in the study.

Only two English teachers did not complete both forms (see
Table 2).
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From the 17 secondary schools, 189
teachers were personally

contacted by the investigator (see Appendix

I,

Table

J5).

The dis-

crepancy between the number of teachers in the
department and those
personally contacted is

a

consequence of the fact that not all depart-

ment members attended the scheduled meeting.
Ninety-four percent (177) of the contacted teachers participated
in the study by completing at least one critical

Table 2).
is shown

incident form (see

The number of teachers who participated from each school
in Appendix I, Table 35.

Teachers who left the forms blank

or recorded a refusal notation were considered as non-participants.

This is in accordance with the informed consent instructions given to

teachers at the time of the interview.

TABLE

2

NUMBER OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH
TEACHERS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

Number

Teachers

Number
Contacted

Parti ci-

pated

Number
Completed
Two Forms

Physical
Education

99

94

94

Engl ish

90

83

81

189

177

175

TOTAL

62

Student Participation

.

In discussing the number of students
involved in the study, it
is

necessary to distinguish four subsets;
a)

the number of students who were personally
contacted (the

number of students actually in the class on the
scheduled
day, see Appendix I, Table 35);
b)

the number of students who elected to participate
(84 per-

cent of the number contacted or 2,166 students, see

Table 3)
c)

;

and

the number of students who reported two critical incidents

rather than one (an enthusiastic and
incident).

a

not enthusiastic

Although subjects were not required to

complete both forms, all usable forms were counted in the
study.

A total of 14 percent (172) of the participating

physical education students did not complete the NOT EN-

THUSIASTIC form, while

5

percent (51) of the participating

English students did not complete this form.

Therefore,

the students provided 224 fewer NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms

than ENTHUSIASTIC forms (see Table 7).

From the nine schools initially contacted, 2,586 secondary
school students were personally contacted by the investigator (see

Appendix

I,

Table 3S).

Personal contact with students was made by

visiting 118 classes which had been volunteered by teachers.

Since

the number of student forms generated would quickly surpass the number
of teacher forms, the investigator did not ask all participating

teachers to volunteer their classes.
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Although department chairpersons
and teachers generally
honored
the investigator's request
to volunteer classes ranging
in ability
level, content or activity,
instructor characteristics, and
grade level,
this was not always possible.

Deviations occurred because scheduling

(e.g., only grade 10 had physical
education on the day data were collected or only one teacher was
responsible for a content area) or

unplanned events (e.g., school assemblies,
class films, or projects required by other subject matter teachers)
interrupted the regular school
routine.

Of the 2,586 contacted students,
84 percent (2,166) volunteered
to participate in the study by completing
at least one critical

form (see Table 3).
school

The number of students who participated from
each

is shown in Appendix I, Table 35.

blank or recorded

a

incident

Students who left the forms

refusal notation were considered as non-participants.

This is in accordance with informed consent instructions
given to students
at the time of the interview.

Guideline

Reliability for Guideline
As critical

-

I

I

Usability of Forms

.

incident response forms were received, each report

was read carefully by the investigator.

Each individual report form

was accepted and coded as usable or was rejected and coded unusable in

accord with the criteria established in Guideline
pp.

I

(see Appendix D,

230-237).

After several response forms had been read and coded by the
investigator, two judges were selected to determine reliability for the
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TABLE

3

NUMBER OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
and ENGLISH STUDENTS INCLUDED
IN THE STUDY

Number
Contacted

Number
Participated

Number
Completed
Two Forms

Physical
Education

1,443

1,205

1,033

Engl ish

1,144

961

910

TOTAL

2,587

2,166

1,943

Students
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procedures used in Guideline

I.

Table 4 shows percent of forms in

agreement (see formula for determining
agreement level in Chapter III,
PP. 46-47)

among judges A and B and the investigator
(I).

The es-

tablished level of reliability
(.96) was surpassed in each case.
TABLE 4

RELIABILITY FOR GUIDELINE I
ESTABLISHED BY JUDGES AND INVESTIGATOR

Judge

Level of Agreement (.96)

A with B

.98

A with

I

.98

with

I

1.00

B

Usability of Teacher Forms

.

From the 354 forms distributed to 177 teachers, 99 percent (352)
of the forms were usable (175 ENTHUSIASTIC forms and 177 NOT

ENTHUSIASTIC forms).

All

teachers, except two in English, completed

both forms according to the criteria established in Guideline

pendix D, pp. 230-257). The

1

I

(Ap-

percent attrition rate of teacher forms was

attributed to two teachers who completed

1

form but were unable to

complete both forms.
The percent of total usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms from teachers in
each subject area (see Table 5) were:

percent (94

physical education teachers, 54

forms), and English teachers 46 percent (81 forms).

This
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TABLE

5

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF USABLE
ENTHUSIASTIC AND NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHER FORMS
CLASSIFIED BY SUBJECT MATTER AND GENDER

inthusiastic

Not Enthusiastic

E

Teacher Forms

Physical
Education

Engl ish

Combined
Subject Forms

F

M

N

45

49

%

48

N

Total

F

M

94

44

50

94

52

100

47

53

100

51

30

81

53

30

83

%

63

37

100

64

36

100

N

96

79

175

97

80

177

0/
IQ

55

45

100

55

45

100

Total
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distribution of usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms
from teachers

in the two

subject areas comprises the teacher sample
(see Table 6) in which
physical education teachers (52 percent
or 99 teachers)

those in English (48 percent or 90 teachers).

outnumbered

The slight change in

percentage from the sample size to the number of
usable forms was
due to subject attrition.

The percent of total usable NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms
from teachers in each subject area (see Table 5) were:

physical education teachers,

53 percent (94 forms) and English teachers, 47 percent (83 forms).

This

distribution of usable NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms from teachers in the
two subject areas reflects the composition of the teacher sample
(see

Table 6) which consisted of more teachers in physical education (52
percent or 99 teachers) than in English (48 percent or 90 teachers).
The slight change in percentage from the sample size to the number of

usable forms was due to subject attrition.
Female teachers in physical education contributed 48 percent
(45 forms) of the usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms, while their male colleagues

furnished 52 percent (49 forms) of the usable incidents (see Table 5).
The division by gender of teachers in physical education changed slightly for NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms,

i.e., female teachers contributed 47

percent (43 forms), while male teachers contributed 53 percent of the
usable incidents (see Table 5).

This distribution by gender for both

usable ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms from teachers in physical

education reflects the composition of the sample size (see Table

which consisted of more male (52 percent or 52) than female teachers

6)
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TABLE

6

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CONTACTED TEACHERS
AND STUDENTS
CLASSIFIED BY SUBJECT MATTER AND GENDER

Teachers

Subject Area

Physical
Education

English

Combined
Subjects

F

M

N

47

52

%

48

N

Students
Total

F

M

Total

99

890

553

1,443

52

100

62

38

100

58

32

90

642

501

1,143

Of
/O

64

36

100

56

44

100

N

105

84

189

1,532

1,054

2,586

Of
iO

56

44

100

59

41

100
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(48 percent or 47).

The slight change from the
sample size to the

number of usable forms was due
to subject attrition.
Female English teachers contributed
63 percent (51 forms) of
the usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms,
while their male colleagues furnished
37 percent (30 forms) of the usable
incidents (see Table 5).

The

division by gender for teachers in
English changed slightly for NOT
ENTHUSIASTIC forms, i.e., female teachers
contributed 64 percent (53
forms), while male teachers contributed
36 percent (30 forms) of the

usable incidents (see Table 5).

This distribution by gender for both

usable ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms
from teachers in English reflects the composition of the sample size
(see Table 6) which

consisted of more female (64 percent or 58) than male
teachers (36
percent or 32).

The slight change from the sample size to the number

of usable forms was due to subject attrition.

Usability of Student Forms

.

The 2,586 contacted students provided
forms.

a

total of 4,109 usable

From this total, 2,166 usable forms described ENTHUSIASTIC

teacher behaviors and 1,943 usable forms describe NOT ENTHUSIASTIC

teacher behaviors.

Of the forms completed by students, 80 percent were

usable (according to the criteria established in Guideline
pendix D, pp.

I,

see Ap-

230-237).

The 20 percent attrition rate for student forms may be attributed
to several
a)

problems:

students were unable to recall

a

recent incident (either

enthusiastic or not enthusiastic teaching event);

71
b)

students reported behaviors as
general events rather than
as a specific event; and

c)

students were not aware of the meaning
of "enthusiasm".

Proportionally, physical education students
contributed 56

percent (1,205) of the total usable
ENTHUSIASTIC forms, while English
students contributed 44 percent (961) of
the usable incidents (see

Table 7).

This distribution of usable ENTHUSIASTIC
forms from students

in the two subject areas exactly reflects
the composition of the student

sample (see Table 6), which included

a

slightly larger percent of stu-

dents in physical education (56 percent of 1,443
students) than in

English (44 percent or 1,143 students).
The percent of total usable NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms from
students
in each subject area were:

physical education students, 53 percent

(1,033 forms) and English students, 47 percent (910 forms) of the usable

incidents (see Table 7).

This distribution of usable NOT ENTHUSIASTIC

forms from students in the two subject areas exactly reflects the com-

position of the student sample (see Table 6) which consisted of more
students in physical education (56 percent or 1,443 students) than in

English (44 percent or 1,143 students).

The slight change in percent-

age from the sample to the number of usable forms was due to the attrition rate of student forms.

Female students in physical education contributed 65 percent
(785 forms) of the usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms, while their male peers

contributed 35 percent (420 forms) of the usable incidents (see Table
8).

The division by gender of students in physical education changed

sligntly for NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms, i.e., female students contributed

TABLE

7

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF USABLE ENTHUSIASTIC
AND NOT ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENT FORMS
CLASSIFIED BY SUBJECT MATTER

Student
Forms

Physical
Education

Engl ish

Combined
Subjects

Enthusi asti
N

Not Enthusiastic

1,205

1,033

to

56

53

N

961

910

Of
iO

44

47

N

2,166

1,943

Of
10

100

100

<?/
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TABLE 8

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF USABLE ENTHUSIASTIC
AND NOT ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENT FORMS CLASSIFIED
BY SUBJECT MATTER AND GENDER

I

Enthusiasti

Student
C

Forms

Physical
Education

Engl ish

Combined
Subjects

1

Not Enthusiasti

c

M

Total

F

M

Total

N

785

420

1,205

682

351

1,033

%

65

35

100

66

34

100

N

569

392

961

534

376

910

%

59

41

100

59

41

100

N

1,357

812

2,166

1,216

111

1,943

%

63

37

100

63

37

100
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66 percent (682 forms), while male
students contributed 34 percent
(351

forms).

The distribution by gender for both the
usable ENTHUSIASTIC

and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms from students
in physical education changed

slightly from the composition of the contacted
sample size (see Table

6)

which consisted of more female (62 percent or
890) than male students
(38 percent or 553).

This small

gender difference in physical education

was caused by the fact that the male students provided
fewer usable

fonns than their female peers, causing

a

higher rate of attrition in

male responses.
Female students in English contributed 59 percent (569 forms) of

the usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms, while their male peers contributed

percent (392 forms) of the usable incidents (see Table 8).

41

The division

by gender of students in English did not change for NOT ENTHUSIASTIC

forms, i.e.,

female students contributed 59 percent (534 forms), while

male students contributed

41

percent (376 forms).

The distribution by

genders for both the usable ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms from

students in English changed slightly from the composition of the sample
size (see Table 6) which consisted of more female (56 percent or 642)
than male students (44 percent or 501).

This small

gender difference in

English was caused by the fact that male students provided fewer usable
forms than their female peers.
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Sideline

II

Reliability of Guideline

-

II

Extraction of Unit Themp?;

.

Usable forms next were processed for
the extraction of unit
themes.

Guideline

The criterion and procedures for
extraction are given in
II

(see Appendix E, pp. 238-244).

The procedures for training and testing
judges and for deter-

mining reliability are explained in the
section "Reliability for
Extraction," pp. 47-48.

different checkpoints.

Two judges vjere trained at each of three

The average time for training judges to ex-

tract unit themes was approximately two and

half hours.

a

After

completion of training, judges were given 20 ENTHUSIASTIC
and 20 NOT

ENTHUSIASTIC teacher and student forms for each of the reliability
checks performed during the course of the extraction process.

At

each reliability check, judges received identical response forms in

order that reliability betv;een judges and between each judge and the

investigator might be calculated.

Different forms were used for each

reliability check.
The analysis of judges' performance indicated some difficulty

between the steps in the extraction process.
to identify all

behaviors on

a

form.

Judges easily learned

Occasional disagreements occur-

red, however, when behaviors v;ere placed within a unit theme (dis-

agreements were scored when the behaviors in
from those of the investigator).
in

a

unit theme differed

Judges also had little difficulty

identifying supporting material, but tended to be more inclusive

than the investigator.

This often caused the judges to have longer
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extractions with more extraneous material,
but did not change the
number or meaning of the unit themes.

reliability is shown in Table 9.

The level of agreement for

The established level of reliability

(.80) was met for both ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT
ENTHUSIASTIC forms.

Extraction of Unit Themes--Teachers

.

Two hundred and fifty unit themes were extracted
from the usable

ENTHUSIASTIC forms and 193 unit themes were extracted
from the usable
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms (see Table 10).

Although the table may suggest

that all usable forms provided at least one unit theme,
this is not
true.
0 to

The number of themes extracted from
3.

a

usable form ranged from

Unit themes extracted from teacher forms also were classified

by subject area and gender (see Table 11).

\
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TABLE

9

RELIABILITY FOR GUIDELINE II
ESTABLISHED AT THREE CHECKPOINTS
BY JUDGES AND INVESTIGATOR

Judge

Enthusiasti

Check

1:

Check 2:

Check

3:

c

Not Enthusiastic

A with B

.94

1.00

A with

I

.85

.85

B

with

I

.90

.85

C

with

D

.94

.88

C

with

I

.85

.90

D

with

I

.80

.80

E

with F

.89

1.00

E wi th

I

.80

.90

with

I

.90

.90

F

i

of Agreement (< .90)

Level
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TABLE 10

NUMBER OF UNIT THEMES EXTRACTED FROM
USABLE TEACHER ENTHUSIASTIC AND
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC FORMS

Teacher

Forms

L

Number of
Usable Forms

Number of
Unit Themes

Enthusiasti

175

250

Not
Enthusiast!

177

193
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FORMS

TEACHERS'

GENDER

FROM

ENTHUSIASTIC

AND

MATTER

EXTRACTED

NOT

AND
SUBJECT

THEMES

BY
ENTHUSIASTIC

UNIT

OF

NUMBER

CLASSIFIED

USABLE
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^traction of Unit Themes-Students

.

Since it was reasonable to
assume that it was unnecessary
to
extract all 4.108 usable forms
to produce a final set of
categories
(see Appendix F, p. 248), a
representative sample of forms was
drawn
by random procedures.

From this sample the extraction
process yielded

1,433 enthusiastic unit themes and
1.147 not enthusiastic unit themes.
A unit theme was not necessarily
extracted from each randomly selected

usable form.
0

to 3.

The number of extractions from a
usable form ranged from

Unit themes extracted from student
forms were classified by

subject area and gender (see Table 12).
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FORMS

STUDENTS'

GENDER

FROM

ENTHUSIASTIC

AND

MATTER

EXTRACTED

NOT

AND
SUBJECT

THEMES

BY
ENTHUSIASTIC

UNIT

OF

NUMBER

I

I

CLASSIFIED

USABLE
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guideline III--Cateqorization of Unit Themes
Reliability of Guideline III
Categori zation
into categories.

.

.

Extraction of unit themes next were classified

The criterion and procedures for categorization are

given in Guideline III (see Appendix

F,

pp. 245-249).

The procedures for training and testing judges and for deter-

mining reliability are explained in the section "Reliability for
categorization,"

p.

49.

different checkpoints.

Two judges were trained at each of three

The average time for training judges to cate-

gorize the extractions was approximately two hours.

After completion

of training, judges were given 20 ENTHUSIASTIC and 20 NOT ENTHUSIASTIC
teacher and student extracted unit themes for each of the reliability
checks performed during the course of the categorization process.

At

each reliability check, judges received identical response forms in

order that reliability between judges and between each judge and the
investigator might be calculated.

Different extractions were used for

each reliability check.

Table 13 shows for each checkpoint the percent of extracted unit
themes which were categorized in agreement (see procedure for determining

agreement level in Chapter III, p. 49) among the two judges and the

investigator (I).
in each case.

The established level of reliability (.90) was met
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TABLE 13

RELIABILITY FOR GUIDELINE III
ESTABLISHED AT THREE CHECKPOINTS
BY JUDGES AND INVESTIGATOR

Judge

Level

of Agreement (< ,90)

Enthusiastic
Check

1;

Check 2:

Check

3:

A with B

Not Enthusiastic

1.00

1.00

A with

I

.90

.90

B

with

I

.90

.90

C

with

D

.95

.95

C

with

I

.90

.95

D

with

I

.95

1.00

E

with

F

.95

.90

E

with

I

.90

1.00

F

with

I

.95

.90
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For mative cateqones

.

When two individual judges
were given twenty

extracted unit themes and asked
to formulate and label
categories, the
resulting categories were similar
in many respects to those
created by
the investigator.
A)

Category labels often consisted of
terms which were

similar to or synonymous with those
used by the investigator,
e.g., encouraging for Encouragement,
participating for

Participation, relevant for Relevance,
discriminates for
Inequality, anger for Anger, punish for
Threat/Punishment.
B)

Other category labels were similar to terms
used by the

investigator to characterize unit themes prior
to the
grouping of themes into similar categories, e.g.,
uncaring,

boredom, or indifferent for the category of

Disinterest; or pays attention to special needs, recognition of individuals, or concern for individuals for
the category of Interest in Students.
C)

Some category labels were highly generalized and did
not differentiate between specific behavioral elements,
e.g., disinterest was used to include the investigator's

categories of Withdrawal

,

Detachment, and Disinterest;

or encouraging was used to include the investigator’s
categories of Encouragement, Praise, and Creation of
Positive Climate.
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In

summary, when independent judges
were confronted with the
task
Of creating formative categories
for a sample of unit themes,
they produced results which in many
respects were similar to those
produced by
the investigator.
The differences which occurred,
appeared to be a

consequence of the fact that the
nature of the judges' task did
not
press them to create refined
categories which were not overlapping,
inclusive, and highly discriminating
in definition.

Categorization of Unit Themes--Teachers and
Students.
This section presents the distribution
of unit themes into

ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC categories
and provides contrasts
within and between subject areas and genders
for both teachers and
students.
in

In

order to determine which contrasts should be
highlighted

the analysis,

a

difference of 4 percent was arbitrarily selected as

the smallest difference between or within two
groups which would be

noted in the text.

ENTHUSIASTIC CATEGORIES
Enthusiastic categories analyzed for teachers and students in
physical education and in English

.

From the 250 unit themes extracted

from the ENTHUSIASTIC forms completed by teachers, 16 categories were

developed.

These categories of enthusiastic teaching behaviors are

listed in Table 14.

Definitions and illustrative examples for each

category are presented on pp. 122-142.

Using successive sorts consisting

of 50 extracted unit themes, no new categories were developed after the
first 100 themes (see criterion for exhausting categories. Appendix

F,
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pp.

248-249).

Nevertheless, the remaining themes were categorized

because of the relatively small size of the teachers'
group.
From 1,462 unit themse extracted from the ENTHUSIASTIC
forms

completed by students, 19 categories were developed (see Table
14).
Definitions and illustrative examples for each category are presented
on pp. 122-142.

Using successive sorts consisting of 100 extracted

enthusiastic unit themes, no new categories were developed after the
first 200 extracted cards (see criterion for exhausting categories.

Appendix

F,

pp. 248-249).

This met the criterion established for

extracting enthusiastic categories, and the sorting process was
terminated.

Since the number of extractions varied between subject groups in
physical education and in English, and between genders, percentage rather
than frequency was used for determining rank order.

behavioral themes in the teachers'

For example, if

category of Praise and Feedback were

described in 35 of the 250 extracted teacher unit themes, such themes
represent 14 percent of all responses.
Fifteen of the students' 19 categories were similar to the 16

categories formulated from reports by teachers (see Table 14).

The

additional categories generated by reports from students were:

Interest

in Students, Constructive Criticism/Feedback, Organization, and Equality.

The students did not describe behaviors in the teachers'

category of

Spontanei ty

Although not ranked in the same order, teachers and students

agreed on five out of the first seven categories.

The five similar

Encouragement,
categories for teachers and students were Praise,
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TABLE 14

FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTEn FROM INCIDENTS OF
ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY TEACHERS AND STUDENTS IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH

Physical Education and English

1

caCners

Unit Theme
Students

N

0/

Praise and Feedback

35

14

Encouragement

25

Interest & Involvement in
Subject Matter

Unit Tnere
0/

N

45

15

10

Participation
Creation of
Positive Climate

33

11

25

10

Humor

28

9

Momentum

22

9

Encouragement

26

9

Participation

21

8

Interest in Students

26

9

Humor

19

8

Praise

25

8

Inqenuitv and Innovation
Creation of
Positive Climate

19

8

21

7

16

6

Momentum
Interest & Involvement in
Subject Matter

19

6

Creation of Relevance

13

5

Explanation

14

5

Demonstration

11

4

Insistence

13

4

Role-Playing

11

4

Inoenuity and Innovation

11

4

Insistence

9

4

Constructive Criticism/
Feedback

9

3

Seeking Student Input

8

3

Demonstration

8

3

Animation

7

3

Role-Playing

7

2

Spontaneity

5

2

Animation

6

2

Explanation

4

2

Seeking Student Input

1

-1

1

^

1

1

H
1

TOTAL

250

100

Creation of Relevance

3

1

Organization

2

1

Equal ity

1

TOTAL

300

-

ICO
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Momentum, Humor, and Participation.

The categories of Participation

and Creation of Positive Climate were more
frequently used in reports

from students (15 percent and

11

percent, respectively) than teachers

(8 percent and 6 percent, respectively).

In

contrast, the categories

of Praise, and Ingenuity and Innovation were more
frequently employed
by teachers

(14 percent and 8 percent, respectively) than students

(8 percent and 4 percent, respectively).

Enthusiastic categories analyzed for teachers' gender

.

When

categories were analyzed for gender of teachers involved, the

following results were found.

Although the distribution of themes

was generally similar, several

differences did appear (see Table 15).

Female teachers more frequently described Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter than male teachers

(12 percent vs.

8 percent,

respectively), while male teachers more frequently described Praise
and Feedback than female teachers (17 percent vs. 13 percent,

respectively)

Enthusiastic categories analyzed for students' gender.

In

comparing the categories generated from female students' reports with
those of male students there were both similarities and pronounced

differences (Table 16):
A)

Both female and male students agreed on
6

categories:

5

of the first

Participation, Creation of Positive

Climate, Humor, Praise, and Interest in Students.
B)

Male students described the categories of Momentum
(10 percent) and Interest and Involvement in Subject
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TABLE 15

FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTED FROM INCIDENTS OF
ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY FE^'ALE AND MALE TEACHERS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH

Physical Education and English

Female Teachers

Unit .Theme

Male Teachers

Unit

Tnpf--?

N

0^

Praise and Feedback

19

13

Praise and Feedback

16

17

Interest & Involvement in
Subject Matter

17

12

Encouragement

10

10

Encouragement

15

10

Participation

10

10

Momentum

13

9

Momentum

9

9

8

8

Of

N

Hum.or

12

8

Interest & Involvement in
Subject Matter

Ingenuity and Innovation

12

8

Humor

7

7

Participation

11

7

Ingenuity and Innovation

7

/

1

Creation of
Positive Climate

11

7

Creation of Relevance

6

5

Demonstration

8

5

Creation of Positive Climate

5

6

Creation of Relevance

7

4

Insistence

5

Role-Playing

7

4

Role-Playing

4

Seeking Student Input

6

4

Demonstration

3

4

3
1

1

Animation

6

4

Spontaneity

3

i

3

1

3

Insistence

4

3

Explanation

3

Spontaneity

2

1

Seeking Student Input

2

2

Expl anation

1

1

Animation

1

1

TOTAL

151

100

TOTAL

99

!

100
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table 16
FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THEf'ES EXTRACTED FROM INCIDENTS OF
ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY FEMALE AND MALE STUDENTS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH

Physical Education and English

Female Students

Unit rhemes
N

Male Students

%

Unit T hemes
N

Participation

33

17

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

%

13

12

Encouragement

20

10

Interest in Students

12

12

Creation of Positive
Climate

20

10

Participation

12

12

Humor

18

9

Humor

10

10

Praise

15

8

Momentum

10

10

Interest in Students

14

7

Praise

10

10

6

Interest and Innovation in
Subject Matter

9

9

Explanation

12

Momentum

n

6

Encouragement

6

5

Interest and Involvement in
Subject Matter

10

5

Ingenuity and Irnovation

5

5

Insistence

9

5

Insistence

4

3

Constructive Criticism/
Feedback

7

Seeking Student Input

4

3

3

Animation

2

2

,
I

Demonstration

7

Ingenuity and Innovation

6

3

Constructive Criticism/
Feedback

Role-Playing

5

2

Explanation

2

2

Animation

3

2

Role-Playing

2

2

Creation of Relevance

3

2

Demonstration

1

_]

Organization

2

1

Creation of Relevance

-

-

Equality

1

Equality

-

-

1

Seeking Student Input

-

-

Organization

-

-

196

100

TOTAL

TOTAL

_2_

104

100
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Matter (9 percent) more frequently
than female students
(6 and 5 percent, respectively).
C)

The categories of Encouragement
and Explanations were

described more frequently by female
(10 and
respectively) than by male students (5 and

6
2

percent,
percent,

respectively)
D)

The categories of Creation of Relevance,
Organization,

Equality were described by female students, but
not
by male students.

Seeking Student Input was described

by male students, but not by female students.

Enthusiastic categories analyzed for teachers and students in
physical education

.

An analysis of the distribution of themes

contained in reports from teachers and students in physical education
indicated that both groups contained as their first three enthusiastic
categories:

Praise, Encouragement, and Participation (see Table 17).

Although teachers and students agreed on the first three categories,
a

difference occurred in ranking these categories.

Students described

behaviors which formed the categories of Participation and Encouragement
(27 percent and 18 percent, respectively) more frequently than teachers
(15 percent each category).

However, teachers described behaviors

which formed the categories of Praise (18 percent) more frequently than
students (11 percent).

The categories of Humor, Interest in Subject

Matter, and Ingenuity and Innovation also were used in reports of

teachers more frequently than those of students (see Table 17).
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TABLE 17
themes extracted from incidents of
ENTHJSIASTIC teaching reported by TEACHEP3
AND STUDENTS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education

Teachers

Unit Themes
N

Students

%

Unit Themes
N

z

Praise and Feedback

25

18

Participation

39

27

Encouragement

21

15

Encouragement

26

18

Participation

21

15

Praise

16

11

Humor

13

9

Interest in Students

10

7

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

n

8

Momentum

9

6

Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter

10

7

Demonstration

8

5

1

1

Ingenuity and Innovation

Demonstration

10

7

8

6

Animation

5

4

Momentum

5

4

Creation of Positive
Climate
Constructive Criticism/
Feedback

7

5

6

4

Insistence

6

4

in Subiect Matter-

5

3

Interest and Involvement

Explanation

3

2

Explanation

4

3

Creation of Relevance

2

2

Humor

4

3

Role-Playing

2

2

Ingenuity and Innovation

3

2

Spontaneity

1

1

Equal ity

1

1

Role-Playing

1

1

TOTAL

137

100

TOTAL

145

100
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Included in the lower half of the
teacher list of enthusiastic
categories, but not found on the
student list were Animation,
Creation
of Relevance, and Spontaneity.
Interest in Students, Insistence,
and

Constructive Criticism/Feedback were
ranked in the upper half of the
student list of enthusiastic categories,
but were not found on the

teacher list.

Equality, ranked last by students, also
was missing

from the teacher list.

Seeking Student Input was not found on
the

list by either teachers or students in
physical education.

Enthusiastic categories analyzed for teachers
and students
E nglish

.

In

in

comparing themes extracted from reports by teachers
and

students in English, only Interest and Involvement in
Subject Matter
was found to be a common category ranked within
the first four

categories for both groups (see Table 18).

While English teachers

reported themes of Momentum as their top category (15 percent), their
students described themes of Creation of Positive Climate (17 percent)
as the first category.

Reports from teachers in English employed unit themes from the

following categories more frequently than reports from students;

Momentum (teachers 17 percent, students 8 percent); Creation of Relevance
(teachers 10 percent, students

2

percent); Role-Playing (teachers 8

percent, students 4 percent); and Seeking Student Input (teachers
percent, students

3

percent).

7

However, student reports used the

categories of Humor (15 percent). Explanation (6 percent), and Creation

of Positive Climate (15 percent) more frequently than teacher reports
(5, 1, and 4 percent,

respectively).
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TABLE 13

FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZEn THEMES EXTRACTED FROM INCIDENTS OF
ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
IN ENGLISH

ENGLISH
Unit Themes

Teachers

Momentum
Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter

N

0/

17

15

15
11

Unit Themes
M

0/

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

26

17

13

Humor

24

15

10

Interest in Students

16

\0

14

9

|

1

Creation of Relevance

—

10

9

Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter

9

8

Momentum

12

8

9

8

Explanation

10

6

Role-Playing

9

8

Praise

9

6

Seeking Student Input

8

7

Ingenuity and Innovation

8

5

Humor

6

5

Insistence

7

5

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

5

4

Participation

6

4

Encouragement

4

4

Role-Playing

6

4

Spontaneity

4

4

Animation

5

3

Demonstration

3

3

Seeking Student Input

4

3

Animation

2

1

Constructive Criticism/
Feedback

3

2

3

2

Organization

2

1

Equality

-

-

155

100

Praise and Feedback
1

Ingenuity and Innovation
j
1

Insistence
j

Explanation

rr
1

Participation

TOTAL

1

1

•

113

i

Creation of Relevance

1

1

100

TOTAL

—
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Included on the teacher list but not on the student
list

were themes in the categories of Demonstration,
Encouragement, and
Spontaneity.

The students had additional categories that were not

used by their teachers:

Participation,

Constructive Criticism/

Feedback, Interest in Students, and Organization.

Tables 17 and 18 indicate that although teacher and student
reports in

a

particular subject area (physical education or English)

may describe enthusiastic teaching with many common behavioral categories, the emphasis that each group places on the categories differs

substantially.

Enthusiastic categories analyzed for physical education teachers
and for English teachers

Unit themes extracted from reports of

.

teachers in physical education (see Table 17) and from reports of
teachers in English (Table 18) differed in their distribution into

categories.

Teachers in physical education reported behavioral de-

scriptors for the categories of Praise (18 percent). Encouragement
(15 percent), and Humor (9 percent) more frequently than teachers in

English whose frequencies for these categories were 9,

respectively.

4,

and 5 percent,

On the other hand, teachers in English described the

categories of Interest in Subject Matter (13 percent). Momentum (15
percent). Creation of Relevance (10 percent), and Role-Playing (8 percent) more frequently than teachers in physical education whose fre-

quencies for these categories were

7,

3,

1,

and

1

percent, respectively.

Enthusiastic categories analyzed for physical education students
and for English students

.

In

comparing enthusiastic unit themes gen-

'
I

'

'Be

\
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erated from reports of students in physical
education (see Table 17)
with the list of reports from students in
English (see Table 18),
each group placed emphasis on different
categories.

Students in

physical education reported behavioral descriptors
for the categories

of Participation (27 percent). Encouragement
(18 percent), and Praise
(11

percent) as the three most frequent forms of enthusiasm.

These

categories received little emphasis from students in English
(4 percent,
6

percent, and 0 percent, respectively).

Reports from students in

English employed unit themes in the categories of Creation of Positive
Climate (17 percent). Humor (15 percent), and Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter (9 percent)

as the three most frequently reported

behavioral categories, while students in physical education described

fewer incidents of this kind (5 percent,

3

percent, and

3

percent,

respectively)
The categories of Demonstration, Encouragement, and Equality

appeared only in reports by students in physical education.

Only

reports by students in English produced unit themes in the categories

of Animation, Organization, and Role-Playing.
Enthusiastic categories analyzed for female and male teachers
in physical

education

.

In comparing unit themes extracted from

reports by female teachers in physical education with those of their

male colleagues, the categories were similar (see Table 19).

Although

ranked in different orders, female and male teachers agree on the
first three categories:

Encouragement, Praise, and Participation.
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TABLE 19
FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THESES EXTRACTED FROM
INCIDENTS OF
ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY FEMALE AND MALE
TEACHERS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Unit

Female Teachers

hem.e-.

N

W
/O

Male Teachers

N

14

17

Praise and Feedback

13

24

Praise and Feedback

12

15

Participation

10

18

Participation

11

14

Encouragement

7

12

11

Interest and Involvement
in SuDject Matter

4

7

Humor

4

7

Encouragement

Humor

9

Creation of Positive
Climate

8

10

Ingenuity and Innovation

6

7

Ingenuity and Innovation

4

7

7

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

3

5

Demonstration

6

Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter

6

7

Momentum

2

4

Animation

4

5

Demonstration

2

4

Momentum

3

Explanation

2

4

Creation of Relevance

1

Creation of Relevance

1

2

Role-Playing

1

2

1
1

Role-Playing

1

1
1

Explanation

1

1

Animation

1

2

Spontaneity

-

-

Spontaneity

1

2

Insistence

-

-

Insistence

-

-

Seeking Student Input

-

-

seeking Student Input

-

-

82

100

55

100

TOTAL

total

97

Differences occurred in that female
teachers produced reports which
Identified the following categories
more frequently than male teachers;
Humor (females 11 percent, males
7 percent). Ingenuity and Innovation
(females

11

percent, males 7 percent). Demonstration
(females

11

percent, males 4 percent), and Creation
of Positive Climate (females
10 percent, males 5 percent).

Enthusiastic categories analyzed for female and
male teachgr<;
in English
.

.

In comparing unit themes extracted from
reports by female

teachers in English with those described by their
male colleagues,
several differences were noted (see Table 20).

categories, only

1

Of the

3

top-ranked

category (Momentum) was similar (14 percent for

females, 16 percent for males).

The reports by female teachers employed unit themes in the

categories of Interest and Involvement in Subject Matter (16 percent)
and Seeking Student Input (9 percent) more frequently than those of

male teachers (9 percent and

5

percent, respectively).

The reports by

male teachers in English provided the categories of Insistence (11

percent), and Encouragement (7 percent) more frequently than those of
female teachers (6 percent and

1

percent, respectively).

Neither the reports by female nor male teachers in English used
the category of Participation.

include Explanation as

include Animation.

a

The reports by female teachers did not

category, while those of male teachers did not

These latter three categories were included in the

pooled teacher list of enthusiastic teaching categories (see Table 14).
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TA3LE 20

FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THE^-ES EXTRACTED FROM INCIDENTS OF
ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED 3Y FEMALE AND MALE TEACHEPi
IN ENGLISH

Engl ish

Female Teachers

Unit Themes

Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter

n

Momentum

Malp Tparhpr^

Unit Themes

%

N

N

%

1

16

Momentum

7

15

10

14

Creation of Relevance

5

11

Praise and Feedback

7

10

Insistence

5

11

Ingenuity and Innovation

6

3

1

Interest and involvement
in Subject Matter

4

9

1

Creation of Relevance

6

9

Praise and Feedback

3

7

Role-Playing

6

9

Encouragement

3

7

Seeking Student Input

6

9

Humor

3

7

Insistence

4

6

Ingenuity and Innovation

3

7

Humor

3

4

Role-Playing

3

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

3

4

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

2

5

Demonstration

2

3

Seeking Student Input

2

5

Animation

2

3

Spontaneity

2

5

Spontaneity

2

3

Demonstration

1

2

Encouragement

1

1

Explanation

1

2

-

-

Animation

-

-

Explanation
Participation

-

-

Participation

69

100

7
-

J

TOTAL

TOTAL

44

100
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En thusiastic categories
analyzed for female and male student.

JiL Physical education

.

In comparing categories
generated from reports

by female students in
physical education with those of
their male

peers, the first

Both groups'
in the

3

categories were similar but varied in
frequency.

responses (see Table 21) most frequently
involved themes

category of Participation (27 percent
female, 25 percent male).

Female student reports more frequently
used the thematic behaviors of

Encouragement (20 percent) than those of Praise
(10 percent).

However,

male student reports employed both Praise
and Encouragement equally
(13 percent each).

Demonstration was another thematic category

reported more frequently by female students than
by male students
(female

7

percent, male

percent).

2

Male student reports used several

categories more frequently than those of female students;

Students (10 percent vs.

6

Interest in

percent). Momentum (10 percent vs.

5

percent). Interest and Involvement in Subject Matter
(10 percent vs.
1

percent), and Hum.or (7 percent vs.

1

percent).

Several categories from the full list of student categories of

enthusiastic teaching (see Table 15) were not employed in reports by
either female or male students in physical education:
A)

Reports by both female and male physical education

students did not employ Animation, Creation of Relevance, Organization, and Seeking Student Input.
B)

Reports by male physical education students did not

employ Insistence, Constructive Criticism/Feedback,
Equality, and Role-Playing.

These categories were

found on the list generated from female student reports.

100

TABLE 21

Physical Education

Female Students

Unit Themes
N

Participation

28

Encouragement

20

Praise

10

Demonstration

A3

27

Encouragement

10

Praise

6

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

5

11

25

-5

T

13

Interest in Students

4

10

6

Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter

4

in

6

Momentum

4

7

6

Interest in Students

—

6

6

Insistence

-Unit ThP'^e^
CL_

Participation

20

7

Construction Criticism/
Feedback

Male Students

V

6

Humor

5

Creation of Positive
Climate

•

3

L.

u
7

A

e

^
1

Momentum

5

Explanation

2

Ingenuity and Innovation

2

Equality

Interest and Involvement
Matter

Role-Playing

Explanation

2

Demonstration

2

Ingenuity and Innovation

1

1

Animation

1

1

Constructive Criticism/
Feedback

1

1

Creation nf Rpipvanrp

1

1

Equality

Humor

in Subject

5

2

4

1

2

1

7

1

Animation
Creation of Relevance

Insistence
-

-

Organization
Seeking Student Input
TOTAL

Organization

.

Role-Plaving
-

101

Seeking Student Input
100

TOTAL

.

44

100

101

^thusTastic
Inallsll-

c ategories

analyzed for female and male
students In

In comparing unit themes

produced by female students in

English with those of their male
peers, both groups used Humor and

Creation of Positive Climate as the
two most cornnon categories for

enthusiastic teaching (see Table 22).

Female students put Humor first,

while male students put Creation of Positive
Climate first.

Frequency

figures for the remaining categories were
similar, the only exception

being three categories which contained more
themes produced by male

students than by female students:
percent). Momentum (10 vs.

6

Interest in Students (13 vs.

percent), and Insistence (7 vs.

9

3

percent)

Some categories from the list of pooled student categories for

enthusiastic teaching (see Table 15) were not employed in reports by
female or male students in English:
A)

neither female nor male English students' reports
generated Encouragement, Demonstration, and Equality.

B)

female English students'

reports did not utilize

Seeking Student Input.
C)

male English students did not use Explanation,
Creation of Relevance, and Organization.

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC CATEGORIES
Not Enthusiastic categories analyzed for teachers and students
in physical

education and in English.

From the 193 unit themes ex-

tracted from the NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms completed by teachers,

11
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TA3LE 22
FREOUp^CY OF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTED FROM
INCIDENTS OF
ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY FEMALE AND MALE
STUDENTS
IN ENGLISH

English
Female Students

Unit Themes
N

Humor

17

"ale Students

cv
/O

18

Unit Theme*;
N

%

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

11

18

Creation of Positive
Cl imate

15

16

Interest in Students

8

13

Explanation

10

11

Humor

7

12

9

10

Momentum

6

10

5

8

Interest and Involvement
in Sub.iect Matter

Interest in Students

8

9

Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter

Momentum

6

6

Ingenuity and Innovation

4

7

Participation

5

5

Insistence

4

7

Praise

5

5

Praise

4

7

Ingenuity and Innovation

4

4

Seeking Student Input

4

7

Role-Playing

4

4

Animation

2

3

Animation

3

3

Constructive Criticism/
Feedback

2

3

Creation of Relevance

3

3.

Role-Playing

2

3

Insistence

3

3

Participation

1

2

Organization

2

2

Creation of Relevance

.

.

Constructive Criticism/
Feedback

1

1

Demonstration

.

-

-

Encouragement

-

Encouragement

Equal itv

.

-

Equality

Explanation

.

-

Organization

-

-

60

100

1

Demonstration

Seeking Student Input
TOTAL

-

-

95

100

TOTAL

103

categories were developed.

These categories of not enthusiastic

teaching behaviors are listed in Table 23.

Definitions and illus-

trative examples for each category are presented on
pp. 144-161.
Using successive sorts consisting of 50 extracted unit
themes, no

new categories were developed after the first 100 themes (see criterion for exhausting categories, Appendix

F,

p.

248).

Nevertheless,

the remaining themes were categorized because of the relatively
small

size of the teacher group.
From 1,168 unit themes extracted from the NOT ENTHUSIASTIC

forms completed by students, 14 categories were developed (Table 23).

Using successive sorts consisting of 100 extracted NOT ENTHUSIASTIC
unit themes, no new categories were developed after the first 200

extracted themes (see criterion for exhausting categories. Appendix
p.

248).

F,

This met the criterion established for extracting NOT

ENTHUSIASTIC categories, and the sorting process was terminated.
Since the number of extractions varied between subject groups
in physical

education and in English and between genders,

a

percent-

age rather than frequency was used for determining rank order.

For

example, if behavioral themes in the student category of Detachment

were described in 73 of the 300 extracted student unit themes,
such themes represented 24 percent of all responses.

Seven of the students'

14 categories were similar to categories

formulated from reports by teachers (see Table 23).

While students

had described separate behaviors for Anger and for Control, teachers
had dual

categories which included elements of anger and control but
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TABLE 23

CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTED FROM IMCIDEriTS
OF
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH

Physical Education and English

Teachers

Unit
N

’hemes

Students

~~T~

Unit
N

!hemes
%

Disinterest

38

20

Detachment

73

24

Frustration -Anger

33

17

Disinterest

40

13

Frustration -Quitting

30

16

Anger

37

12

Frustration

21

11

Mechanization/
Depersonal ization

33

11

Mechanization/
Depersonalization

21

11

V.’ithdrawal

19

6

Detachment

18

9

Negative Feedback

17

6

Stalling

n

6

Creation of Negative
Climate

14

5

10

5

Frustrat ion -Quitting

14

5

Anxiety •Retreat

4

2

Stal

13

4

Threat or Punishment

4

2

Threat or Punishment

13

4

Negativism Toward Subject
Matter

3

1

Control

12

4

Discrimination

8

3

Ignoring Student
Behaviors

4

2

Lack of Participation

3

1

-f

Control

Negative Feedback

TOTAL

193

100

1

TOTAL

ing

300

100
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were labeled Frustration-*Anger and
Frustration -^Control

.

The

categories of Anxiety-* Retreat and Negativism
Toward Subject Matter

appeared only in teacher reported extractions,
while student reports
generated the categories of Creation of Negative
Climate, Ignoring

Student Behaviors, Discrimination, Lack of
Participation, and
Wi thdrawal

Teacher reports involved Disinterest (20 percent) as the
most
frequent NOT ENTHUSIASTIC category.

Disinterest was followed closely

by Frustration ^Anger, and Frustration -^Quitting
(17 percent and 16

percent, respectively).

Student reports, however, employed many

themes in the category of Detachment (24 percent) v/hich had

a

commanding

lead over the subsequently ranked categories of Disinterest (13
percent) and Anger (12 percent).
Not Enthusiastic categories analyzed for the teachers'

gender.

When categories were analyzed for gender of teachers involved, the
following results were found.

were similar (see Table 24).

The first 6 categories for both genders

Although the order varied, each category

(i.e.. Disinterest, Frustration -Anger, Frustration-^ Control

Frustration -Quitting, Mechanization/Depersonalization, and Detachment)

contained proportionately equal numbers of themes.
Female teacher reports (8 percent) emphasized the category of

Stalling more frequently than male teacher reports

(1

percent).

Male

(
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TABLE 24
FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTED FROM INCIDENTS OF
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY FEMALE AND MALE TEACHERS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH

Physical Education and English

remaie iSacners

Unit Themes

na c
i

1

cacners

Unit Themes

N

%

Disinterest

22

18

Disinterest

15

22

Frustrati on •Anger

20

17

Frustrati on-* Quitting

16

22

Frustration •Control

14

12

Frustration -•Anger

13

18

Frustrati on-* Quitting

14

12

Mechanization/
Depersonalization

8

11

Detachment

7

9

N

1

%

Mechanization/
Depersonal ization

13

n

Detachment

11

9

Frustration-^uontro

7

9

Sta

10

8

Negative Feedback

3

4

Negative Feedback

7

6

Threat or Punishment

2

3

Anxiety-* Retreat

4

3

Stal ling

1

1

Negativism Toward Suoject
Matter

2

2

Negativism Toward Subject
Matter

1

1

Threat or Punishment

2

2

Anxiety-*Retreat

-

-

119

100

74

100

1

1

TOTAL

ing

TOTAL

107

teacher reports did not employ
the category of Anxiety
-Retreat,
while 3 percent of the themes
of their female colleagues described
this NOT ENTHUSIASTIC teacher
behavior.
No t. Enthusiastic categor i es
analyzed for students'

gender

in

comparing the reports by students in
physical education and in English,
the first three categories were
not only similar, but identically

ranked for both female and male students
(see Table 25).

Detachment,

Disinterest, and Anger are the three categories
most commonly used
by both female and male students.

There are only two substantial

differences in the remainder of the categories when
separated by
gender.

Reports by male students (7 percent) more frequently
employed
the category of Threat/Punishment than those of female
(2 percent).

Female student reports used Lack of Participation as

a

category,

while this category was not included in reports of male students.
Not Enthusiastic categories analyzed for teachers and students
in physical

education

.

An analysis of the categories formulated from

reports by teachers and students in physical education indicated that
the two groups placed emphasis on distinctly different categories

(see Table 26).

The category of Disinterest was at the top of the

teacher list (23 percent), but was closely followed by Frustration-^
Anger and Frustration -^Qui tting (each category was 17 percent).
by students in physical

Reports

education, however, used the category of Detach-

ment (36 percent) as the most common not enthusiastic teaching behavior,

while only

7

percent of the teacher reports contained such themes.

interest was ranked second on the student list with 16 percent.

Dis-
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TABLE 25
FREQUEflCY OF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTED FROM iriCIDENTS OF
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY FEM;\LE AND MALE STUDENTS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION ANH ENGLISH

Physical Education and English

Female Students

Unit Themes

Male Students

J In

it

Thames

N

N

%

Detachment

45

26

Detachment

28

22

Disinterest

21

12

Disinterest

19

15

Anger

20

11

Anger

,7

14

Mechanization/
Depersonal ization

20

n

Mechanization/
Deoersonal izaticn

Negative Feedback

12

7

Threat or Punishment

9

7

Creation of Negative
Cl imate

10

6

Withdrawal

9

7

Frustration-rQuitting

10

6

Control

5

4

Withdrawal

10

6

Discrimination

5

4

Stal lino

8

5

Neoative Feedback

5

4

Control

7

4

Stalling

5

.

..

.

_Li_

11

4
1

Threat or Punishment

4

2

Creation of Negative
Climate

4

3

Discrimination

3

2

Frustration -^Quitting

4

3

Lack of Participation

3

1

Ignoring Student
Rphavinrs

2

2

Ignoring Student
Behavior

-

1

Lack of Participation

-

2

125

100

TOTAL

1

I

175

100

TOTAL

109

TABLE 26

FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRA, CTED F^^OM
INCI^^ENTS OF
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY TEACHEP5
AND STUDENTS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education

Unit Themes

Teachers

N

1

[ nit Thenp<;
r
«/
N

Students

”4

r

1

1

Disinterest
Frustrati on

Anger

Frustration-^Quitting
Frustrati on-* Control

Negative Feedback

i

24

23

Detachment

17

17

17

12

51

36

Disinterest

23

16

17

Anger

13

9

12

Mechanization/
Depersonalization

10

7

1

10

9

Withdrawal

9

6

Detachment

8

7

Creation of Negative
Cl imate

6

4

Stalling

6

6

Negative Feedback

6

4

Mechanization/
Depersonalization

4

4

Threat or Punishment

6

4

5

3

5

3

'

T~

Threat or Punishment

Anxietv-* Retreat
Negativism Toward
Subject Matter

"

—

'

3

3

Control

1

1

Di

1

1

Stalling

4

3

Frustrati on-»-Quitting

3

2

Lack of Participation

3

2

1

1

scrimination

Ignoring Student
Behaviors

TOTAL

103

100

TOTAL

145

100

no
While the reports by teachers employed the category
of
Frustration

Control

(12 percent), this theme constituted only 3

percent of those extracted from student reports.

Teachers reports

produced two categories which were not found on student list:
Toward Subject Matter and An xiety-^- Retreat.

Negativism

In addition, students

described several thematic behaviors which were not on the teacher list:
Withdrawal, Discrimination, Creation of Negative Climate, Lack of
Participation, and Ignoring Student Behaviors.
Not Enthusiastic categories analyzed for teachers and students
in English

English,

3

In comparing categories

.

used by teachers and students in

out of the first 4 categories were similar, but the order

differed (see Table 27).

Teacher reports generated as the top categories:

Mechanization/Depersonalization (19 percent). Frustration

->’Anger (18

percent), and Disinterest (16 percent), while student reports most

commonly used Anger,

a

single rather than dual behavior theme (15

percent), Mechanization/Depersonalization (15 percent), and Disinterest
(11

percent).
English teacher reports more frequently yielded the category of

Frustration-^Quitting (14 percent) than did student reports (7 percent).

Threat/Punishment appeared more frequently in reports by students (5
percent) than in those of teachers

(1

percent).

The category of

Negative Feedback was reported frequently by students (7 percent), but
was not reported by teachers

Other categories found on the

in English.

student list but not reported by teachers were Ignoring Student
Behaviors, Discrimination, and Wi thdrawal

.

Teacher reports contained

reports.
descriptions of Anxiety -Retreat which was not contained in student

in

TA3LE 27
PREQUENCY CF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTED FROM INCIDENTS
OF
MOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY TEACHERS AND
STUDENTS
IN ENGLISH

Engl ish

Teachers

Unit Them&s

otuaericS

Jnit Themes
N

«

24

15

23

15

Disinterest

17

11

11

Frustration -Quitting

11

7

9

10

Negative Feedback

n

7

5

6

Withdrawal

10

6

Anxiety -Retreat

3

3

Stall ing

9

6

Negativism Toward
Subject Matter

2

2

Creation of Negative
Cl imats

8

5

Threat or Punishment

1

1

Control

7

5

Threat or Punishment
Ignoring Student
Behaviors

7

5

3

2

Discrimination

3

2

N

Mechanization/
Oepersonal ization

17

19

Frustration-* Anger

16

18

Anger
Mechanization/
Depersonal ization

Disinterest

14

Ifi

npt;5r hmont

Frustration -Quitting

13

14

Detachment

10

Frustration -Control
Stal

1

ing

Neoative Feedback

*

Lack of Participation

TOTAL

90

100

TOTAL

155

100

112

Not enthusiastic categories analyzed for
physical education

^achers and English teachers

;

In comparing the categories employed

.

by teachers in physical education (Table
26) with those used by teachers
in English

(Table 27), there were both similarities and
differences.

Although ranked in different orders, both groups of
teachers agreed on
3

of the first 4 categories:

Disinterest (physical education 23 percent,

English 16 percent); Frustration -Anger (physical education
17 percent,

English 18 percent); and Frustration-*Quitting (physical education
17 percent, English 14 percent).

Reports by English teachers included the theme of Mechanization/

Depersonalization (19 percent) more frequently than reports from
physical education teachers (4 percent).

The category of Negative

Feedback appeared on the physical education teacher list (9 percent),
but not on the English teacher list.

Not enthusiastic categories analyzed for physical education

students and English students

.

Over 50 percent of the responses by

students in physical education were classified into two categories

(Detachment 36 percent and Disinterest 16 percent) as primary characteristics of not enthusiastic teaching (see Table 26).

Students in

English, however, were more diverse with their responses (see T^ble
27).

The most commonly appearing unit themes reported by English

students were dispersed into the categories of Anger (15 percent).

Detachment (14 percent), Mechanization/Depersonalization (15 percent),
and Disinterest (11

percent).

Reports by students in English used Frustration -Quitting more

frequently than those by students in physical education (7 percent

113
vs. 2 percent).

Reports by students 1n physical education
employed

the category of Lack of Participation
(2 percent), while it did not

appear in those of English students.
Not enthusiastic categories analyzed for
female and male teachers
1

n
_

physical education

.

In

comparing categories generated from reports

by female teachers in physical education
with those of their male

colleagues, both groups described Disinterest as the
most frequently
reported category (see Table 28).

Female teacher reports contained

themes from the categories of Frustration ->Anger
(20 percent). Negative

Feedback (12 percent), and Stalling (9 percent) more frequently
than
those of male teachers whose frequencies for these categories were
11,
7,

and 2 percent, respectively.

Reports by male teachers, however,

described themes from the categories of Frustration ->Quitting (23
percent) and Frustration -^Control

(16 percent) more often than those of

female teachers whose frequencies for these categories were 12 and

percent, respectively.

2

Female teacher reports produced themes in the

category of Anxiety-* Retreat, while male teacher reports did not employ
this category.

Not enthusiastic categories analyzed for female and male teachers
in

English

.

involved only

Male English teacher reports of not enthusiastic teaching
6

categories, while their female colleagues produced

more diverse list (see Table 29).

a

Seventy percent of the responses by

1.14

TABLE 28
FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTED FROM INCIDENTS OF
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPO.RTED BY FENALE AND MALE TEACHERS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education

Unit Theme!

Female Teachers

na 6
1

I

caCncrS

Unit Themes

N

/J

Disinterest

13

22

Disinterest

11

25

Frustration -Anger

12

20

Frustration -Quitting

10

23

7

12

Frustrati on -Control

Frustration -Quitting

J

16

7
j

Frustration 'Anger

5

n

9

Detachment

4

9

5

9

Negative Feedback

3

7

Detachment

4

7

Threat or Punishment

2

5

Mechanization/
Deoersonal ization

3

5

Mechanization/
Depersonal i zation

1

2

1

2

Stalling

1

2

Anxiety

-

2

-

1

44

100

Negative Feedback

7

12

Stalling

5

Frustration -Control

Anxiety-^Retreat
1

Threat or Punishment

TOTAL

58

100

TOTAL

Retreat
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TABLE 29

FREQUENCY OF CATEGORIZED THEMES EXTRACTED
FROM INCIDENTS OF
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED 3Y
FEMALE AND MALE TEACHERS
IN ENGLISH

Engl ish

Female Teachers

Mechanization/
Deoer^ona ization
1

Frustrati on-»Control

Unit

[hpmpc

1

N

0/

10

16

9

15

o

Male Teachers

Unit Themes
N

<v

Frustration -Anaer

8

27

Mechanization/
npnpr<;nnfll i zatinn

7

23

Disinterest

9

15

Frustrati on -^Quitting

6

20

Frustrati on-» Anger

8

13

Disinterest

5

17

Detachment

7

12

Detachment

3

10

Frustration-^ Quitting

7

12

Negativism Toward Subject
Matter

1

3

'

Stalling

5

8

Anxiety-*. Retreat

Anxiety -^Retreat

3

5

Frustrati on -Control

-

-

Negativism Toward Subject
Matter

1

2

Negative Feedback

•

•

Threat or Punishment

1

2

Stalling

-

-

Negative Feedback

-

-

Threat or Punishment

60

100

TOTAL

TOTAL

-

30

100
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male teachers fell into the categories
of Frustration -»-Anger,

Mechanization/Depersonalization, and Frustration-Quitting.
The categories appearing in reports
by female teachers but not
by male teachers were;

(8 percent).
(2 percent).

Frustration -Control

Anxiety- Retreat

(15 percent). Stalling

(5 percent), and Threat/Punishment

Neither female nor male English teacher
reports employed

the category of Negativism toward Subject
Matter, which was found on
the pooled list of not enthusiastic
categories for all

teachers (see

Table 23).
Not Enthusiastic categories analyzed for female
and male students
in physical

education.

In comparing categories generated from reports

by female students in physical education with those
of their male peers,

each group described unenthusiastic teaching primarily in
(see Table 30).

3

categories

Female student reports indicated the categories of

Detachment (34 percent).

Disinterest (15 percent), and Withdrawal

(19 percent) as the most common behaviors of not enthusiastic teaching,

while male student reports differed slightly with Detachment (38 percent).

Disinterest (17 percent), and Anger (13 percent).
Female student reports used the following categories more

frequently than those of male students:
Negative Feedback (6 vs.
(6 vs. 2 percent).

2

Withdrawal

(9 vs. 2 percent).

percent), and Creation of Negative Climate

Male student reports used Anger (13 percent) and

Discrimination (6 percent) more frequently than those of female students
(6 and 2 percent,

respectively).

Only female student reports contained
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TABLE 30
FREQUENCY OF CATEG0RI7.En THESES EXTP/.CTEO FROM INCIDENTS OF
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY FE’-ALE AND MALE STUDENTS
IN DHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education

Female Students

Unit

’heme^

1

Male Students

nit Th ernes

N

20

38

Disinterest

9

17

9

Anger

7

13

7

8

Discrimination

3

6

Anger

6

6

Threat or Punishment

3

6

Creation of Negative
Cl imate

5

6

Mechanization/
Depersonal ization

Negative Feedback

5

Detachment

31

34

Detachment

Disinterest

14

15

Withdrawal

8

Mechanization/
Depersonalization

Control
6
j

Control

Frustration -Quitting

3
3

—
'

3

6

2

3

3

2

3

Stalling

3

Creation of Negative
Cl imate

3

Ignoring Student
Behaviors

3

Negative Feedback

1

Withdrawal

1

1

1

U1

Lack of Participation

Threat or Punishment

3

—
3

2

Discrimination

2

2

2
1

1

-i

Stalling

2

Ignoring Student

Frustration -Quitting

-

.

2
•

Lack of Participation

-

-

nr<;
UCTIQY IWt
^

TOTAL

92

100

TOTAL

53

100
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the thematic behaviors of Frustration
^Quitting, and Lack of Partici-

pation.

Conversely, only male student reports used
Ignoring Student

Behaviors (4 percent) as

a

not enthusiastic category.

Not Ent husiastic categories analyzed for
female and male students

i^ English

.

In comparing categories

in English with those
5

generated by female student reports

of their male peers (see Table 31), 4 of the top

categories were similar:

Anger (females 17 percent, males 14 percent).

Detachment (females 17 percent, males

11

percent), Mechanization/

Depersonalization (females 16 percent, males 14 percent), and Disinterest
(females 8 percent, males

11

percent).

The first

categories employed

3

in male student reports had the same frequencies of 14 percent (Anger,

Detachment, and Disinterest).
Male student reports, however, used Withdrawal

(11

percent) and

Threat/Punishment (8 percent) more frequently than those of female
students (3 percent and

1

percent, respectively).

All

other categories,

for both female and male student reports were within a range of

percent.

3

Neither group described themes in the category of Lack of

Participation, which was on the pooled list of not enthusiastic categories
for students (see Table 23).
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TABLE

31

FREOUENCY OF CATEGORIZEf' THEMES EXTRACTED FROM INCIDENTS OF
NOT ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHING REPORTED BY FEKALE AND MALE STUDENTS
IN ENGLISH

Engl ish

unit Theme

Unit Theme

Female Students

Male Students

0/
IN

Anger

14

17

Anger

10

14

Detachment

14

17

Distinterest

10

14

Mechanization/
Depersonalization

13

16

Mechanization/
Depersonal ization

10

14

Disinterest

7

8

Detachment

8

11

Frustration -Quitting

7

8

Withdrawal

8

11

Negative Feedback

7

8

Threat or Punishment

6

8

Stal ling

6

7

Frustration-*Qui tting

4

6

Creation of Negative
Cl imate

5

6

Negative Feedback

4

6

Control

4

5

Control

3

Ignoring Student
Behaviors

2

3

Creation of Negative
Cl imate

3

4

Withdrawal

2

3

Stal

3

4

Discrimination

1

1

Discrimination

2

3

Threat or Punishment

1

1

Iqnorlnq of Student
Behaviors

1

1

Lack of Participation

-

-

-

-

TOTAL

1

33

100

1

ing

Lack of Participation

TOTAL

'

72

CATEGORICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF

ENTHUSIASTIC AND NOT ENTHUSIASTIC

TEACHING BEHAVIORS
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Categories Describing Enthusiastic Teaching

.

The following section provides a description of each
category

depicting ENTHUSIASTIC teaching behaviors reported by teachers
and
students in physical education and English.

Each categorical de-

scription includes the title; the behavioral definition; typical
incidents reported by teachers, students, or both (where appropriate);
and a brief commentary summarizing any major result related to the

category.

The subject's demographic information is indicated in the

parenthesis following each extracted incident, i.e., sex, subject
area, and years of experience or grade level, respectively.

animation
This category includes unit themes
which indicate that the
teacher emphasizes learning activities
through the use of

unusual
or more emphatic verbal expressions,
body movements, or gestures
than are customarily utilized.
In these themes, teachers accentuate,
bring 'life' to, or dramatize elements in
the learning activity.

Criti cal

Incid6nts--T6achgrs

.

Critical

"My [teacher^ enthusiasm came
by the way
I taught, rather
than what I taught.
I^y
tone, my excitement, being

rowdy and loudnonstop chatter.
Ex.
using Yankees and
Red Sox play-off game as a
means." (F-PE-4)

—

.
.
being excited about it. . .
direct
the students to 'get'
a particularly 'slippery character' . . . running comments
on
progression of game— complete with hair
pulling (one's own), jumping up and
down,'
etc." (F-PE-10)

.
.A grammar lesson. . . [onl lay .
laughter with the RhisJ verb
.
.
started
to
ham up' the ex^anation— ran around
room
I
(teacherj laid my hand on the desk— on
book— I did so with vigor to differentiate
verbs 'go lie' talked about reclining
was lying on the desk
Had a lot of
fun." (F-EN-9)

Incidents--Students

.

teacher was explaining to
1
students how important it was to
get as much reading done this
year as
possible. His voice would rise and
fall to accommodate what he
was saying
He could hardly sit still.
He moved
around a lot." (F-EN-12)

k
tne

*

.
our teacher thought the best
way to review the play was for him to
read it.
He took all the parts, readi
each of them in different voices....
"
stressed specific words and ideas
{F-EN-12)
.

.

—

'"When she was trying to explain a
vocabulary word to us, we didn't
understand too well and she would
move her hands around a lot and smile
(F-EN-9)
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CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISn/FEEDBACK
This category includes unit themes

v.'hich indicate that the
teacher positively informs the students about their achievement
levels and makes suggestions for improvement.
In several of these

themes, teachers indicate the error and offer

a

possible solution

or suggest a consideration for improvement.

Critical

Inci dents--Students

.

•
.
.
said that I was trying hard
except that I needed to practice cn
my serving. She said alright you can
serve.... You just have to put your
arm out a little further and throw
the ball up higher."
(F-PE-9)

".

.

.

she was optimistic, told me

to keep trying and showed me what
was wrong
She coached me, of

course individually

"

(F-PE-10)

". . . while handing
back a composition I had written, he told me
what I had done v/rong and encouraged
me to go on and finish the composition [while offering suggestions"!."
(M-EN-^1)
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CREATION OF POSITIVE CLIMATE
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the
teacher establishes a happy and relaxed classroom atmosphere. Teachers

create this atmosphere by such behaviors as expressing verbally or nonverbally their own positive attitude toward subject matter or students;
initiating informal, non-content related conversation with students; or
greeting the class with

a

special invitation to join the learning activi

ti es

Incidents--Teachers

Critical

Critical

.

Incidents--Students

.

.
He said in a loud but friendly
.
voice, 'Hey, that's no way to warm up,
Practice
let's go shoot some baskets.
We got up and
makes perfect you know.
(F-PE-12)
started shooting."

".

[teacher] v^as smiling and gesturing a lot to show them how much fun
and beneficial this activity could
be. . . . continued to smile so they'd
know that I was having a good time
Before they
along with them. . .
left, I asked them if they had feet
as happy and tired as I did about
"I

'

.

I tried
their first experience.
to make good individual eye contact
(F-PE-14)
throughout the class."

"There is a story which I [teacher]
particularly enjoy and I found myself walking around, nodding my
head at significant comments and
I found mypositive responses.
that neat?'
isn't
'Yes
saying,
self
or 'Did you ever consider this?'
I did
.
'Isn't that amazing?'.
loved
really
I
that
students
tell
.

the story."

(F-EII-A)

Greater eye contact with
.
J'^ore frespecific students.
quent use of individual student's
oersonal contact."
names.
".

.

.

.

(f1-EN-17)

.

•

.

.

"When we were planning to go to Boston
on a trip. ... He said, 'Come on, will
you, go with us to Boston? There are
a lot of things to do and see.'"
(F-EN-9)
"She was walking around, talking very
loud, and she said that Ethan Frome
is one of the books that she really
enjoys doing every year with her
^M-EN-IO)
classes."
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CREATION OF RELEVANCE
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the

teacher uses descriptions, examples, techniques, or resources which
are specifically pertinent to students' interests, attitudes, and
concerns.

In some themes teachers encourage students to generate

or contribute ideas for making the task or discussion pertinent.

Critical Incidents— Teachers .

Critical

". . . I [teacher] asked the students
basic questions. . .. Then I asked.
.
how many knev; their resting heart rate
. .
.. This seemed to make the students
aware that they did not have all the
answers and seemed to arouse some curiosity. . . increased my level of enthu."
siasm in presenting.
(M-PE-13)
.

.

.

[Teacher gave fake money to students
"I
to participate in auction]. .
[teacher] had a life auction. .
Class brainstormed list of valuables
.."
such as qood health, job, etc.
.

.

.

.

(F-EN-1)
"I [teacher] was explaining to then how
they can rationalize to minimize fail-

ure or avoid the responsibility of workthrew out a few examples
I
ing to learn.
[of rationalization] such as 'The teacher
math,
hates me' or 'I just can't get. .
English, etc.' The students responded
listed
I
with their pet 'cop-outs."
these on the board, and. . . began to
examine each for its basic dishonesty
[continued] till bell rang."
.
.
.
(M-EN-14)
.

Incidents--Students

.

". .
she used 'real life' examples.
She talked a lot about life and people
and about the way they act."
(F-EM-11)
.

".

.
she was very talkative making us
.
laugh by telling us about her family.
asking us questions that no normal teacher
would ask 'Have you ever been arrested?'
(F-EN-11)
'Have you ever stole something?"
.

.

.

"We soon got into a discussion and instead
of changing the subject, he changed his lecture to the discussion and made us learn
through applying his teaching to the dis(F-EN-12)
cussion."

DEMONSTRATION
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the

teacher presents lesson content with illustrations or through modeling.

Often teachers use humor in the demonstration.

These illus-

trations may be exclusively nonverbal performances, or may be accompanied by verbal explanations.

Critical

Incidents— Teachers .

Critical Incidents--Students .

[teacher] beqan with a short description of the Durpose.
stressed the importance of working as hard
as possible. ... I demonstrated everything encouraging them to do it with
me. ... I did small parts at a time,
I
adding the music as we progressed.
stood with ny back to them so they
could follow my moves precisely but
made sure that I was looking' over my
shoulder to observe them and continued
to smile so they'd know that I was having a good time along with them. .. .'*
(F-PE-14)
.

.

"...

I [teacher] was directing the
.
.
students in dramatizing a scene.
I made the desk into a jeep, cleared
As the
all the materials from it..
and
out
in
dashed
I
progressed,
scene
of it showing students where to sit,
demonstrating tone of voice, explain^F-EN-23)
ing background."
.

.

.

"... - Me [teacher] demonstrating the
difference between vitality and slugin a
I am sitting
gishness in voice.
chair repeating the sane sentence using
happy, sad,
different emotions. .
.
,
.
hamming
etc.
bored,
excited,
angry,
.
.

it up on stage.

.

."

(M-EN-8)

.

"I didn't know how to hit the ball over
She
the net and she showed me how.
came up to me and put the ball in her
hand and showed me how to hit the ball.
Then she told me to try, and the ball

went over the net."

(F-PE-12)

". . . When one teacher put on a particularly impressive show of jump
(M-PE-12)
roping skills. . ."
.

"... Teacher demonstrated the right
way to do a speech, with poise, eye
She demoncontact, voice pitch, etc.
strated the wrong v^ay to do the soeech,
fidgety, gaggly, low monotone voice,
etc.. . ." ^F-EN-10)
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ENCOURAGEMENT
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the

teacher verbally or nonverbally inspires, stimulates, urges or
solicits student behaviors through the use of compliments, cheers,
or supportive expressions.

In these themes, situations are classi-

fied as "encouragement" because the teachers' behaviors imply specific

intentions to have students attempt or continue with

Critical

Incidents--Teachers

Critical

.

provided encouragement,
'good job,' 'which time was better?'
....'Everybody gets to go twice'
(F-PE-1)
(as if it was a treat)."

".

.

.

.

.

"Once the students started I [teacher]
would run along side different individuals cheering them on, yelling out
positive things with as much excitement in my voice as possible making
facial expressions both funny and
serious.,.. I quickly started play
telling them not to let down, they
(F-PE-4)
score."
would do it and

—

.

.

.

"It (enthusiasm) showed in me [teacher]
encouraged students
I
most vocally.
with phrases such as 'Now we're rollin'
or 'That was one of my favorites.'"
(M-EN-14)

a

behavior.

Incidents— Students

.

". . . the teacher was all enthusiastic
one day because she kept cheering for
me and praising me. The cheering was
helpful (I'm a non-athletic type person
She showed enand made me try harder) .
up and
jumping
and
yelling
thusiasm by

down."

(F-PE-10)

.my gym instructor kept our
.
spirits up by clapping his hands,
(M-PE-10)
cheering for our losing team."

".

"He started jumping up and down and yellfor
ing 'hit the ball' and really rooting
the
missed
person
When
a
his team
'em
ball, he would say, 'O.K., let's get
(M-PE-12)
next time.'"
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EXPLANATION
This category includes unit themes
which indicate that the
teacher verbally expounds, explicates,
or interprets subject matter
content, or class objectives.
In these themes, teachers
give specific
details or provide additional
information beyond that required to
initiate the lesson.

Critical

Incidents--Teachers

.

Critical Incidents--$tudent$ .

"I [teacher] had kept track of the
records.
.
I began the class by explaining all the rules and violations
to remind them that I will be calling
them (as an official).
(M-PE-1)

". . . went through the description of
the apparatus.
Also giving the direction in doing it.
He seemed real concerned about safety and doing things
right."
(M-PE-9)

“. . .We chose up sides for game.
As
the game was in progress, I [teacher]
went from position to position on the
diamond, instructing. .
how to play
the various positions infield and outfield."
(M-PE-29)

"I asked for some advice.
He ended
up giving me examples and telling me
what I should do to conclude this
paper."
(F-EN-12)

.

.

"I [teacher] proceeded to explain the
overall story and the specifics step
by step. 'As we moved through the details in the story. .
[student] began to see the central idea of the
story. ..."
{M-EN-29)
.

".

.
.
the first day of the study our
teacher really got into the details
He had a big smile
about Shakespeare.
on his face, used many facial expressions
and went into his history in great depth."
(F-EN-IO)
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EQUALITY
This category includes unit themes which indicate
that the teacher
provides equal opportunities for instruction and interaction
to all

students.

In

these themes, the equality of the teachers'

behavior may
refer to the students' gender, aptitude, ability, or interest
level.

Critical

Incidents--$tudents

.

he let Bobbie (a girl) and I
[both of these girls on a team of boys]
in on all of the plays.
He was excited
when we helped out and made touchdowns.
He made the girls feel like they were a
part of the team."
(F-PE-11)
.

.

"She walks around to each group of
players and leaves no one out:
from
the worst to the best players."
(F-PE-12)
he smiled, included all of us
.
.
in the huddle, and make sure everyone
(F-PE-12)
was involved in the play,"
".
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HUMOR
This category includes unit themes which indicate
that the
teacher expresses gaiety or amusement.
In these themes, teachers'
behaviors consisted of two forms for humor: a) making students
laugh- -behaviors in which teachers create comedy for the class,
i.e.,
by .joking, teasing, or by doing funny activities; and b) reacting
to
humorous classroom events- -behaviors in which teachers share in jovial

situations, i.e., by laughing at

a

student's joke or comical class

event.

Critical

Incidents— Teachers

Critical

.

The ball was heading towards ne
since I [teacher] was playing fullback.
kicked the ball and fell on my ass
I
(kids laughed, me too, but got back up
for more action).
(F-PE-0)
.

.

".
encourI
[teacher] laughed.
aged them to use humorous examples,
'What other funny experiences have you
smilI was
had you can write about.'
ing."
(F-EN-0)
.

.

.

,

[teacher] found myself enjoying
.
.
I
the humor with them; I laughed, I gesticu(M-EN-22)
lated, I grimaced."
".

Incidents--Students

.

".
It was a close game and his team
was serving.
He said, '.
I'm gonna
make you eat the ball.' We both laughed
and I said, 'Oh, yeah.'
Then the bail
came to me and I hit [it] hard to his
He lunged out and tried to hit
left.
it over the net but it didn't quite
He made a weird face
make it over.
while laughing because I made him eat
(M-PE-11)
the ball."
.

.

.

.

". . . bhe had us describe to her how
to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, it is not as easy as [it] seems
She laughed when
and she knew that.
she did exactly what we told [her to

do which].

.

.

(M-EN-11)

was stupid."

.We were reading a play which my
and he
teacher was very fond of.
hammed up the lines so that we were
learning, as well as being entertained.
He made'several facial expressions
while he was reciting the piece which
(F-EN-12)
made us laugh."
".

.

.

.

*

•*>
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INGENUITY AND INNOVATION
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the
teacher employs an unusual teaching technique, (usual teaching

strategy or class routine is altered), e.g.,
a)

the use of special teacher-prepared materials;

b)

the establishment of incentives, such as rewards;

c)

the incorporation of audio-visual aids, guest speakers,

or outside resource materials.

Incidents--Students .

Critical Incidents— Teachers .

Critical

[teacher] have made up routines to
music. . .. leading these exercises,
along with the uniqueness of the exercises made the class respond very
(F-PE-9)
positively.”

So he sort of let us take over
.
the classroom and run it like we were,
marooned on an island and had to survive all by ourselves as children with
He was glad we cooperated
no adults.
with each other, and he helped us a
lot in certain spots with decisions.

“I

"I [teacher] had just learned (disco
tunes) myself and was anxious to pass

different
.
As I taught.
it along.
combinations and new ideas started to
come and everyone in the class was
trying to make up nevi moves. ... We
(F-PE-14)
laughed a loti"
.

"I [teacher] used exhibits.

.

.

I

I drew
passed the exhibits around.
I held attendiagrams on the board.
(F-EN-38)
tion."

.

.

.

(M-EN-9)

”... It [videotape] expressed his
views exactly and he shov.'ed it by tellWe had a good^^
ing how right it was.
classroom discussion on the subject.
(F-EN-11)
.He came into the class and said
.
very happily, 'We are not going to do
He was jumpour regular work today.'
ing all around and started explaining
to
an English game that we were going
-I.... ;nc-»-oaH nf the qrarxiar exercise. .
".

.
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INSISTENCE
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the

teacher persists by continuing to develop students' skills or to
pursue the topic as

a

challenge for students.

In these themes, the

teachers' behaviors push students beyond the minimum or necessary

standards.

Critical Incidents--Teachers .

Critical Incidents— Students

". . . [used questions] to push. the
students beyond the already quite
astute observations they had made. ..."
(F-EN-6)

". . . He was really pushing us that
day to do our exercises.
Every
.
time we did it wrong he would make
us do it over and over again until
we got it right."
(F-PE-12)

".
elicited each student's opinion.
Questions like 'do you have purpose?;
do you ever think about your future.
Never gave my opinion; the questions
created the enthusiasm."
(M-EN-S)
.

.

.

.

.

.

“.
.
stick to subject (i.e. I [teacher]
must make my point).
'hound students
about their responses to subject.
good humor."
(M-EN-6)
.

.

.

.

.

.
.He worked with me until I did
it right.
When I wanted to give up,
he made me think about if you ever
quit on what you want the most, you
will always regret it. ... had I with
you, you would not have done it."
iF-PE-y)

".

.

.

". . . sounded as if she was going to
teach us until we learned it no matter
She slammed her
how long it takes.
ruler against the desk and said, 'We
are going to do this over and over un^M-EN-10)
til we get it right.'"

V
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INTEREST IN

STUDENTS

This category includes
unit themes which
indicate that the
teacher is concerned about,
cares for. or takes a
special interest

in

with';aKiIur“''Tir""’"''
cular skills or activities,

circulate around and
offer help
many individuals in the
class, volunteer extra
time for assistin
students and inquire about

students' interests or
presentations
Teac ers communicate
personal understanding and
positive attitudes

Critical

Incidents--Student<;

toward

.

"
'

a

.’•li'q
do r[skill].
...

wanted us all to
She then helped those

who were having trouble with
a certain
stroke.
She held them uo and shewed
them how to move their arms
and legs.
She spoke to everyone and
helped all"
those who either needed or wanted
help...." (F-PE-121
•
.
.He showed me hov/ to write a
Isttfir [to ask] the maoazine
ooetry

editor to publish my poem. All the
time, my teacher kept tel lino me how
great my poem was."
(F-EN-12)
". .
would ask questions about it
[presentation] and have us show the
class how it is done.
some of the
hobbies she would go up and try them.
It did not matter what the hobby
was
like.
She tried a skateboard and
did pretty good.
She would ask questions about the cost of them, the
safety equipment you need, where you
could go and ride them. ..."
(F-EN-9)
.

.

.
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INTEREST AND INVOLVEMENT IN SUBJECT MATTER
This category includes unit themes which
indicate that the
teacher is excited about, intensively engaged
in, or extraordinarily
attentive to the content.
In these themes, teachers maintain

a focus
on the topic without digressing, are
cognizant of class activities,
show awareness for and knowledge about the learning
activity, or are
oblivious to distractions.
In some situations, teachers are so engrossed in the activity that they continue uninterrupted
by the signal
ending the class period.

Critical

Incidents

— Teachers

.

"I [teacher] found myself gettino ex-

cited over their good plays and becomIna involved in the game by yelling the
score--v/hich was usually close or tie
....
When the score was gettino tight,
I became silent and intent."
(F-PE-12)
.
.was reading it [story] to my
[teacher] class.
I did not preface my
reading by any discourse.
I just somehow got very involved in reading the
story.
I asked questions.
There was
a good discussion."
(F-EN-5)

“.

".

[teacher] found myself with
energy and feeling describing the
places and people and the geography
of Greece and how it had its effect
on the specific details of the myth
... .
.
Kept me going till the bell
rang. ... I was moving about the
room talking to individuals as well
as the group."
(F-EM-U)
.

.

I

Critical Incidents
”.

— Students

.

He divided us into teams and
he was always
paying attention, calling balls out
and calling fouls.
.."
^F-PE-12}
.

.

wnile we were playing
.

"... The teacher was giving us a
general introduction. ... By his
hand movem.ents his inflection and his
movements around the room you could
tell that he was very enthusiastic
about the play and its ability to get
the audience involved."
(M-EN-12;'
.
.He went to great detail in explaining the various myths mentioned
in the play.
He seemed to enjoy telling us about the myths.
He even went
home that night and looked up one of
them that he wasn't sure about. ... he
especially like the gory myths since
he called them 'juicyl'"
lF-EN-12)

L
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MOMENTUM
This category includes unit
themes which indicate that
the
teacher increases the pace of
the regular class activities
or personal
TOvement.
In these themes, teaching
behaviors are emitted more rapidly
than usual by increasing rate
of vocal delivery, moving about
the class
area, shortening the time between
teaching activities, or continuously
promptly and efficiently moving
through teaching progressions.

Critical
"•

Incidents— Teachers

.

[teacher] was perforning a
.
drill (a form of Simon Says)
.
Verbal commands were sharp, concise, and loud.
Physical moves were
quick, deliberate, and challenginq."
^
^
(M-PE-10)
•

I

quick.

.

•

.

.

.

"I [teacher] asked the class to write
*. .. I walked around the room vigor-

ously as the students were writing.
I
appeared eager for the students to complete the assignment— asking them to
'hurry up'. My voice pitch was very
high and I spoke in short, quick sentences.
My body movements were very
short and quick.
When sitting, I would
jiggle my foot."
lF-EN-4)
[teacher] used my hand a lot
cracked some jokes. ... I made
the pace very rapid— moving from one
.''
kid to the next quickly.
(F-EN-3)
I

.

.

.

..

I

.

.

Critical Incidents— Students .
.
.
He did not waste any time
going about the soccer game.
If
the ball was kicked far away, he
would sprint after and get it
(M-PE-10)
.

.

“. . . He started speaking
quicker
and louder.
Up and down the rows
he went, faster and faster."
lM-EM-12)
". . . When we came in,
he was all
decked out in fancy clothes and he
got right down to business.
We were
copying down words so fast that we
had to tell him to slow down.
He
said, 'OK.'
."
.
(M-EN-10)
.
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ORGANIZATION
This category includes unit themes which
indicate that the
teacher is prepared and systematically
presents the content material.
In these themes, teachers convey that
the delivery or presentation of
the content is prepared, the materials or
equipment are prearranged,
and use of time in the class period is
preplanned.

Critical Incidents— Students

.

—

.
.
well prepared knew what she
was discussing.
Didn't have to keep
referring to notes.
[class] was
not straight note taking. ..
[she]
made a point then explained it and
went into detail." (F-EN-12)
.

.

.

.

.
.
came into the room, moved
innediately over to the miniature
stage, and without wasting a minute
began explaining.
[the class
material]." (M-EN-11)
.

.

". . .My teacher came in carrying
the worksheets.
He told us what we
were going to do while passing out
the papers.
He let us know that we
had only 15 minutes to complete the
worksheet so that he could present
the new material."
(M-EN-12)
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PARTICIPATION
This category includes unit themes
which indicate that the
teacher actively engages in or physically
performs the learning
activity with the students.
In these themes, teachers verbally
or nonverbally participate with students
without communicating
a condescending attitude or
superior ability.

Critical

Incidents

— Teachers

.

"Actually participated.
scored the
first goal.
Let the other team know
we were winning 1-0...."
(M-PE-O)
.

.

“Since I [teacher] v/as playing fullback,. .. .cheered loudly for my team
to score, told them who was open and
when to shoot. He scored, I jumped
up and down, yelling, really getting
"
the game
(F-PE-0)
"I [teacher] played right along with the
students. ... Found me the biggest challenge. .. .Trying to prevent others from
scoring, yelling 'groovey' comments to
them."
lF-PE-10)

Critical Incidents--Students

.

**.

.
.
when the teacher came out in
his gym clothes and played basketball
with us. ...asking his team to hustle.”
(M-PE-IO)

"One day we were short a member of our
team so our teacher joined outside.
She played hard and didn't hold back
"
just because she was the teacher
(F-PE-12)
". . .We had a game and she was on
our team.... When we won, she even
enjoyed it she jumoed up and down and
"
clapped
(F-EN-9)

PRAISE
This category includes unit themes which
indicate that the
teacher expresses a positive reaction to
completed students' tasks
In these themes, teachers' use behaviors
to approve
of students'

behaviors.

Critical Incidents--$tudents

.

.
.
He also made cornments such
as 'Wow, Mary's doing good today.
Look at her go.’ or 'Great basket,
Jill what a player you are.’"
(F-PE-12)

.
.He cheered wildly when we
would make a home run or made a
real good kick. .
."
lF-PE-9)
.

.
.
After many correctly answered
definitions, he would say, 'Oh, good!'
or 'Oh, very goodl"
(M-EN-12j
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PRAISE AND FEEDBACK
This category includes unit themes which
indicate that the
teacher expresses a positive reaction to
completed students' tasks.
In these themes, teachers use behaviors
to approve of students'

be-

haviors.

In some situations, praise is followed
by general

or constructive criticism.

Critical

Incidents--Tea c h e rs

"I [teacher] was excited over class
progress.
told them that today they
I
were showing great progress.
I
commended
individual students with lots of 'good
stroke,' etc.
I clapped my hands when
they did something well."
lF-PE-9)

"[When the boy who does not usually get
'turned on' by physical education]. . .
out jumped the whole class.
I
became
very enthusiastic toward him.
I
clapped
[for the student] and verbally [gave]
."
him praise. ..
(M-PE-ll)
".

praise[d] many individual students
.
.
[ideas on
for their contributions. .
poem analysis]." [F-EN-9)
.

feedback
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ROLE-PLAYING
This category includes unit themes which
indicate that the
teacher assumes the identity of someone or
something pertaining
to the subject matter for the purpose of
discussion, analysis, or
stimulation.
In these themes, teachers role-play using
several
facets of the assumed identity, such as expressing
emotional,
physical and mental characteristics. The role-playing
is maintained throughout an extended segment of the lesson,
such as

durina a aame activity or in a play scene.

Critical

Incidents

— Teachers

.

"Once the game started I [teacher]
acted as sports comr.entator, calling
out
the plays as they happened, declaring
this was a chajipionship play-off game
with different pro team scourts in the
stands focusing on 'soon to be' pro
player.
Declaring the scorer, who
assisted, the team's standinos, etc.
.
.
At the end of the class I yelled
out the score, told the teams standings
and challenged the loser to get revenue
the next time on the field."
(F-PE-4j
.

.

.

Critical

Incidents--Students

.

•
.
She took on the role of a sports
announcer. . . reporting every play and
penalties.
Her voice raised and lowered
as she described the plays.
lF-PE-12)
.

“. . . Our English
teacher acted out the
first scene of the play.
He was smiling and laughing."
.

.

.

.

"I [teacher] acted out the scene while
reading it— using most of the classroom
as my 'stage'.
I brought in individual
students by prodding them or bending
oyer and reading at them. . . When I was
finished we had a brief but intense discussion of the scene."
(M-EN-U)
.

"In an effort to convey the idea of roles
or mass. . . , I [teacher] decided to sit
quietly in the corner as my class arrived
and to be in disguise.
With the help of
a wig, wrap around dark glasses, unusual
clothing I succeeded in appearing to be
a different person and I seemed to have
deceived some of the students (inventiveness).
The students were aware of my
purpose with no need to verbalize."
(M-EN-6)

Teacher dramatized scenes from
what we had just read by doing little
comic skits. .
didn't speak in a
monotone.
Instead he raised and
lowered his voice depend! no on the
emphasis needed.” (H-EN-12)
.

.

.
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SEEKING STUDENT INPUT
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the
teacher solicits student ideas, feelings, or attitudes pertaining
to the learning activity.

Critical

Incidents— Teachers

.

.
.1 [teacher] started the discussion with the students comments.
I
showed that I was eager to find out
what they thought.
Many continued to
pull the story down. ... I refrained
from judging anyone's connents--in
terms of the story. . . 'That sounds
interesting— why do you feel the
writer has deceived the reader? Can
you give me more proof to support
that idea?'
My quickness of speech
"
and constant moving band and forth
(F-EN-5)
.

"I [teacher] defined the terns from my
viewpoint and asked students for comments and corrections
"
(M-EN-2)

"Some [students] became emotionally
loud, I allowed it did not tell anyone they were right or wrong, sat and
smiled and asked questions, some personal but not prying, kept eye contact
to various students, and congratulated
them for thinking seriously about a
serious issue." (F-EN-2)

—

Critical

Incidents

— Students

.

"He'll strike a thoughtful pose, cite
passages from the book to support his
opinion and welcome and encourage discussion and disagreement if your opinion
is different."
(M-EN-12)

"The teacher asked us students for responses to his class objectives."
(M-EN-10)
".
.
She gave us time to present any
opposing opinions or to discuss our
views on the characters. ..." (M-EN-11)
.
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SPONTANEITY
This category includes unit themes
which indicate that the
teacher acts extemporaneously or intuitively
while presenting the
lesson.
In these themes, teachers' behaviors
indicate a deliberate
move from the "planned" to a not planned,
but appropriate presentation of the lesson.

Criti cal

Incid6nts--Teach6rs

.

I
[teacher] had not preoared myself
to handle the chest trap' for
girls
[coed class].
I
hammed it uo
•
.This caused the class to really
loosen up..
i
ended up by tel lino
^hem not to get into the
situation of
having to use this type of trap."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I [teacher] ditched my
notes and took
off. ... My voice was sure alive;
my
sense of humor in full swing; I welcomed interruptions and puestions-grabbed related material from sources
--showed pix [pictures]— waxed enthu-

siastic about certain books to readgot the kids discussing embalming. . .
suggested areas the [studentsl could
pursue [for their reports].
(F-EN-13)
"My [teacher] 'lecture' was full of
anecdotes related to tooic.
I moved
away from the board and relaxed against
a table.
I was interested in the response of ny students, eager to hear
what they would contribute." (F-EN-2)
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Categories Describing

Not.

Fnthusiastir.

The following section
provides a description of
each category
depicting iiOT ENTHUSIASTIC
teaching behaviors reported
by teachers

and students in physical
education and English.

Each categorical

description includes the title;
the behavioral definition;
typical
incidents reported by teachers,
students, or both (where appropriate)
and a brief commentary summarizing
any major result related to
the
category.

The subject's demographic
information is indicated in the

parenthesis following each extracted
incident, i.e., sex, subject
area, and years of experience or
grade level, respectively.
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ANXIETY -retreat
This category includes unit
themes which indicate that the
teacher first feels uncomfortable
with the teaching situation and
subsequently withdraws from interacting
with students or disengages
from directing class activity.
In these themes, the sources
for

teachers' discomfort are internal

(unpreparedness for class, unfamiliarity with content), not external
(students' behaviors or
environmental interruptions).

Critical

Incidents

— Teachers

.

“I [teacher] didn't smile.

I didn't
didn't encourage or say many
positive things like good or nice job,
etc.
My attitude which was insecure
of material dictated to the students
.
. ..
[not] cheerful, [not] joking,
[not] supportive, [not] positive."
lF-PE-0)

laugh.

I

—

“I [teacher] was not prepared for class.
I was not comfortable with the little
amount of material I had.
I came into
class--sat rigidly in the chair and did
not move from the spot.
I was
sitting
very rigidly."
(F-EN-0)

". .
feeling inadequate [new teachino
experience], the class couldn't/wouldn't
respond or cooperate.
.. Finally— quit
altogether before the period was over—
sat like a bump on a log and let them
waste the rest of the perioa."
(F-EN-18)
.

.
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CREATION OF NEGATIVE CLIMATE
This category includes unit themes which indicate that
the
teacher establishes an unhappy and tense classroom atmosphere.

Teachers create this atmosphere by such behaviors as expressing
verbally or nonverbally their own negative attitude toward subject

matter (such as, disliking the content of the lesson or making disparaging comments about content) or toward students (such as, insulting or disgracing the student).

Critical

Inciderits--Students

.

..teachers cane in, not smiling
and looked at us and said, 'Everyone
has to do this, so don't complain.'
It didn't exactly make you feel like
dancing."
(F-PE-IQ)
.

"She looking at the clock all the time.
Then she said, 'I know this is boring
you but you just have to listen to it
while I have to repeat it several times
a day.'"
(F-EN-ll)
”.
said that she hadn't enjoyed
teaching this year as much as usual.
She then talked about how everyone's
attitudes had changed over the years,
and how this year seemed particularly
bad...."
(F-EN-12)
.

.
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DETACHMENT
This category includes unit themes which
indicate that the
teacher deliberately takes and consistently
maintains positions
which are spatially apart from students,
gives little direction
for the class' activity, and interacts
minimally with students.
In these themes,

causes for the spatial remoteness and passivity
are not always expressed in explicit terms.

Incidents— Teachers

Critical

Critical

.

"After one trip around the room, I
[teacher] spent seme time working at
my desk.
. .
Whenever a student asked
for help, I had him come to the desk.
At the end of the period, they left
without me giving them any salutations."
(M-EN-IOJ
.

“I [teacher] sat at my desk which is
not like me at all.
(Usually, I teach
from a standing position and move about
the room.)
(F-EN-1)
•

". . . I [teacher] did not move around
very much and had students pass out any
pertinent material. After the written
assignment was given, I sat quietly at
my desk, while the students proceeded.
I would constantly look at the clock.
I had very little interaction with the
students and remained sitting throughout
most of the period."
(F-EN-4)

Incidents--Sfjdents

.

"The gym teacher came in late.
He
passed the balls out to everyone and
he told us to go to any basket and
play.
He quickly went to the other
side of the gym and started playing
basketball with other gym teachers.
He did not even take attendance until
the bell had rung and all the kids
were gone to change their clothes."
^F-PE-11)
". . . He didn't talk much, and he
talked quietly.
His facial expression was that of boredom.
He put on
a record of Shakesoeare for us to listen
to and then he left the room.
He came
to class late and for the short time he
We
was there he yav;ned a few times.
listened to it the whole period, our
teacher didn't go over it [record]
with us to help us understand it."
{ F-EN-1 2)

*.

The teacher was occuoied with
work that needed to be done and was
not enthusiastic about working witn us.
He sat behind the desk, finished up his
work and gave us something to read to
He kept stressing the
keep occupied.
fact how important it was to finish his
work on time." (F-EN-1 1)
.

.
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DISCRIMINATION
This category includes unit themes which indicate that
the

teacher is biased while interacting with students.

In

these themes, the

discrimination which was reflected in the teachers' behaviors may be
based upon students' gender, aptitude, ability, or interest levels.

In

some cases, the basis for prejudice is not made explicit.

Critical

Incidents— Students

"fly nym teacher keot picking on me one
day.... He knew I hated wrestling out
he made me cone out and v/restle about
four times that period because he knew
I
hated it.
All the other guys only
had to go up there once."
(M-PE-13]

.We were divided into four teams.
Girls played against girls while boys
played against boys.
He watched the
boys game and only came over [to airls
game] once to ask what the score was.
Then he went over to watch the boys
game until the class was over."
(F- PE-10)
.

".
talking quietly and with little
emphasis she did not talk to everyone
but focused most of her attention on
She didn't seem to
an 'A' student.
care about us or the paper due."
(M-EN-lCj
.

.
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DISINTEREST
This category includes unit themes
which indicate that the
teacher displays lackadaisical behaviors
which are not designed to
deal seriously with the learning
process.
In these themes, teachers
behaviors show little or no intention
to support students le.g., being unresponsive to students’

ideas or inattentive to presentations,
or providing little feedback) or
to develop subject matter (e.g.,

watching the clock or failing to provide
learning activities).
Usually the cause for these behaviors is not
explicitly stated, although in a few incidents, teachers identify
fatigue or boredom.

Critical

Incidents— Teachers

Critical Incidents--$tudents

.

[teacher] was lethargic, yawnI had to ask students to repeat questions due to my lack of attention. ..."
(F-EN-6)
.

.

I

ing. ...

"I [teacher] just stood around and let
them go through some drills without my
verbal response."
(M-PE-8)

"For the opening drills I [teacher]
didn't set up any contests. . .. This
time I told them to do [drills]. . . .
When I finally got them on the court,
I didn't present the matches as challenging situations. ... Just told them
where to go and start a game. . . When
the class was over, I just told them
it was time to go instead of saying
who the winners were, who would be
challenging. . . next . , . lack of
excitement in my voice.... " (F-PE-4)
.

.

".
.
I came into class and asked
her what we were doing today.
she replied by saying she had no idea
and I would have to ask the other
assistant director of the boys squad
in project Adventure.
She did not
even look at me when she answered in
a low, quiet, monotone voice."
(F-PE-10)
.

.

.

".
When we had them up there [accom.
plished the task], we noted that she was
looking elsewhere.
We had broken the
class record, but she didn't seem to
care."
(M-PE-lOj
.

"Before the quiz, he wasn't in the
room.
He had the correct answers on
the desk.
He gave the kids an opportunity to learn the answers. When
he came back and gave out the quiz,
he didn't walk around the room.
He
sat at his desk reading a book.
It
seemed to me like he didn't care whether
the kids learned or not."
(F-EN-ll)

FRUSTR.^! I OM -ANGER

This category includes unit themes
which indicate that the
teacher perceives first that they are
first prevented or hindered
from accomplishing a specific teaching
task and then subsequently
reacts with negative verbal or nonverbal
expressions indicating
anger, irritation, disapproval, or hostility,
but does not discontinue the teaching process.

Critical

Incidents--Teachers

.

"I [teacher] waited three minutes
for quiet [in order to take attendance] and [then had students] practice being quiet for two more.
1
gave a speech on other's rights to
hear.
Picked a few of the loudest voices and told them [to] 'stop
talking' [or] 'move over there'..
Stood there looking bored for awhile
(F-PE-0)
.

.

.

.

".
I
[teacher] called off my
attendance aggravated when people
weren't in their right places...
[saying] 'Where do you belong'.
'Get there, please!'
'Stand up'
.

.

.

.

.

•Ready, go'.

.

.

."

.

.

.

^F-PE-1)

.
I [teacher] singled out certain students who I knew would be unprepared. ... I was determined the
material would be mastered. ... I
was short tempered with student comments. ... I raised my voice as I
lectured. . . I moved around the
room...." {F-EN-9)

.
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ANGER
This category includes unit themes
which indicate that the
teacher reacts to students with negative
verbal or nonverbal expressions indicating irritation, disapproval,
or hostility, but does not
discontinue the teaching process.
In these themes, anger is attributed

usually to either unknown causes or to students'
failure to comply with
teachers' expectations.

Critical

Incidents--Students

.

.
Then the class started fooling
around and she got up and started yelling at me.
She said to me, ‘I know you
don't care about gym and I don't care
about it either.'"
(F-PE-llj
.

". . . teacher replied, 'why
is it
at home, it should be here so you
can finish before the aay ends.'
He
had a frown on his face."
(F-EN-IOJ
.
[boys had skipped previous class]
.
face became a bright red and he yelled
at the boys to do down to the office
and talk with the vice principal. Not
two minutes later, he changed his mind
and told them to sit in the back of
the classroom.
He gave them back their
books which he had taken away from them
when he told them to go to the office."

(F-EN-lli)
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FRUSTRATION -^CONTROL
This category includes unit thenes which
indicate that the
teacher is first displeased with student
behaviors, particularly
those which prevent or hinder the accomplishment
of a teaching
task, and subsequently is determined to show
or maintain the
power of command over students' behaviors. The
teachers' behaviors
demand certain actions from students without explicit
expressions of
threat or application of punishment.

Critical
".

.

.

Incidents— Teachers

.

Students did not feel the’ need

or desire for [shinguards] protection.
I [teacher] after pleading vnth their
safety sense, had to demand the wearing of the protection.
Finally, into
the competition, the tone was demanding."
U1-PE-4)

"I [teacher] would not let them play
a game until they did what I wanted,

not what they wanted. They wanted
to play and I was being difficult."
(F-PE-12)
"I [teacher] made the students s1t
quietly and walked about the room until they were ready to listen.
I
told
them that we would have to spend another
day on this listen because they were so
inattentive."
(F-EN-11)
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CONTROL
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the

teacher is determined to show or maintain pov^er or command over
students' behaviors.

from the students.

The teachers' behaviors demand certain actions
The strength of the demand is based on the teachers'

assumed power, authority, or superiority.

Themes in this category do

not provide a clear indication of the teaching intention.

Critical

Incidents--Students.

.
.He cane over again and took the
ball away from us and said, ‘If you
can't play bv the rules, don't play
at all."
tM-PE-12)

"Our teacher sat us down and told us
if we weren't going to participate to
leave.
She was angry.
You could tell
by her face and her voice."
(F-PE-12)

"When one kid answered a question correctly and she said to him, 'Be quiet,
1
asked the classi
I didn't ask you,
."
.
.
{F-EN-9J
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FRUSTRATION-*QUITTING
This category includes themes which indicate that the

teacher is first prevented or hindered from accomplishing

a

specific teaching task and subsequently reacts by canceling the

planned classroom activities and refusing to continue with the
teaching process.

In these themes,

the sources for teachers'

frustration are external (students' behaviors or environmental
causes), not internal

paredness).

Critical

^personal feelings of inadequacy or unpre-

In some themes, a period of anger precedes quitting.

Inciclents--Teachers .

Critical Incidents--Students

".
I
[teacher] asked them to be
.
quiet, they started again.
I blew my
‘top* at them, gave a lecture on responsibility. ... I neglected to work with
them for the remainder of the class.
.
I was looking forward to the dismissal
"
bell
lM-PE-13)
.

.

.

sighed
"'I [teacher] quit.' I.
.
audibly, sat down in my chair and
I shook
placed my head in my hands.
my head, looked up and said, 'When
you begin working again, I will too.'
I then sat back, puffed a considerable
breath of good air out of my system and
simply remained motionless for fifteen
minutes."
(M-EN-2)
.

".

.

while she was reading the notes
.
she yelled at us.
She though the notes
weren't good reasons for not participating.
Then she just sat down and looked
at a magazine and didn't say a word."
(F-PE-IO)
.

"Uur class was the last period of the
day and the teacher seemed to be tired
When he left class
and frustrated.
halfway through the period and didn't
(M-EN-12)
return."
.

.

.

". . .no one was listening everyone
was talking at the same time she was.
She got very mad and blew her top you
might say. She said, 'Alright nobody
.
wants to listen, take out your .
(F-EN-10)
books and do pages 9-15.'"
.

incorrect re.
"After receiving.
assignreexplaining the.
.
sponses.
I [teacher] stopped teaching and
ment.
."
(M-EN-17)
gave the students busy work..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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IGNORING STUDENT BEHAVIORS
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the

teacher refuses to accept or ignores students' actions, statements, or
feelings

Critical

lncidents--Studer,ts

.

So he [student] asked if soreone would help hir.
Then the teacher
said that he wasn't really hurt, he
was just faking so he had to stay in
the class and not go to the nurse.
When he got out and up to the hospital,
they had to put a cast on my friend's
leg...." lM-PE-13)
.

.

I
told the teacher that I was
afraid of heights.
However, he said
I
had to try it and that he wouldn't
listen to any excuses."
iM-PE-11)
.

.
She [teacher] refused to listen
to one student who said she did not
feel v;ell and did not want to swin.

The teacher just said she had heard
that excuse from too many other students and to jump into the pool and
(F-PE-9)
swim with the others."
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LACK OF PARTICIPATION
This category includes unit themes which indicate that
the
teacher did not actively engage in or physically perform

the class

room activity with the students.

Critical

Incidents— Students

.

•
.
.
She wasn't running around the
court with us all she did v;as
say,
'Come on, start moving around
Girls.'
She didn't participate as much
as she
usually does." IF-PE-IO)

We had to run and the instructor
didn't run with us.
.''
(F-PE-11
.

.

j

.
.
She started the game but did
not participate on any of the teams
(F-PE-10)

"
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MECHANIZATION/DEPERSONALIZATION
This category includes unit themes which
indicate that the
teacher actively engages in a highly structured
or routine presen
tation of subject matter or procedures for
classroom activities.
In these themes, the teachers'

behaviors are often repetitive, un

original and monotonous.

Critical

Incidents— Teachers

.

My [teacher] demeanor was barely
cordial and procedures v^ere mechanical
and depersonalized.
Attendance was
taken, teams were set, games prooressed.
I
gave no encouragement."
(F-PE-6)
"• .
I [teacher] was virtually
droning my way through the lesson.
Because
I
had spent so much time preparing it,
I was determined to
complete it. The
further I went the worse it got. At
the conclusion I was in all likelihood
the least enthusiastic person in the
room."
(M-EN-9)
.

"My Iteacher] presentation was essentially one of— explain/put on the board/
emphasize points/questions students/answer their questions/explain again."
iF-ENTiiy

Critical

Incidents--$tudents

.

•
had the usual beginning exercises, and then once we were in
pairs
we hit the ball back and forth.
The
instructor just walked around with no
corjnents and looked with a blank
face
We could not get him to play with
us
"
IF-PE-Il)
.

.

.
Whenever there were stage directions in the play, the teacher
would read them, which broke the mood
of the play.
And when a particular
scene was described, he read it straioht
through, not paying any attention to
punctuation."
(F-EN-IZ)

“She kept repeating the same thing
about subject and predicate. . .
iF-EN-9)
.
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NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
This category includes unit themes which indicate
that the
teacher emphasizes the faults in the students' abilities
or performances, is sarcastic, or provides unconstructi ve criticism.

Critical

Incidents— Teachers

Critical

.

Instead of positively reinforcing, I
[teacher] intended to be negative in
my criticism, ... I didn't scream out
'good shot.' 'what a stroke.'"
(F-PE-4)
'*.

.

tone

Any encouragement had negative
— 'Come
on can you move to get
.

the

ball.' "Grow up— use two hands, hit
it right.'"
(F-PE-7)

"Comments 'don't,' 'slam the weights,'
'get busy,* 'stop fooling.'
I
[teacher]
did not get into demonstrati no or individual instruction."
^M-PE-IZ)

Incidents--Students

.

.
.All he did was sit down and
complain how poorly we were playing.
He said, 'My grandmother plays better
than you people.'"
(M-PE-lOj

". .
he said, 'come on you can do
better than that,' and his tone was
so harsh and cruel."
(F-PE-12J
.

". . . he said, 'If
you find it boring,
then you're stupidl'"
(F-EN-12)

NEGATIVISM TOWARD SUBJECT MATTER
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the

teacher dislikes the content of the lesson or makes disparaging
comments about subject matter.

Critical

Incidents

— Teachers

"The activity I felt was boring for
the students— As I [teacher] was ex.“
plaining the activity I sighed..
(F-PE-4)
.

.
.
Little movement. .
vocally
cynical of material. . . told students
material is tedious but necessary. . .“
(M-EN-6)
.

.

.

"I [teacher] was teaching a Shakespearean
history, not one of my favorite works.
.
I opened negatively with.
I'm not
turned on to his histories.
.
Let's see
if.
.
we can do something with this play.'
I accepted discussion responses that were
vague. . . unsupported generalities— was
too liberal in taking anything by way of
conments and did not push them to do their
most critical thinking."
lF-EN-15)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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STALLING
This category includes unit themes
which indicate that the
teacher deliberately slows down the
pace or delays moving from
activity to activity. The themes usually
include descriptions of
slowness in teachers' movements or pace or
verbal instruction.
In
many situations, there is indication that
the slow pace is a consequence of dissatisfaction with student
performance (external cause)
or discomfort with teaching tasks (internal
cause).

Critical

Incidents— Teachers

.

"The students. . . [while teacher
fixed nets] started yelling at me
[teacher] to begin the class— they
were bored.
I yelled back
and told
them they would have to wait and
then proceeded to retake attendance
.
[which was previously taken bv
.
student]."
^F-PE-IZ)
.

"... I [teacher] sat at the back
of the room calling students one by
one to look at their papers. ... to
delay the agony I shuffled papers,
opened (or closed) the window and/or
drapes, gave out lists of make up
work and generally tried to avoid
the stack of . . . papers that
awaited me."
(F-EN-4)

Critical

Incidents--Students

.

Teacher called the names from
the roster slowly and in the
sane tone
of voice throughout the role
call
(F-PE-10)
.

'.
She talked sort of monotone,
seemed bored, was slow in setting
it up and chancing
the pictures
'
(M-EN-9)
.

.

"

"The way she was talking, slow, drawn
out, not really wanting to talk.
The way she sat--sl 0 'jching, leaning
on the desk. ...
When she walked
around slow, not really dragging
feet but moving slowly."
(F-EN-12)
,

.

.

"I [teacher] took a long time to take
attendance. . . from behind my desk.
I kept calling on different students
to read the introduction or head
note.
.
anything to stall so that
we didn't have to read the poems
. .
.. I called on students who were
daydreaming even when I had a volunteer."
(F-EN-1)
.

I
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THREAT OR PUNISHMENT
This category includes unit themes which indicate
that the
teacher threatens or actually punishes students whose
behaviors
are not in agreement with those valued by the teacher.

Critical

Incidents--Teachers

.

Critical Incidents— Students

.

[teacher] sent them runninq a couple
times around the treck.
[because]
there were quite a few people talking
while I was explaining
I
said,
'Alright if you want to talk, talk
while your running around the track.'"
IN- PE-3)

". . .He told us
to get in line and
stop talking to pick sides,
we
were still talking so he get a little
mad and said, 'OK, let's go around
the gym for about five minutes.’"
(M-PE-10)

[teacher] said, 'Now, we can
just stand here until everyone's quiet.
If it takes all period, I don't really
care."’
(F-PE-O)

".
sat there for the beginning
of the period for about ten'minutes
and just stared at us.
Every little
thing we did he/she would just say to
shut up or we would get time."
(M-EN-9)

“I

.

.

.

.

I

"I [teacher] attempted to go through
the v;ords one by one.
Eventually I
raised my voice, threatened to dole
out detentions [to students who continued to tal k]
. . Sai d
in a verv
gruff [voice];
'If you people don't
settle down, you vn’ll be after school
for an hour and I will not be very
pleasant.'"
(F-E-i-13)
.

.

.

".
.
She said that the next time we
were late we would get a detention and
she had a mean look on her face."
(M-EN-10)
.
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WITHDRAUAL
This category includes unit themes which indicate that the

teacher gives little direction to the class and does not or minimally
reacts to students.

In these

situations, the positions of teachers

are not explicitly stated as spatially distant from students.

Critical

Incidents--$tudents

.

but this tine that I didn’t
have^it he just narked it off and he
didn't say anything or ask any Questions."
l,F-PE-9j
.

.

teacher usually runs and
referees the game, but instead sne
just let us play this day and didn't
say anything about what we should do.
People were making violations and she
did nothing.
She did not say anthina.
(F-PE-9)
.

she didn't answer the question
or attempt to answer them fully. It
seemed to be an off day in that she
was quiet and kept as much to herself
as possible.
She even gave us the
last 20 minutes off."
(M-Efl-lOj
.

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction
In

addition to comments concerning the adequacy of
procedures,

discussion of results pertaining to the inclusiveness
and usefulness of
the categories, speculation about causes for
differences between subject

groups, and cautious presentation of possible implications,
this concluding chapter includes some subjective and personal

meaning of enthusiastic teaching.

impressions about the

After reading and processing over

5,000 descriptions of enthusiastic and not enthusiastic teaching, it was

inevitable that the result was more than descriptive tables.

These sub-

jective but exciting comments are presented first in this chapter.

Meaning of Enthusiastic Teaching

.

Whatever teacher enthusiasm may be, it definitely

is

not what

individuals affiliated with education traditionally have been led to believe.

Although teachers and students would recognize much that

tained in traditional definitions of teacher enthusiasm, it

is

is

con-

surprising

that individuals reared in the present traditions of educational research

would not recognize all that is contained in the descriptions reported by
teachers and students.
Teachers and students perceive enthusiasm to be both ordinary

interpersonal classroom communications and competent pedagogical skills

which are performed with an investment of personal energy.
that any teacher action potentially can signal enthusiasm.
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Teacher enthusiasm is not just exemplified by raising
eyebrows,
sweeping body gestures, and modulating voice tones,
but also is shown
by careful explanations, precise corrections, and
simple laughter--all

of which is displayed in

a

manner indicating an extra effort,

caring, or an honest commitment.

a

special

The means of expressing teacher

enthusiasm differ among individuals, i.e., whole sequences of action
and unseen influences of past performances.

These perceived contexts of teacher enthusiasm are not clearly

defined in isolated behaviors.

Attempts were made to process data from

this study as small, single behavioral elements.

Because

a

single

behavior may as easily express an unenthusiastic attitude as one of
enthusiasm, confusion resulted.

Thematic behaviors, which are sequences

of interconnected actions, are indices of teacher enthusiasm.

It appears

from this study that the whole is more important than its parts taken

separately.

It appears that the identification of enthusiasm seems

to be extracted from holistic sequences of behaviors.

Teacher enthusiasm

may best be analyzed in terms of behavioral components, but it may best
be understood in terms of Gestalt theory.

Analysis of critical incidents from this study suggests that

teacher enthusiasm has three potential sources:
1.

Teacher enthusiasm reflects commitment, either
permanent or temporary, to the task of producing
learning.

I
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2.

Teacher enthusiasm reflects teachers'

feelings that what

they have to teach is worth learning--teachers
care for

their subject matter.
3.

Teacher enthusiasm often reflects teachers' deep
sense

of caring for students.

This caring is portrayed in

teacher behaviors designed to have learning be as

pleasant as possible and to treat students with
humaneness and respect.

In

moments of enthusiasm,

teachers not only care about the business of teaching
and their own subject matter, but also about students
as people.
Is

enthusiastic teaching anything else than competent pedagogy?

The answers seem to be both "yes" and "no".

Enthusiastic teaching

combines the use of good teaching behaviors with the investment of
personal energies expressing the teachers'

dispositions.

Enthusiastic

teaching often seems to consist of ordinary and regular behaviors which
project the teacher's own inner experience.
The subjective conclusion urged by the experience of this study
is

that teacher enthusiasm is more complex and elusive than anyone has

yet imagined.

At the same time, the use of behavioral, low inference

terms for the description of enthusiasm makes it impossible to believe

that the whole thing is just

a

matter of "personality" or some unique

and specialized sort of acting skill.

Enthusiasm is recognized in the

ordinary actions of teaching which allow teachers' affective dispositions
to show.
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Participation

.

In comparison with many other studies
employing the Critical

Incident Technique, the response rate for subjects
in this study was
superior, e.g., Garis (1966) received approximately
34 percent as
rate of returned critical incident forms mailed to
teachers.

a

Ninety-

four percent of the teachers and 84 percent of the students
contacted

Glected to participate in the study.

This rate of positive response

by teachers and students can be attributed to two factors in the design

of the study:
A)

The investigator personally administered all critical

incident interviews on

a

prescheduled date and adhered

to the 25-minute time limitation.
B)

Strong assurance of anonymity was provided by procedures
for conducting the interview and by directions for

completing the critical incident response forms.

For

example, teachers and students received and returned
an unmarked packet which contained the response forms.

The use of such techniques assured each participant of

anonymity, and may have helped to alleviate reactive

anxieties of teachers and students.
High response rates and close control over the situations under

which subject responses were given make personal administration by the

investigator clearly superior to other methods of collecting critical
incident data.
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Usabil itv

.

Not only were subjects willing to
participate, but they were able
to provide usable incidents
about enthusiastic and not enthusiastic

teaching behaviors.

Using the criteria established in
Guideline

I

for

selecting usable response forms, the
attrition rate was low for each
group:

only

1

percent of the teachers and 20 percent of the
students

produced response forms which were not usable.
The notably low attrition rate for teacher
responses suggests that
the procedures and directions were appropriate
and that teachers under-

took the task with seriousness of purpose.

Several

factors may have contributed to

a

somewhat higher attrition

rate for student responses (see Usability of Student Forms,
Chapter IV,
p.

69):
a)

Students indicated anxiety through questions and by expressions

of apprehension.
questions as:

Student anxiety seemed to be expressed in such

"Are you sure my teacher won't read this?"; "Do

to write my teacher's name?"; "Are you evaluating my teacher?"

I

need
In

addition, students in both physical education and English classes com-

pleted more usable ENTHUSIASTIC forms than NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms.
Eighty- four percent of each student group correctly completed

ENTHUSIASTIC forms, while the rate of correctly completed NOT ENTHUSIASTIC
forms for each group decreased to 72 percent and 80 percent, respectively.

Thus, students may have experienced some form of anxiety in writing about
a

"negative" aspect of teacher behavior.
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b)

The uniqueness of

a

task which required students to
describe

the presence or absence of behaviors
was another possible source of

attrition in student response forms.

For example, students would report

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC teaching without specific
behaviors or elaboration:
"the teacher did nothing" or "did not teach".

It appeared that it was

easier to recall and report positive, active
behaviors
attention, than negative, passive behaviors.

which held student

Instructions to subjects

and examples used in future investigations might elicit
better usable
response rates by incorporating specific practice in describing
"the
absence of teaching behaviors".
c)

Fewer students in physical education than English completed

usable NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms.
percent.

The difference between groups was 8

One reason for the difference in response rate may result from

the nature of the subject matter.

In physical

education classes, students

often have the opportunity to be more actively engaged in learning than
is

the case in English classes.

While students are actively performing

or practicing the learning activity, the behaviors of the teachers may

seem to be less important, or at least less subject to critical review
than while students are not actively engaged in the activity.

This is

supported by students' comments indicating that physical education
teachers are "always" enthusiastic because the students are "always"

performing physical activities.

Given this position, it is not surprising

that students in physical education classes provided fewer NOT ENTHUSIASTIC incidents.

Some students may measure teacher enthusiasm in physical

education by the degree to which the teacher provides active involvement
in the learning task.
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d)

Some students expressed difficulty
in clearly recalling all
the

behaviors which occurred during

a

specific event after substantial time

had elapsed, other classes had been
attended, and different teachers had
been encountered.

This suggests that devising a system
for logging an

event immediately after it occurs may be
a technique worth considering in
future critical
e)

incident studies.

Some students lacked sufficient skills in written
expression to

record events in an interpretable form.

Because written responses were

determined to be inappropriate for low academic ability
groups, such
groups were limited to fewer than 10 percent of the classes
visited.

studies where information from low ability groups

is

In

crucial, verbal or

other forms of data collection should be used.

Extraction

.

Since the presence of specific behaviors was crucial to the

usability of each response,

a

procedure was devised for explaining the

meaning of "behaviors" to subjects.
with

a

This procedure provided participants

definition of the term and gave them the opportunity to practice

giving behavioral descriptors for an example unrelated to the purpose of
the study.

During this procedure, subjects were able to become actively

involved instead of just listening to directions, and received immediate
feedback from the investigator about the behavioral examples they supplied.
The improvement in quality and quantity of responses subsequent to the

addition of these procedures confirms Flanagan's (1954) observation that

providing examples or practice in writing critical incidents does improve
the richness of the responses.
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In general,

teachers were very descriptive and detailed
in their

reports of enthusiastic and not enthusiastic
teaching events.

Teachers

provided more information than students about
the teaching event, i.e.,

stating the causes, consequences, justifications,
and purposes of their
behaviors.

These elaborations made it difficult to edit
unit themes so

as to include only behaviors and significant
supporting material.

Difficulty in editing out extraneous material may have caused
some loss

of reliability

in processing teacher response forms.

At the same time,

however, this same richness of report made the process of identifying

categories easy.

In addition,

the detailed teacher responses lead to the

conceptually rich dual categories.

Students, on the other hand, tended

to be less expansive in reporting incidents.

Their terse descriptions

made it easier to extract unit themes, but did not lead to the develop-

ment of compound categories.
Unit themes contributed by both teachers and students in the areas

of physical education and English vary in format.
depicted

a

single instance during

terized an entire class period.

a

Some descriptions

class period, while others charac-

The reports sometimes discussed teaching

behaviors directed toward individual students, or toward groups of

students, or toward the whole class.

The open format of the critical

incident response forms used in this study has contributed to the breadth
and richness of the behavioral descriptions for enthusiastic teaching

behaviors by allowing subjects the flexibility to describe teaching

behaviors which varied in duration and direction.

Variation in subject

responses suggests that researchers should allow for some flexibility by
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not attempting to confine or control the
type of descriptions provided
by participants.

The time allotment of 10 minutes was found
to be

adequate, allowing subjects time to recall and
highlight the major
elements in each incident while decreasing the amount
of rambling

the

in

reports

Cateqori zation

Discussion will

be divided into three sections:

general

results,

discussion of enthusiastic and not enthusiastic categories, and
impl

i

cations

General

Results

.

Using the critical

incident technique, 20 different categories

were created from events described by teachers and students depicting

enthusiastic teaching behaviors.

The expanse of these enthusiastic

categories indicates that previous researchers (Coats

&

Smidchens,

1

966;

Collins, 1976; Ryans, 1960; and Young, 1973) and reviewers of research
on enthusiasm (Rosenshine & Furst, 1971) employed definitions of

enthusiasm that were seriously limited in scope.

of enthusiasm consist of behaviors such
and facial expression.

as

Traditional definitions

voice inflection, gestures,

Such indicants compose only

a

small

portion of

the variations reported by teachers and students when they described

actual

events indicating enthusiastic teaching in the classroom or

gymnasium.
The categories of behavior developed in this study, included more
than the traditional elements of enthusiasm because they place specific
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teaching behaviors within

a

thematic framework.

The assignment of

behaviors to thematic categories has not been attempted
by previous

researchers.

For example, Collins (1976) identified an
enthusiastic

teacher behavior as "Gestures".

Gestures of enthusiasm included

sweeping movements of body, head, arms, hands and face, clapping
hands,
and a rapidly nodding head.

Such isolated elements of behavior, however,

might appear in many of the categories depicting both enthusiastic and
not enthusiastic teaching in this study (e.g.. Animation, Demonstration,

Encouragement, Anger, Negative Feedback, or Threat and Punishment).

Isolated behaviors do not provide meaningful contexts for identifying enthusiastic or not enthusiastic teaching because any single

behavior, e.g., hand movements, may be interpreted either way.

Systems

of analysis which do not provide meaningful contexts create confusion.
The confusion created by inadequate attention to context contributes to

difficulty in establishing reliable analysis.
Extensive experience with the extraction process used in this
study suggests that neither students nor teachers conceive of enthusiasm
in simplistic terms of isolated behaviors,

but depict this concept as

group of inter-connected thematic behaviors.

Several themes, each

involving one or more behavioral elements, may be used to describe the

enthusiasm of

a

teacher in

a

single class period.

The categories

generated in this study provide qualitative descriptions of teaching

behavior in the learning environments in which they occur.

a
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Nothing in these data can support
behavioral category portrays

a

a

conclusion that any one

greater or lesser degree of enthusiasm

than any other behavioral category.

The data depict only the frequency

with which teachers and students recall and report teacher
behavior in
thematic categories.

Further, the relatively small differences between

categories which are adjacent in

a

frequency ranking do not reflect

major differences in the importance of the behaviors to the responding
teachers and students.

Finally, it is possible that categories with

low frequency of report contain behaviors which would be recognized by

most subjects as indicants of enthusiasm, but which lack prominence to
be recalled as representative examples.

Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to speculate that the frequency

with which categories of behavior are employed in the reports does
provide some insight into the dynamics of teacher enthusiasm.

This is

particularly true for those categories which are separated by relatively
large differences in reporting frequencies that are repeated across
various subdivisions of the data.
For example, the behaviors for Creation of Positive Climate may

or may not actually occur more often than those for

Seeking Student Input.

a

category such as

What certainty is true, however, is that Creation

of Positive Climate is remembered and reported

in

detail

by teachers

and students, both male and female, in physical education and English

classes--a fact that is not true of Seeking Student Input.

In simple

such
terms, the categories which are more frequently reported by students,

being recognized
as Creation of Positive Climate, have the best chance of
as

"enthusiasm" by the largest number of students.
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Sinc6 studGnt rGsponsGs wgtg collectGd in cldss groups,
thG Igss
frequently reported events, such as Seeking Student Input,
involve

teacher behaviors which do occur but which are recalled and reported
only by

a small

number of individual students.

Such events may not

attract student attention or may not persist in their memory.

Whatever

the cause, it seems reasonable to conclude that Seeking Student Input
as a teacher behavior simply was not associated with enthusiastic

teaching in the minds of most participating students.

of logic applies to

all

This same sequence

categories which consistently appear at the

lower extremes of the category list in reported frequency.

If teacher

enthusiasm is as important in the learning environment as the results

of literature have suggested (Rosenshine & Furst, 1971), then teachers
who wish to be viewed as enthusiastic by students ought to engage in

behaviors which occur in the most frequently reported student categories.
Several

categories were created from the critical incidents

dual

involving not enthusiastic teaching behaviors, e.g., Frustration-'-Anger,
Frustration

Control

,

Anxiety-*- Retreat, and Frustration-»Quitting.

Dual

categories consisted of one or more teacher behaviors reported as not

enthusiastic, and
a

a

linked set of preceding behaviors which identified

cause or explanation for the teacher's lack of enthusiasm.
All

dual

categories, with the exception of Frustration-^Quitting,

were reported only by teachers.

Students reported parallel singular

teacher behaviors which were sorted into simple, unitary categories,
e.g.. Anger or Control.

Student responses did not generate dual

categories because they did not include causes or explanations.

\
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Although it may be possible that students were not
aware of or did not
care about the conditions which influenced teacher
behaviors, it also is

possible that they may have elected not to report such material.

The

factors which limited student responses cannot be accurately
determined.
In terms of the incidents described, students

in

this study were less

likely than teachers to report conditions which influenced teacher

behavior when describing not enthusiastic teaching.
In addition to dual

identified.

categories, reciprocal sets of behaviors were

Reciprocal sets of behaviors formed opposing thematic

categories, e.g., an enthusiastic category may employ

a

positive

attitude or the presence of specific behaviors, while

a

not enthusiastic

category may indicate

a

negative attitude or the absence of specific

behaviors.

The following categories include reciprocal sets of

behaviors:

Interest and Involvement in Subject Matter with Disinterest;

Participation with Lack of Participation; Ingenuity and Innovation with

Mechanization/Depersonalization; Momentum with Stalling; Insistence

with Withdrawal; Creation of Positive Climate with Creation of Negative
Climate; and Seeking Student Input with Ignoring Student Behaviors.

The

presence of reciprocal not enthusiastic behaviors helps to clarify and

reinforce the enthusiastic behaviors.

For example, if teachers indicate

enthusiastic teaching by participation or insistence, it seems logical
that the absence of such behaviors (Lack of Participation or Withdrawal)
are suggestive of not enthusiastic behaviors.
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Some critical incident reports described
behaviors which included

more than one category.

The associations among categories
varied greatly

and no clear patterns could be identified.

For example, the category

of Participation was associated with several
different categories, such
as Encouragement,

Praise, Demonstration, or Humor.

As one might expect,

categories listed as descriptive of enthusiastic teaching
were not

combined with categories involving the behaviors of
enthusiastic
teaching.

For example. Participation was never reported in the
same

incident with behaviors of Stalling, Mechanization/Depersonalization,
or
Control

The Categories

The nature of this descriptive study does not provide

a

basis for

establishing "significant" differences in the reported frequencies of
various thematic categories by each subject group.

Discussion below is

limited to identifying similar patterns in rank ordering, unusual gaps
in the frequencies occurring within ranks, and relatively large (more

than 4 percentage points) differences between the frequencies produced
by any two groups

Discussion of Enthusiastic and Not Enthusiastic Categories.
Three general

factors appear to account for many of the group

differences in the use of behavioral categories:

subject matter influences, and gender influences.

role related influences,

Since these factors are

apparent in both ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC responses, separate
presentations will not be made for each of these two primary areas.
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R ole

related influences

.

A comparison of the enthusiastic

categories employed by teachers and students
reveals that 14 common
categories were formulated from the reports
by teachers and students:

Animation, Creation of Positive Climate,
Creation of Relevance,
Demonstration, Encouragement, Explanation, Humor,
Ingenuity and Innovation, Insistence, Interest and Involvement
in Subject Matter, Momentum,

Participation, Praise and Feedback, Role-Playing, and
Seeking Student
Input.

These common categories indicate that

a

definition of

enthusiastic teaching by teachers and students contains similar
but not
necessarily identical components.
There are some underlying differences between the descriptions

provided by teachers and students.

For example, the category of Praise

and Feedback generated from teacher reports differed from the category

of Praise generated from student reports.
behaviors of praise with those of feedback.

Teachers often interspersed
Hence, the category for

teachers was designed to include both behavioral elements.

Students,

however, always separated events containing the behaviors of praise
from those of feedback.

To students, praise behaviors pertained only

to complimenting student actions, while behaviors involving feedback

specifically related to correcting or improving student performances.
As a result, while both behaviors were reported as characteristic of

enthusiastic teaching, separate categories were maintained.
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Likewise,

a

comparison of not enthusiastic categories employed

by teachers and students revealed that 10 thematic categories were

used by both groups:

Disinterest, Mechanization/Depersonalization,

Detachment, Stalling, Negative Feedback, Threat or Punishment,

Frustration -Anger , Frustration -^Quitting, Frustration-^Control

Anxiety

-)»

,

and

Retreat (students identified single rather than dual categories

for Anger, Quitting, Control, and Withdrawal).

This indicates that

teachers and students report many similar behaviors as indicative of

unenthusiastic teaching.
The category of Negativism toward Subject Matter was generated

from reports by teachers and contains

behaviors indicating their

dislike of

This category was more restric-

a

particular content area.

tive in nature than the category of Creation of Negative Climate

generated from student reports.

teacher behaviors indicating

a

This latter category included not only

dislike for subject content, but also

a

variety of negative, often directly insulting, behaviors which were

directed toward students.

Teacher reports did not contain accounts of

such verbal aggression toward students.
This discrepancy between behaviors reported by teachers and students

may result from the fact that most educators recognize the negative

impact on student learning produced by teaching behaviors that insult
or embarrass students.

Teachers may unconsciously suppress their

acknowledge
awareness of such behaviors or may simply refuse to

acceptable
behaviors which are recognized as inappropriate by

standards
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In a further examination of the
thematic categories used by

teachers and students, differences
occurred not only in the definition

of some categories, but also

in the

priorities (determined by frequency

of report) given to particular behaviors.

Teachers made more frequent

use of enthusiastic behaviors assigned
to the categories of Momentum,

and Interest and Involvement in Subject
Matter.

Further down the rank

order of categories generated from reports by
teachers, but still used
more frequently by teachers than by students, were the
categories of
Creation of Relevance, Ingenuity and Innovation, and Insistence,
all of

which pertain directly to the presentation of subject matter.
In general,

teachers in both physical education and English

described most frequently skills related to the "delivery" or presentation of subject matter.

In addition,

teachers reported more frequently

than students not enthusiastic behaviors which hinder or prevent the

presentation and delivery of content material (i.e., Disinterest,

Mechanization/Depersonalization, and Frustration-^Quitting)
logical

.

It seems

to conclude that teachers frequently relate enthusiastic and

not enthusiastic teaching to their perception of the teacher's role as
a

transmitter of information.
On the other hand, students most frequently described behaviors

pertaining to the atmosphere for learning.

Students made extensive use

of behaviors in the categories of Creation of
Interest in Students, and Humor.
who engage in social

a

Positive Climate,

Students viewed teachers as people

interaction while transmitting information and

skills, not as machines which just deliver content.
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Behaviors assigned to the category of Participation
were

identified as the most corrmon theme in student reports.

Participation,

like Interest in Students, Creation of Positive
Climate, and Humor,

implies person-oriented rather than content-oriented behaviors.

For

behaviors describing not enthusiastic teaching, students frequently

reported behaviors assigned to the categories of Detachment, and Threat
or Punishment.

Since students view teacher enthusiasm in terms of be-

haviors related to positive interaction skills, it seems logical that the

absence of personal contact or the use of negative interaction would be

described as not enthusiastic teaching.
An implication of this discussion concerning role related influ-

ences is that if teachers are interested in being perceived as enthu-

siastic by the largest possible number of students, then interaction
skills which are positive and people-oriented, such as participating in
the learning activity or creating positive class climates, should be

given priority in their repertoire of enthusiastic teaching behaviors.
This conclusion also is supported by another interesting finding.

category of Participation

is

The

rated higher in frequency from student

reports than other "active" but nonetheless content-related teaching

behaviors, i.e.. Animation.

This suggests that students are less

impressed by teaching styles which, while employing vigorous teacher
actions, function to hold the teacher aloof and removed from the learning task, and are more likely to appreciate and remember those occasions

when the teacher actually engages in and shares in the learning task
at hand.

t
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Subject matter influences

.

The most frequently described

enthusiastic teaching behaviors by teachers and students in
physical
education are Praise and Feedback, Encouragement, Participation, and
Creation of

a

Positive Climate.

These behaviors are in logical

compliance with traditional goals and values in physical education.

For

example, one central premise of physical education is to engage students
in play,

i.e., voluntary participation in psychomotor activities such as

sports, dance, and exercises for physical

fitness.

Since play always

depends upon volitional acceptance of the participant role and often is
a

complex social event, it is logical that the teaching behaviors most

commonly identified by both teachers and students in physical education
would pertain to positive interaction behaviors, particularly those

which increase the attractiveness of the activity.
In addition to creating the psychosocial

context for play

activities, physical education teachers must transmit content about

psychomotor activities.

Therefore, besides describing interaction

behaviors, teachers in physical education give some stress to enthusiastic delivery of content through pedagogical

behaviors in the categories

of Momentum, Demonstration, and Interest and Involvement
Matter.

in

Subject

When these teachers think of enthusiasm in the gymnasium, they

think first of interactions with people and secondarily of behaviors

which transmit content.
The emphasis differs with the subject of English.

English requires work and study involving
content.

a

The study of

high proportion of cognitive

that
It is generally implied by both teachers and students
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students must work to understand the structure
of language as well as

develop reading and writing skills.

Because goals and values in English

differ from those in physical education, it follows
that English teachers
may differ from physical education teachers in their most
commonly de-

scribed behaviors.

English teachers frequently describe behaviors per-

taining to content delivery, such as Momentum, Interest and
Involvement
in Subject Matter, Insistence, Ingenuity and Innovation,
Creation of

Relevance, and Role-Playing.

Although teachers in English, like those in physical education,
recognize such interactive behaviors as Praise and Humor, these elements

of teacher enthusiasm are less often described by English teachers.
Content-oriented behaviors are the most commonly reported evidence of
enthusiasm.

The major difference between teachers in the two subject

areas pertains to the relative importance awarded content delivery skills
and interaction behaviors.

English teachers define enthusiastic teaching

most frequently in terms of interesting and creative methods of content
delivery, followed by supportive and interactive skills.

Physical

education teachers describe enthusiasm in the reverse order of emphasis.
This respective emphasis on behaviors by teachers in each subject

area also

is

supported by the most frequently described not enthusiastic

teaching behaviors.

Teachers in physical education more frequently

describe not enthusiastic teaching behaviors as those which limit

interaction and suppress supporting comments, such as Disinterest,
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Negative Feedback, and Stalling.

Teachers in English, however, more

frequently describe not enthusiastic teaching
as interruption of content
delivery, such as Frustration -*-Anger, and
Frustration-»Control
As might be expected, there are some behaviors
which are not

expressed by teachers in one subject area, but are
described by teachers
in

the other.

For example, the thematic category of Participation
is

described in reports from teachers of physical education, but
not in
those of English teachers.

Teachers in English can exhibit the proper

use of English through their own personal

participating in the learning activity.

communication without actually
In

contrast, physical education

teachers may participate in physical activities in order to establish
a

positive class climate by allowing direct and intensive interaction

between teachers and students.

Participation is

a

behavior which sup-

ports one of the "ideological" premises of play:

convincing individuals

to voluntarily participate in physical

Teachers'

participation is

a

activity.

powerful type of modeling behavior.

voluntary

It is not

surprising to find it the students' most frequently reported enthusiastic
teaching behavior.
Physical education teachers do not describe, as their colleagues
in

English do, enthusiastic teaching behaviors in the categories of

Insistence and Seeking Student Input.

One reason for the omission of

Insistence may be the inherent conflict with the voluntary nature of
play.

Teachers in physical education possibly may view insistence as

forcing or requiring students to play, an act in conflict with the

volitional nature of the activity.

It is interesting to note that

some students in both physical education and
English do describe the

behaviors of Insistence as characteristic of enthusiastic
teaching.

Seeking Student Input may not be considered as enthusiastic
behavior by teachers in physical education because of an
already high
level of teacher-student interaction.

may be aware of students'

feelings and attitudes without specifically

soliciting such information.
in the subject

Under such conditions, teachers

A high level

of active student involvement

matter also may serve to make attempts to obtain student

input about content and process seem less important.

In

contrast.

Seeking Student Input behaviors were described by both teachers and
students in English.

environments

It is logical

to conclude that in classroom

where active involvement and personal interaction are less

frequent than in the gymnasium, actions designed to solicit student
input and involvement may be more relevant, and thus more significant
to the participants.

Students in physical education and English both stress as

enthusiastic teaching behaviors those which related to the teacher's
personal

interaction, the atmosphere of the class, and the teacher's

involvement in learning tasks.

The nature of the subject area of

physical education which is viewed as play by both teachers and students

lends itself to

a

depiction of enthusiasm as behaviors which provide

supportive interaction while still delivering content.

Thus, there is

close agreement between teachers and students in physical education
when describing enthusiastic teaching.

Physical education students,
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like their teachers, first emphasize
behaviors which portray the

teacher's involvement and personal support
(Participation, Encouragement, and Praise), followed by more
general teaching behaviors

which relate to the atmosphere of the class
(Humor, Interest in
Students, and Creation of Positive Climate), and
finally actions
more directly related to teaching psychomotor
skills (Momentum,

Demonstration, Constructive Criticism/Feedback).

Students in English, however, differ from physical education
students in the ordering of categories.

With the exception of

joining physical education students in making Participation the most

frequently described theme, English students more frequently described
general

teaching behaviors relating to classroom atmosphere,

followed by content delivery, i.e.. Explanation, Ingenuity and Innovation, and Insistence.

The relatively high level of concern shown by

students in physical education for direct personal support (i.e..

Encouragement and Praise) was not shown by students

in

English.

Some enthusiastic teaching behaviors related to content delivery,
i.e.. Animation, Creation of Relevance, and Organization, were not de-

scribed in reports from physical education students.

The following

reasons may account for this omission:
1.

Animation probably

is

not

a

factor when the teacher is

physically engaged in demonstrating the learning task.
2.

Creation of Relevance probably

is

not needed in physical

education because most sports taught are

a

significant

part of student culture and are inherently relevant.
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3.

Organization, implying some logical sequence to the
components of

a

lesson, is universal

physical education.

A typical

tradition in teaching

sequence for physical ac-

tivity includes warmups, demonstration, practice through

graduated progressions, drills, and play time.

This se-

quence does not always imply effective and efficient

management, but it is
in physical

be

a

education.

pervasive framework for instruction
For this reason, it is unlikely to

associated with enthusiasm.

Although the categories of Withdrawal and "quitting" are closely
related, it is interesting to note that behaviors assigned to the category of Withdrawal are more frequently described by students in physical

education, while behaviors in the category of Frustration
are more frequently described by students in English.

—»

Quitting

One possible reason

for differing student viewpoints may rest in the nature of class activ-

ities.

In

physical education, students may be engaged in several activ-

ities, physical movement, talking, observing the teacher, equipment, or

peers, and listening.
the same time.

Not all

the students are doing the same thing at

Physical education teachers generally allow students

some flexibility in task performance.

The variety of options for students

not only allows each student the chance to engage in different things
the same time, but also provides students many alternatives for focussing

their attention.

These alternatives guarantee that the teacher is not

the sole focus for attention over substantial periods of class time.
the causes
This is one possible reason why students may not be aware of

\
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for

a

teacher's quitting behaviors, i.e., frustration.

Students in

physical education simply describe teachers as withdrawing.
In English classes, students usually are expected
to be per-

forming the same activity (all students may be writing, or
one may
be reciting while the others are listening).

The options for task

activities generally are fewer than in physical education.

Certainly,

the teacher is much more the center of attention in an English class.

Therefore, the causes of

a

teacher's quitting behaviors may be more

easily identified since the focus of student attention in the class

environment is more limited.

Students in English are more likely to

be aware of interruptions and other conditions in the instructional

en-

vironment which lead to the frustration of teacher intentions, followed
by quitting.

Students in both physical education and English make behaviors

typifying Detachment as the most frequently described not enthusiastic
teaching behavior.

Since students in physical education and English

consider personal interaction skills by the teacher to be the most
common way to display enthusiasm in teaching, it is not surprising that
the absence of such behavior is made the most common not enthusiastic

teaching behavior.
Gender influences

.

Analysis of teacher reports by gender

reveals few differences among the most frequently used categories.

A

number of enthusiastic teaching behaviors were used by female and male
teachers with little or no difference in the frequency of report

cent or less), i.e.. Praise, Role-Playing, and Humor.

(1

per-
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One exception was the difference in frequencies for behaviors

categorized as Seeking Student Input.

This category was one of the

five most commonly reported by female teachers, but not by male teachers.

Behavioral themes which generated this category expressed concern for

student feelings, ideas, and attitudes.

Female teachers also more

frequently described the behaviors of Encouragement than their male
colleagues.

These types of behaviors may reflect the traditional

female role of supporter and nurturer, one who
feelings of others.

is

concerned with the

In identifying not enthusiastic teaching behaviors,

it is not surprising to note that female teachers describe behaviors
in

the category of Negative Feedback more frequently than male teachers

because female teachers may be more aware of actions which do not fit
the supportive role.
In comparing behaviors reported by female students with those

reported by male students, the lists of enthusiastic and not enthusiastic categories are similar and vary only slightly in the frequency of

reporting.

Female and male students consistently reported teacher in-

teraction skills as important for enthusiastic teaching behaviors and
the lack of these skills as characteristic of not enthusiastic teaching

behaviors

Impl

i

cations

Enthusiastic teaching in this study has been identified as

construct made up of numerous thematic categories.

These categories

personality typologies
contain behaviors which seem less dependent on

a
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such as "outgoing" or "warm", and more
relevant to role expectations
for teachers, such as positive interactions
with students or content

delivery skills.

The thematic behaviors assigned to
enthusiastic teach-

ing negate the traditional belief held by
some that enthusiasm is solely
a

result of a teacher's "personality".

All

of these individual be-

havior patterns identified by teachers and students
can be learned and

acquired by teachers.

In

learning how to be enthusiastic, however,

teachers and teacher educators must be aware of the full range
of the

behavioral elements which contribute to this complex affective state.
In training teachers to incorporate enthusiastic teaching skills
in their teaching repertoire, educators must consider three factors:
1.

As

teachers are trained in enthusiastic teaching behaviors,

an emphasis must be placed on a holistic and sincere teaching style.
a

The sense of enthusiasm is transmitted through

set of linked behaviors, not by single acts.

In

training

teachers, care must be taken to encourage multiple modes

of expression.

Teachers must not establish

a

patterned

list of tricks, but should exhibit their feeling of en-

thusiasm through
2.

a

related and congruent set of behaviors.

Emphasis should be placed on the particular behavioral
themes which are most commonly identified by students.

Stressing these themes strengthens the probability that
enthusiasm will be perceived by the largest number of
students
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Enthusiastic teaching behaviors should be considered as

3.

a

proactive and not reactive teaching skill.

Teachers

must employ enthusiastic teaching behaviors and make
them a part of the learning environment.

teaching must not be

a

Enthusiastic

reaction to student attitudes,

but become an active part in the repertoire of skills
used in teaching.

Just as it is possible to acquire teaching behaviors, it is

possible to reduce or eliminate specific behaviors.
teacher's not enthusiastic behaviors,

a

By analyzing

a

program might be developed to

modify or even extinguish behaviors perceived as not enthusiastic.
absence of negative behaviors is as important

as

The

the presence of positive

behaviors
In conclusion, the results of the study indicate that enthusi-

astic teaching

thusiasm is

a

is

not simply

a

reflection of personality traits.

En-

heightened level of effort which teachers exhibit through

teaching behaviors associated with effective content delivery and
creation of positive interpersonal relations with students.
as it is

Enthusiasm,

recognized by participants in actual learning environments,

redoes not resemble the simplistic construct previously imagined by

searchers

.
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DEPARTMENT OF
iSSlONAL PREPARATION

HYSICAL EDUCATION

THANK YOU LETTER TO SUPERINTENDENTS

Dear
Thank you for granting me permission to conduct my study
of teacher enthusiasm in your school system.
am adhering to the
I
procedures you recommended for contacting principals, teachers and
students.
Let me again assure you that information obtained from this
investigation will be strictly confidential.
No response from a particular individual principal, teacher or student will be identified
in the final report.
Results obtained from particular classes and
schools will not be compared and reported.
I
will make the general
results available to you and to any individual participating in the
study who may wish to see them.

Again, thank you for your assistance in this investigation.
Your generous cooperation was a great help to me.

Sincerely,

Virginia M. Caruso
Graduate Assistant
Physical Education Department
North Physical Education Building
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DEPARTMENT OF
SESSIONAL PREPARATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

THANK YOU LETTER TO PRINCIPALS

Dear

Thank you for granting me permission to conduct my study
of teacher enthusiasm with teachers and students in
your school,
I am adhering to the procedures
you recommended for contacting
chairpersons, teachers and students.
Let me again assure you that information obtained from
this investigation will be strictly confidential.
No response
from a particular individual principal, teacher or student will
be identified in the final report.
I
will make the general results available to you and to any individual participating in the
study who may wish to see them.

Again, thank you for your assistance in this investigation.
Your generous cooperation was a great help to me.

Sincerely,

Virginia M. Caruso
Graduate Assistant
Physical Education Department
North Physical Education Building

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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DEPARTMENT OF
FESSIONAL PREPARATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
I

THANK YOU LETTER TO TEACHERS OR CHAIRPERSONS
(PARTICIPATING)

Dear

Thank you for participating in my study of teacher
enthusiasm.
Let me again assure you that information obtained
from this
No response from a particular individual principal, teacher or student will be identified
in the final report.
Results obtained from particular classes and
schools will not be compared and reported.
I
will make the general
results available to you and to any individual participating in
the
study who may wish to see them.
_

investigationwill bestrictly confidential.

Again, thank you for your assistance in this investigation.
Your generous cooperation was a great help to me.

Sincerely,

i

Virginia M. Caruso
Graduate Assistant
Physical Education Department
North Physical Education Building
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DEPARTMENT OF
FESSIONAL PREPARATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

THANK YOU LETTER TO TEACHERS OR CHAIRPERSONS WITH STUDENTS (PARTICIPATING)

Dear

Thank you for participating in my study of teacher enthusiasm.
As it is not possible for me to write every one of your students, would
you please extend to them my sincere appreciation and thanks.
Let me again assure you that information obtained from this
investigation will be strictly confidential. No response from a particular individual principal, teacher or student will be identified in
the final report.
Results obtained from particular classes and schools
will not be compared and reported.
will make the general results
I
available to you and to any individual participating in the study who
may wish to see them.

Again, thank you and your students for your assistance in this
investigation.
Your generous cooperation was a great help to me.
Si

ncerely

Virginia M. Caruso
Graduate Assistant
Physical Education Department
North Physical Education Building

I

S4^?n^^rS/ OWOJ
DEPARTMENT OF
IFESSIONAL PREPARATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

l|

I

THANK YOU LETTER TO TEACHERS OR CHAIRPERSONS (NOT PARTICIPATING WITH
STUDENTS (PARTICIPATING)

'

I

Dear

Thank you for granting me permission to conduct my study of
teacher enthusiasm with your students. As it is not possible for me
to write every one of your students, would you please extend to them
my sincere appreciation and thanks.
Let me again assure you that information obtained from this
investigation will be strictly confidential. No response from a particular individual principal, teacher or student will be identified
in the final report.
Results obtained from particular classes and
make the general
schools will not be compared and reported.
I will
results available to you and to any individual participating in the
study who may wish to see them.

Again, thank you and your students for your assistance in
Your generous cooperation was a great help to
this investigation.
me.

Sincerely,

I

Virginia M. Caruso
Graduate Assistant
Physical Education Department
North Physical Education Building
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INTERVIEW PROCEDURES-TEACHER

(Enthusiastic Directions First)

INTRODUCTION

.

My name is Virginia Caruso.

I

want to thank you for meeting

with me this morning (afternoon) and for agreeing to participate in
the study that

I

am conducting as part of my doctoral program at the

University of Massachusetts."
"My study is designed to examine

a

particular teacher charac-

teristic in the area of physical education (English).

examine this teacher characteristic,
is directly involved with teaching,

I

In

order to

am asking you, the teacher who

to write a brief, specific descrip-

tion of something which happened in your gymnasium (classroom)."

EXAMPLE

.

"Before
First,

I

will give you an example of what

and second,
"

hand you the forms to complete,

I

I

will

I

I

will do two things:

mean by "teacher behaviors";

explain how you will report teacher behaviors."

First an example

:

Describe for me when you, the teacher, had

a

Tell me exactly how

cold while teaching.

you, the teacher, behaved in ways by which

your students probably knew you had
What did you say?
"

Examples

:

Words stated to students.

a

cold.

What things did you do?"
'I

don't feel well.'

'I

don't want to raise my

voice because my throat is
sore.
'

I

have a cold.

(
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Behaviors

carried my handkerchief in my hand.

I

:

placed a box of tissues on my desk

I

(English).
I

blew my nose frequently.

I

sat at my desk and rubbed my hand

over my forehead (English).
One of my eyes was watering.
Not behaviors

:

I

felt sick.

I

was very weak.

I

was depressed.

My throat was sore.

PROCEDURES

.

"Those were some examples of behaviors which are and are not
helpful

in reporting an event called

'teacher with

a

cold.'

Now

I

will

explain the procedures."
1.

"I will

give directions and

very short.

give you a packet containing several sheets, which
a

space to write.

The total time required will be

After receiving the packet,

I

am requesting that you re-

frain from asking me questions."
"Do

put your name on the form.

ALL responses will remain

anonymous.
"There will be two stages during this first procedure:
will ask you to think about

a

1)

particular teacher characteristic; 2)

I

I

in showwill ask you to write a description of how you actually behaved

ing that characteristic to your students.

for only the first form."

This procedure will be used
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"If you finish before the others, please reread
your description.
Do NOT start the next form.
2.

"I

Are there any questions?"

would like to ask some questions about the specific teacher

characteristic called ENTHUSIASM.

Before you start your description of

teacher enthusiasm, let me help to set the first stage for the description."

would like you to relax--you may close your eyes if you wish.

"I
I

want you to think about that PARTICULAR teacher characteristic for the

next 30 seconds.

Think about

a

recent experience during this school

year when you felt you were extremely ENTHUSIASTIC.
moments,

I

For the next few

would like you to recall an ACTUAL instance of

a

SPECIFIC

class on a PARTICULAR day when you were feeling extremely ENTHUSIASTIC.
Set the stage in your mind for that SPECIFIC instance to reoccur.

Where were you?
inside

a

What were you doing?

gymnasium or outside on

a

What were you saying?

Were you

(For English teachers--

playing field?

What lesson were you teaching?")
"Picture how you, the teacher, BEHAVED in ENTHUSIASTIC ways during
that SPECIFIC instance on that PARTICULAR dayl

did you DO?

I

What

"

Try to remember specific actions

"In a moment,

What did you SAY?

am going to ask you to write EXACTLY what you re-

Please remove the white

called regarding your ENTHUSIASTIC behaviors.

sheet from your packet and put the rest of the packet aside.
of the white sheet, there are three boxes."

At the top

(Depending on the group,

the first and second box may be pre-recorded.)

"The first box indicates

education
your sex, the second box indicates your subject area, physical

(English).

In the third box,

write the figure which represents the

I
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number of years of experience that you have had
as
at any level.

a

full-time teacher

Do NOT include this academic year as part
of that ex-

perience."
"Now, please describe the SPECIFIC instance, place
it in its

proper setting and tell EXACTLY how you, the teacher,
BEHAVED in EN-

THUSIASTIC ways in that SPECIFIC class on that PARTICULAR day.
"WHAT WAS THE SETTING?"
"WHAT DID YOU SAY?"
"WHAT DID YOU DO?"
"BE SPECIFIC"

"Thank you."

(Time approx. 10

minutes; watch for when teacher
is done.
3.

blue sheet.

"Please return the white sheet to the packet and remove the
Again it will take about 10 minutes to respond.

top of the blue sheet, there are three boxes.

At the

Please fill in the boxes

with your appropriate (sex, subject matter, and) number of years of

full-time experience.
rections aloud."
DIRECTIONS:

Please follow along with me as

I

read the di-

(Read directions aloud.)

Please write in the space below

a

description of

a

SPECIFIC

instance of your teaching behaviors when you were NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.

Re-

call teaching a SPECIFIC class on a PARTICULAR day during this school

year when you were NOT feeling enthusiastic.

Describe the SPECIFIC in-

stance, place it in its proper setting and tell EXACTLY how you, the

teacher, BEHAVED in ways which were NOT ENTHUSIASTIC in that SPECIFIC
class on that PARTICULAR day.

Do

^

write about the lack of enthusiasm

20 >
in general.

I

need an ACTUAL instance which
occurred

which you remember and can
describe for me.

thU year

and

It is important to describe

in DETAIL what you SAID or
how you ACTED.
4.

were

m

"Again, describe how you, the teacher,
BEHAVED in ways which

ENTHUSIASTIC in that specific class on
that particular day."
"WHAT WAS THE SETTING?"
"WHAT DID YOU SAY?"
"WHAT DID YOU DO?"
BE SPECIFIC"

"Thank you."

(Time approx. 10

minutes.
5.

"When you are through, you may return the blue sheet
to the

packet and give the packet to me.
study."

(Collect packet.)

Thank you for participating in this

2oe

INTERVIEW PROCEDURES— TEACHER

Not Enthusiastic Directions First

INTRODUCTION

.

My name is Virginia Caruso.

I

want to thank you for meeting

with me this morning (afternoon) and for agreeing to participate in
the study that

I

am conducting as part of my doctoral program at the

University of Massachusetts."
"My study is designed to examine a particular teacher character-

istic in the area of physical education (English).
this teacher characteristic,

I

In

order to examine

am asking you, the teacher who is directly

involved with teaching, to write

a

brief, specific description of some-

thing which happened in your gymnasium (classroom)."

EXAMPLE

.

"Before
First,

I

will give you an example of what

and second,
"

hand you the forms to complete,

I

I

I

I

will do two things:

mean by "teacher behaviors";

will explain how you will report teacher behaviors."

First an example

:

Describe for me when you, the teacher, had

a

Tell me exactly how you,

cold while teaching.

the teacher, behaved in ways by which your

students probably knew you had
did you say?
"

Examples

:

a cold.

What

What things did you do?"

Words stated to students:

'I

don't fee well.'

'I

don't want to raise my

voice because my throat is
sore.
I

have a cold.
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Behaviors:

I

carried my handkerchief in my hand.

I

placed a box of tissues on my desk

(English)
I

blew my nose frequently.

I

sat at my desk and rubbed my hand over

my forehead (English).
One of my eyes was watering.
Not behaviors

:

I

felt sick.

I

was very weak.

I

was depressed.

My throat was sore.

PROCEDURES

.

"Those were some examples of behaviors which are and are not helpful

in reporting an event called

'teacher with a cold.'

Now

I

will ex-

plain the procedures."
1.

"I will

give directions and
very short.

give you a packet containing several sheets, which
a

space to write.

The total time required will be

After receiving the packet,

I

am requesting that you re-

frain from asking me questions."
"Do NOT put your name on the form.

ALL responses will remain

anonymous.
"There will be two stages during this first procedure:
ask you to think about a particular teacher characteristic;

you to write

a

2)

1)
I

I

will

will ask

description of how you actually behaved in showing that
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characteristic to your students.

This procedure will be used for only

the first form."
"If you finish before the others, please reread your description.
Do NOT start the next form.
2.

"I

Are there any questions?"

would like to ask some questions about the specific

teacher characteristic called UNENTHUSIASM.

Before you start your de-

scription of teacher unenthusiasm, let me help to set the first stage
for the description."
"I would like you to relax--you may close your eyes if you wish.
I

want you to think about

next 30 seconds.

PARTICULAR teacher charactertisic for the

a

Think about

a

recent experience during thi

year when you felt you were extremely NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.
few moments,

I

school

For the next

would like you to recall an ACTUAL instance of

a

SPECI-

FIC class on a PARTICULAR day when you were feeling extremely NOT EN-

THUSIASTIC.

Set the stage in your mind for that SPECIFIC instance

to reoccur.

Where were you?

saying?

Were you inside

a

What were you

What were you doing?

gymnasium or outside on

a

playing field?"

(For English teachers--"What lesson were you teaching?")

"Picture how you, the teacher, BEHAVED IN NOT ENTHUSIASTIC ways
during that SPECIFIC instance on that PARTICULAR day!
SAY?

What did you DO?
"In a moment,

I

What did you

Try to remember specific actions

"

am going to ask you to write EXACTLY what you

Please remove

recalled regarding your NOT ENTHUSIASTIC behaviors.

packet aside.
the blue sheet from your packet and put the rest of the

At the top of the blue sheet, there are

3

boxes."

(Depending on the

group, the first and second box may be pre-recorded.)

"The first box
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indicates

sex, the second box indicates your
subject area, physical

education (English).

In the third box,

write the figure which represents

the number of years of experience that you have
had as

teacher at any level.

a

full-time

Do NOT include this year as part of that experi-

ence."
"Now, please describe the SPECIFIC instance, place it in
its

proper setting and tell EXACTLY how you, the teacher, BEHAVED in NOT

ENTHUSIASTIC ways in that SPECIFIC class on that PARTICULAR day.
"WHAT WAS THE SETTING?"

"WHAT DID YOU SAY?"
"WHAT DID YOU DO?"
"BE SPECIFIC"

"Thank you."

(Time approx. 10

minutes; watch for when teacher
is done.)

"Please return the blue sheet to the packet and remove the

3.

white sheet.

Again it will take about 10 minutes to respond.

top of the white sheet, there are three boxes.

Please fill

At the

in the

boxes with your appropriate (sex, subject matter, and) number of years
of full-time experience.

rections aloud."
DIRECTIONS:

Please follow along with me as

I

read the di-

(Read directions aloud.)

Please write in the space below

a

description of

instance of your teaching behavior when you were ENTHUSIASTIC.

teaching

a

a

SPECIFIC
Recall

SPECIFIC class on a PARTICULAR day during this school year

when you were feeling enthusiastic.

Describe the SPECIFIC instance,

place it in its proper setting and tell EXACTLY how you, the teacher,

zu
BEHAVED in ways which were ENTHUSIASTIC in
that SPECIFIC class on that

PARTICULAR day.
I

Do

write about the lack of enthusiasm in general.

need an ACTUAL instance which occurred this
year and which you remember

and can describe for me.

It is important to describe in DETAIL
what you

SAID or how you ACTED.
4.

"Again, describe how you, the teacher, BEHAVED in ways
which

were ENTHUSIASTIC in that SPECIFIC class on that PARTICULAR day."
"WHAT WAS THE SETTING?"
"WHAT DID YOU SAY?"
"WHAT DID YOU DO?"
"BE SPECIFIC"

"Thank you."

(Time approx. 10

minutes.
5.

"When you are through, you may return the white sheet to the

packet and give the packet to me.
study.

(Collect packet.)

Thank you for participating in this
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sex

subject
matter

experience

ENTHUSIASTIC--! FORM
DIRECTIONS:

Please write in the space below

a

description of

SPECIFIC instance of your ENTHUSIASTIC teaching behavior.

teaching

SPECIFIC class on

a

a

PARTICULAR day during thi

year when you were feeling extremely ENTHUSIASTIC

.

a

Recall
school

Describe the

SPECIFIC instance, place it in its proper setting and tell EXACTLY
how you, the teacher, BEHAVED in ENTHUSIASTIC ways in that SPECIFIC

class on that PARTICULAR day.
general.

I

Do NOT write about enthusiasm in

need an ACTUAL instance which occurred this year and

which you remember and can describe for me.

It is important to des-

cribe in DETAIL what you SAID or how you ACTED.

Limit your response to_the_space_below.

sex

subject
matter

experience

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC-T FORM

DIRECTIONS:

Please write in the space below

description of

a

a

SPECIFIC instance of your teaching behavior when you were NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.
s

Recall

teaching

a

SPECIFIC class on

a

PARTICULAR day during

school year when you were NOT feeling enthusiastic.

Describe

the SPECIFIC instance, place it in its proper setting and tell EXACTLY

how you, the teacher, BEHAVED in ways which were

that SPECIFIC class on that PARTICULAR day.
lack of enthusiasm in general.

I

1^

ENTHUSIASTIC in

Do NOT write about the

need an ACTUAL instance which occur-

red this year and which you remember and can describe for me.

important to describe in DETAIL what you SAID or how you ACTED.

It is

APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW PROCEDURES— STUDENTS
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INTERVIEW PROCEDURES— STUDENTS

(Enthusiastic Directions First)

INTRODUCTION

.

"My name is Virginia Caruso.

that

I

would like your help in

a

study

am doing as a student at the University
of Massachusetts.

I

Since

you, the students, see teachers teaching every
day, you can give me very

important information.

what

I

will ask you to write a short description of

particular teacher SAID or DID.

a

This information should be about

one SPECIFIC physical education/English teacher who you
can clearly remember.

It may be any specific teacher you had since September.

EXAMPLE

.

"Before
First,

I

"

will do two things:

I

will give you an example of reporting teacher behaviors; and

I

second,

hand you the forms to complete,

I

will explain the procedures."

First an example

:

Describe for me when you, the students, felt

your teacher had

a cold.

Tell me exactly

what you, the students, noticed which made
you feel she or he had
she or he say?
"

Examples

:

Words stated:

a

cold.

What did she or he do?"

'I

don't feel well.'

'I

don't want to raise my voice because

my throat is sore.'

Actions:

What did

Sneezed.

Talked in hoarse voice.
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Carried handkerchief in her hand.
Placed

a

box of tissues on his desk (English).

Frequently blew his nose.
Sat at desk and rubbed hand over her forehead (English).

One of her eyes was watering.
Not behaviors

:

She appeared sick.
He seemed very weak."

PROCEDURES

.

"Those were some examples of behaviors which are or are not helpful

in reporting the event called

'teacher who has

a

Now

cold.'

I

will

explain the procedure."
"If you do NOT want to write, you do not have to write anything.

1.

I

can only use volunteers.

"Your grade will not be effected by volunteering or not volun-

2.

teering.

None of you will put your name on the paper(s).

Therefore,

ever be able to identify who participated and who did not."

no one will
3.

You do NOT have to do this."

"None of your teachers will ever see what you write so be as

frank and honest as you can be.

Remember, what you write must be about

one of your physical education/English teachers you have had during
school year.
4.

Do

thi_s

try to describe more than one teacher."

"There will be two stages during this first procedure;

characteristic; 2)
will ask you to think about a particular teacher

1)

I

I

behaved in showing
will ask you to describe how your teacher actually
that characteristic in your class.
the first form."

This procedure will be used for only

s
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Once we begin, please do not talk or disturb anyone
else

5.

around you until

I

have collected ALL the papers.

If you finish early,

please read over what you wrote and see if you can remember
anything else

to add.

This will

take about 10 minutes."

"Now, let's begin.

6.

your eyes if you wish.
about the actions of

I

would like you to relax--you may close

For the next 30 seconds,

a

a

want you to think

particular physical education/English teacher who

made you feel that he/she was very ENTHUSIASTIC.
event on

I

PARTICULAR day during thi

Picture

a

SPECIFIC

school year when you were in a

class and you thought your physical education/English teacher was very

ENTHUSIASTIC.

It may be any one of the physical

teachers you have had since September.

I

remember clearly and can describe for me.

education/English

need an ACTUAL event which you
In picturing this specific

event, think about exactly what you, the student, noticed which made you
feel

that your teacher was very ENTHUSIASTIC.

What did the teacher DO?

did the teacher SAY?

detailed action

Be very specific.

What

Try to remember every

"

"In a moment,

I

am going to ask you to write EXACTLY what you just

recalled describing for me what your teacher SAID or DID that made you
feel

that he/she was very ENTHUSIASTIC."

"Please open the packet, remove only the white sheet and put the
rest of the packet aside."
"At the top of the white sheet, there are three boxes.

box indicates your sex, boy or girl.

rent grade level.

The first

The second box indicates your cur-

The third box indicates the subject of the class."

are coed.)
(These boxes will be pre-recorded except where classes

)

)
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"Remember, describe for me what the teacher SAID or DID
that made

you feel that he/she was very ENTHUSIASTIC."
"WHERE DID IT TAKE PLACE?"

"WHAT DID THE TEACHER SAY?"
"WHAT DID THE TEACHER DO?"
"BE SPECIFIC"

"Thank you."

(Time approx.

10 minutes.

"Please return the white sheet to the packet and remove the

7.

blue sheet.

Again it will take about 10 minutes to respond.

top of the blue sheet, there are 3 boxes.

At the

Please fill in the boxes

with your appropriate sex, (subject matter, and grade level).

follow along with me as

I

read the directions aloud."

Please

(Read directions

aloud.

DIRECTIONS:

event on

a

Please write in the space below

a

description of

a

SPECIFIC

PARTICULAR day when you were in class and you thought your

physical education/English teacher was NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.

It may be any

one of the physical education/English teachers you have had since September.

Describe the SPECIFIC event, tell where it took place and EXACTLY

what you, the student, noticed which made you feel that your teacher
was

^

ENTHUSIASTIC.

Be very SPECIFIC.

time when teachers are not enthusiastic.

m

Do
I

write about just any

need an ACTUAL event which

you remember clearly and can describe for me.

It is important to des-

cribe in DETAIL what the teacher SAID and how he/she ACTED.
8.

"Again, describe for me what the teacher said or did that

made you feel that he/she was NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.

)
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"WHERE DID IT TAKE PLACE?"
"WHAT DID THE TEACHER SAY?

"WHAT DID THE TEACHER DO?"
"BE SPECIFIC"

"Thank you."

(Time approx.

10 minutes.)
9.

"When you are through, you may return the blue sheet to the

packet and give the packet to me.
packet.

Thank you for helping me."

(Collect
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INTERVIEW PROCEDURES— STUDENTS
Not Enthusiastic Directions First

INTRODUCTION

.

"My name is Virginia Caruso.

that

I

I

would like your help in

a

am doing as a student at the University of
Massachusetts.

study
Since

you, the students, see teachers teaching every day, you
can give me very

important information.

I

will ask you to write a short description of

what a particular teacher SAID or DID.

This information should be about

one SPECIFIC physical education/English teacher who you can clearly
remember.

EXAMPLE

It may be any specific teacher you had since September.

.

"Before
First,

will

I

second,

I

"

hand you the forms to complete,

I

I

will

do two things:

give you an example of reporting teacher behaviors; and

will explain the procedures."

First an example

:

Describe for me when you, the students, felt

your teacher had

a cold.

Tell me exactly

what you, the students, noticed which made
you feel she or he had a cold.
she or he say?
"

Examples

:

Words stated:

What did

What did she or he do?"

'I

don't feel well.'

'I

don't want to raise my voice be-

cause my throat is sore.'
Actions:

Sneezed.

Talked in hoarse voice.
Carried handkerchief in her hand.

"
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Placed

a

box of tissues on his desk (English).

Frequently blew his nose.
Sat at desk and rubbed hand over her fore-

head (English).

One of her eyes was watering.
Not behaviors

She appeared sick.

:

He seemed very weak.

PROCEDURES

.

"Those were some examples of behaviors which are or are not helpful

in reporting the event called

'teacher who has

a

cold.'

Now

I

will

explain the procedure."
1.

thing.

I

2.

"If you do NOT want to write, you do not have to write anycan only use volunteers.

You do NOT have to do this."

"Your grade will not be effected by volunteering or not

volunteering.

None of you will put your name on the paper(s).

There-

fore, no one will ever be able to identify who participated and who did
not.
3.

"None of your teachers will ever see what you write so be as

frank and honest as you can be.

Remember, what you write must be about

one of your physical education/English teachers you have had during this
school year.
4.

Do

W

try to describe more than one teacher."

"There will be two stages during this first procedure:

1)

will ask you to think about a particular teacher charactertistic; 2)

I

I

behaved in showing
will ask you to describe how your teacher actually

that characteristic in your class.
the first form."

This procedure will be used for only

s
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"Once we begin, please do not talk or
distrub anyone else

5.

around you until

I

have collected ALL the papers.

If you finish early,

please read over what you wrote and see if
you can remember anything
else to add.

This will take about 10 minutes."

"Now, let us begin.

6.

your eyes if you wish.
about the actions of

a

I

would like you to relax--you may close

For the next 30 seconds,

want you to think

I

particular physical education/English teacher

who made you feel that he/she was NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.

event on

a

PARTICULAR day during thi

Picture

a

SPECIFIC

school year when you were in

a

class and you thought your physical education/English teacher was NOT

ENTHUSIASTIC.

It

may be any one of the physical education/English

teachers you have had since September.

I

need an ACTUAL event which

you remember clearly and can describe for me.

In

picturing this speci-

fic event, think about exactly what you, the student, noticed which

made you feel that your teacher was NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.
What did the teacher SAY?

Try to remember

"

every detailed action
"In a moment,

What did the teacher DO?

Be very specific.

I

am going to ask you to write EXACTLY what you

just recalled describing for me what your teacher SAID or DID that made
you feel that he/she was NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.

"Please open the packet, remove only the blue sheet and put the
rest of the packet aside."
"At the top of the blue sheet, there are three boxes.

box indicates your sex, boy or girl.

rent grade level.

The first

The second box indicates your cur-

The third box indicates the subject of the class."

)

)
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(These boxes will be pre-recorded except where
classes are coed.)

"Remember, describe for me what the teacher SAID or
DID that made

you feel that he/she was NOT ENTHUSIASTIC."
"WHERE DID IT TAKE PLACE?"
"WHAT DID THE TEACHER SAY?"
"WHAT DID THE TEACHER DO?"
"BE SPECIFIC"

"Thank you."

(Time approx.

10 minutes.

"Please return the blue sheet to the packet and remove the

7.

white sheets.

Again it will take about 10 minutes to respond.

top of the white sheet, there are 3 boxes.

Please fill

At the

in the boxes

with your appropriate sex, (subject matter, and grade level).
follow along with me as

I

read the directions aloud."

Please

(Read directions

aloud.

DIRECTIONS:

event on

a

Please write in the space below

a

description of

a

SPECIFIC

PARTICULAR day when you were in class and you thought your

physical education/English teacher was VERY ENTHUSIASTIC.

It may be any

one of the physical education/English teachers you have had since September.

Describe the SPECIFIC event, tell where it took place and EXACTLY

what you, the student, noticed which made you feel that your teacher was
VERY ENTHUSIASTIC.

Do NOT write about just any time

Be very SPECIFIC.

when teachers are very enthusiastic.

I

need an ACTUAL event which you

remember clearly and can describe for me.

It

is

important to describe

in DETAIL what the teacher SAID and how she/he ACTED.

)
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8.

Again, describe for me what the teacher
said or did that

made you feel that he/she was VERY
ENTHUSIASTIC.
"WHERE DID IT TAKE PLACE?"

"WHAT DID THE TEACHER SAY?"
"WHAT DID THE TEACHER DO?"
BE SPECIFIC"

"Thank you."

(Time approx.

1C minutes.)
9.

"When you are through, you may return the white sheet to
the

packet and give the packet to me.
packet.

Thank you for helping me."

(Collect
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sex

grade
level

subject
matter

ENTHUSIASTIC-S FORM
DIRECTIONS:
f

event on

Please write in the space below
a

a

description of

a

SPECI-

PARTICULAR day during this school year when you were in

class and you thought your physical education teacher was very ENTHUSIA5T_I^.

It may be any one of the physical

had since September.

education teachers you have

Describe the SPECIFIC event, tell where it took

place and EXACTLY what you, the student, noticed which made you feel
that your teacher was very ENTHUSIASTIC

write about enthusiasm in general.

I

.

Be very SPECIFIC.

Do

^

need an ACTUAL event which you

remember clearly and can describe for me.

It is

important to describe

in DETAIL what the teacher SAID and how he/she ACTED.
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sex

grade
level

subject
matter

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC— S FORM

DIRECTIONS:

Please write in the space below

a

description of

a

SPECIFIC event on a PARTICULAR day when you were in class and you

thought your physical education teacher was

ENTHUSIASTIC.

It

may be any one of the physical education teachers you have had since
September.

Describe the SPECIFIC event, tell where it took place and

EXACTLY what you, the student, noticed which made you feel that your

teacher was NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.

Be very SPECIFIC.

just any time when teachers are not enthusiastic.

Do NOT write about
I

need an ACTUAL

event which you remember clearly and can describe for me.

It is

to describe in DETAIL what the teacher SAID and how he/she ACTED.

Limit_your >^esgonse_to_tl2e_sgace_bel^ow^

important
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sex

grade
level

subject
matter

ENTHUSIASTIC— S FORM
DIRECTIONS:

Please write in the space below

a

description of

a

SPECI-

event on a PARTICULAR day during this school year when you were
in class and you thought your English teacher was very
ENTHUSIASTIC

.

It may be any one of the English teachers you have had since September.

Describe the SPECIFIC event, tell where it took place and EXACTLY what
you, the student, noticed which made you feel that your teacher was very

ENTHUSIASTIC.
general.

I

Be very SPECIFIC.

Do NOT write about enthusiasm in

need an ACTUAL event which you remember clearly and can

describe for me.

It is important to describe in DETAIL what the

teacher SAID and how he/she ACTED.
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sex

n

grade

subject
matter

level

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC— S FORM

DIRECTIONS:

event on

Please write in the space below
a

a

description of

a

SPECI-

PARTICULAR day when you were in class and you thought

your English teacher was

^

ENTHUSIASTIC.

It may be any one of the

English teachers you have had since September.

Describe the SPECIFIC

event, tell where it took place and EXACTLY what you, the student,

noticed which made you feel that your teacher was

W

ENTHUSIASTIC.

Be very SPECIFIC.

Do NOT write about just any time when teachers are

not enthusiastic.

I

need an ACTUAL event which you remember clearly

and can describe for me.

It is important to describe in DETAIL what

the teacher SAID and how he/she ACTED.

APPENDIX
GUIDELINE

D

I

SEPARATING USABLE FROM UNUSABLE FORMS
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SEPARATING USABLE FROM UNUSABLE FORMS

In order to separate usable from unusable forms, guidelines were

formulated which stipulate criteria and procedures for determining usability.

Two separate sets of criteria and procedures are to be applied

to the data sequentially.

The first set serves to distinguish usable

from unusable forms on the basis of the completeness of subject responses

concerning demographic data.

Forms which are judged usable on the basis

of their demographic data then are screened a second time according to

criteria and procedures for determining the usability of subjects' reForms which fail to meet either set of criteria are discarded

sponses.

from the sample.

The guidelines will be used by both the investigator

and other individuals who participate in reliability checks.

STEP

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA CRITERION

I:

Demographic data consists of subjects' responses relating to the

variables of sex, subject matter, and experience or grade level.

The

subjects are asked to record this information on both the ENTHUSIASTIC
and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms.

Use the following procedures.

1.

Remove the forms from the packet.

2.

Check the forms to see if all boxes are filled out with
the appropriate information.

3.

usable.
Code and mark the forms as unusable or temporarily

forms.
A UN is the code used to mark unusable

code used to mark temporarily usable forms.
4.

Discard all unusable forms.

A TU is the
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5.

Discard all unusable forms.

6.

Retain all temporarily usable forms to be re-examined
and screened for presence of response.

Rules
boxes are filled out appropriately on both forms,

If all

1.

place the forms in a temporarily usable pile.

Example

:

items complete on both forms.

All

IF.

.

THEN

.

.

.

.

ENTHUSIASTIC. FORM

PE

F

sex

12

grade

subject
matter

level

both forms placed in

AND

.

.

•

TEMPORARILY USABLE
PILE

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC FORM
PE

F

sex

subject
matter

2.

12

grade
level

on only one
If the three boxes are filled out appropriately

corresform (ENTHUSIASTIC), copy this information onto the
forms
ponding second form (NOT ENTHUSIASTIC) and place the
in a

temporarily usable pile.
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Example:

Items not completed on one form.

IF.

THEN.

ENTHUSIASTIC FORM

place both forms in

TEMPORARILY USABLE
PILE

sex

subject
matter

3.

grade
level

When one or more boxes are not completed on both forms, place
both forms in the unusable pile.

There may be times when the

information is known to the investigator because the questionnaires are administered to groups of students in the same
e.g., a

class at the same grade level.

In these instances,

ninth grade English class, fill

in

grade level or subject matter.

If this completes all

missing information for

boxes, place the forms in the temporarily usable pile.

the

How-

ever, if there is any doubt about the information, leave the
box blank and place the forms in the unusable pile.

\
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Example:

Same item not completed on either form.

IF.

THEN.

ENTHUSIASTIC FORM

place both
forms in

UNUSABLE PILE

sex

subject
matter

4.

grade
level

When one or more of the items differ between the two forms,

place both forms in the unusable pile, unless the items

which differed are known to the investigator (see rule 3).

n
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Example:

Items differ between two forms.

IF.

THEN,

ENTHUSIASTIC FORM

PE

F

sex

10

subject
matter
AND.

grade
place both forms in

level

.

.

UNUSABLE PILE

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC FORMS

M

PE

10

.

sex

subject
matter

STEP II:

grade
level

PRESENCE OF RESPONSE CRITERION

The second criterion used to assess whether a form is usable or

unusable is presence of response.

This criterion consists of examining

the subject's response in relation to the directions for describing en-

thusiastic or not enthusiastic teacher behavior.

The subjects are asked

to describe in a marked area on the appropriate form the enthusiastic

teacher behaviors which occurred during

a

similar directions are given for subjects to describe on
the unenthusiastic teacher behaviors.

Subsequently,

specific class.
a

different form

Therefore, the presence of response

to the
criterion determines whether or not the subject's response conforms

directions.

but is
The content of the subject's response is not assessed,
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checked only to see if the respondent followed directions.
Use the following procedures.
1.

Reread all of the forms marked temporarily usable in order to

check whether the subjects' responses describe teacher enthusiastic or not enthusiastic behaviors.
2.

Recode the temporarily usable forms into two final groups,
usable or unusable, basing this decision on the rules which
follow.

3.

Mark and discard all unusable forms.

4.

Retain all usable forms to be processed using

a

second set

of guidelines (see following section) for extracting

a

list

of observable enthusiastic and unenthusiastic teacher be-

haviors.

Rules

Code forms as unusable if any one of these rules for the presence
of response applies:
1.

The subject leaves the response space blank.

2.

The subject writes that he or she took the option of refusing
to participate.

3.

The subject writes that he or she could not recall

a

specific

beevent related to enthusiastic or unenthusiastic teacher

haviors.
4.

not about
The subject writes about enthusiasm in general,

a

specific situation or teacher.

\

I
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5.

The subject writes that she or he did not know
the meaning
of enthusiasm.

6.

The subject does not follow directions, e.g., described

enthusiastic or not enthusiastic student behaviors.
7.

The subject writes about irrelevant topics, i.e., describing the school building or the weather.

8.

The subject writes profane remarks, instead of describing

10.

enthusiastic or not enthusiastic teacher behaviors.
9.

The subject writes the response on the wrong form, e.g.,

describing enthusiastic behaviors on NOT ENTHUSIASTIC form.
The subject writes about the teacher having

cribes the behaviors of an illness.

a

cold or des-
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EXTRACTION OF UNIT THEMES

In

order to extract unit themes, the following guidelines were

formulated.

The objective is to identify and record the observable

behavior(s) and related descriptive material which characterize an
instance of enthusiastic or not enthusiastic teaching.

The procedures

consist of several steps which allow extraction of unit themes based
upon teacher behaviors.

These guidelines are formulated to maintain

the investigator's consistency over time in this process, and to allow

different individuals to maintain adequate reliability in identifying
and extracting similar unit themes.
The process of identifying unit themes is implemented by using

four successive procedures:

(a)

reading to achieve understanding of

subject's response, (b) identifying teacher behaviors, (c) identifying
unit themes, and (d) recording teacher behavior unit themes.

OBSERVABLE TEACHER BEHAVIOR UNIT THEMES

CRITERION:

A single unit theme consists of a description of at least one ob-

servable teacher behavior and related supportive material which characterize an instance of enthusiastic or not enthusiastic teaching.

To be

unit.
retained, a response form must contain at least one such thematic

description of
The unit theme is extracted from the subject's whole

teaching by

Procedure

I:

a

specific teacher on

a

particular day.

respons_e_
Reading to achieve understanding of su bject's

order to obtain an
Read the entire subject's response form in

entire picture of the described event.
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Rules

Apply the following rules to understand the subject's response:
1.

Eliminate any extraneous material, such as places, dates,
names, settings, or abstract discussions of the nature or

importance of enthusiasm.
2.

Eliminate any duplicate statements written by the subject.
(At times subjects repeat descriptions, possibly because of

limited time for editing and organizing the response.)

Procedure II:

Identifying teacher behaviors

Reread the subject's response.
all

During this rereading, underscore

statements which are observable teacher behaviors in order to estab-

lish whether the criterion of one data unit is met.
no observable teacher behavior will

Any form containing

be discarded.

Rules

Identify teacher behaviors using the following rules:
1.

The described teacher behavior (verbal or nonverbal) must be

observable.
2.

The described teacher behavior must clearly refer to the

teacher in the active or passive voice.
3.

The described teacher behavior must occur during class in-

struction time, not before or after class.

Procedure III:

Identifying unit themes

Apply the following steps:
1.

Reread the underscored observable teacher behaviors.

2.

Identify behaviors which relate to

common theme

a logical

by placing brackets around each statement.

1
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3.

Using an alphabetical

code, similarly mark all teacher

behaviors which relate to each single unit theme.
Rules

Identify unit themes using the following rules:
1.

A unit theme must contain at least one observable teacher

behavior.

Example
usual
2.

:

Each unit theme is enclosed in a bracket.

Surprised to find few errors and better than

organization, the teacher [reacted with "It's great!"]

In some extractions,

several related behaviors will be used

within one unit theme.
Example
[ wal

:

The teacher

[

wrote slowly on the board.

She

ked from one side of the room to the other over and

over again.

[The whole time she talked in the same tone

of voice which was very boring.]^
3.

Some behaviors will not be used in unit themes because, from

the contextual evidence of the subject's total response, the

behavior was not intended to describe enthusiastic or not enthusiastic teaching behaviors,
4.

In addition to the specific teacher behavior(s), other state-

ments are included which logically support or clarify the
unit theme.

Supporting statements may include additonal

indentiteacher behaviors or may be composed of comments which

behavior, relate
fy the unit theme, explain the purpose of the
or stipulate conto the teacher's or student’s dispositions,

not enthusiastic
sequences of the teacher's enthusiastic or

behaviors.
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The supporting statements do not describe the class in
general terms but relate to teacher behaviors at specific
times.

supporting statements are included in brackets,

All

and only teacher behaviors are underscored.

Example

The teacher [acted cheerfully]^ when the student

:

scored the goal.

She

[ clapped

sideline while cheering
5.

her hands, and ran to the

.

Teacher behaviors or supportive statements which identify the
common theme but are interrupted by non-related comments, or

which are connected by conjunctive words are included in the
unit theme.

Various statements which compose the unit theme

are indicated by bracketing the appropriate words and marking

with
6.

All

a

similar alphabetical code.

bracketed unit themes (whether specific teacher behavior(s)

or supporting statement(s)
cal

(See example above.)

character.

ceives

a

)

are coded with

a

similar alphabeti-

Each different theme on one response form re-

new alphabetical code.

Begin the alphabetical pro-

cess again for every new form.

Example

:

The teacher

[

smiled at and clapped for the student

when he responded by correctly explaining the rules interpre-

tation.]^

When this class started to play the game of volley-

ball, the teacher

[

participated on one of the teams.

The

the net.]
teacher was actively moving to help the ball over
7.

the subject to
The unit theme should include any attempt by

characterize the unit theme.
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Example

Teacher [was angry.

:

voice.

[

yelled in loud, firm

She [told students to sit down in their seats and

be quiet.

(Note:

She

She [sent one student to the principal's office.]^

"Teacher was angry" was included because it represents

the subject's attempt to characterize a unit theme.)

Procedure IV:

Recording teacher behavior unit themes

Apply the following steps:
1.

Place each individually coded unit theme on one 3" x 5" card.

2.

Use colored index cards to identify the subject's population:

blue for teachers; white for students.
3.

Record on each appropriate card the subject's demographic
data (sex, subject matter, and grade level or experience)
for each numbered unit.

4.

Color code on the lower right corner, cards which contain not

enthusiastic behaviors and do not color code cards containing
enthusiastic behaviors.
5.

Place each card in

a

pile representing the appropriate popu-

lation subgroups (teachers and students).
6.

on
Subsequently classify the teacher behavior unit theme

guidelines
each card by subjecting it to a third set of
similar behavioral
(see following section) for categorizing
themes.

Rules

teacher behavior unit themes
Apply the procedures for recording
by using the following rules:
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1.

Use only subject response forms which contain

a

coded

teacher behavior unit theme in recording statements on
cards.
2.

It is permissible to use segments of the response more

than once.

When a segment of

a

response relates to more

than one unit theme, the segment may be reused with the

other theme(s) from the same response form.
3.

Edit the response for grammar and spelling.

Elipses may

be used to indicate that unrelated words were omitted.

Words (placed in parenthesis) may be added to enhance

comprehension which may have been lost in the extraction
process.

Sentences may be reordered to present

flow of ideas.

(Note:

a

logical

In the editing procedure,

the mean-

ing of the subject's response must not be altered.)
4.

Mark NO EXTRACTIONS on forms which do not contain
teacher behavior unit theme.

Place these forms in

coded

a
a

pile

to be discarded.

.rf
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CATEGORIZATION OF UNIT THEMES

In order to

categorize similar groups of enthusiastic and not

enthusiastic teacher behaviors, guidelines were formulated for the
sorting process.

Subject responses can be sorted in two ways (1) into

pre-established categories which are predetermined prior to data analysis, and (2) into formative categories which are created to accommodate
the unique content of a given set of responses.

prepared for formative categories.

This guideline was

The procedures consist of a series

of steps which allow the sorting of sets of extracted behaviors into
subsets.

These guidelines are formulated to maintain consistency in the

process and to allow different individuals to categorize observable

teacher behaviors for the purpose of establishing reliability.

SORT

I:

PREPARATION OF CARDS
data sets.
The first step is to sort responses into certain

the study are labeled
These sets based upon the design and variables of
as

subject matter and content

.

Use the following procedures:
1.

into the subject matter
Sort the cards from all populations

English) by referring to
category (physical education or
the demographic data.
2.

matter category into conten
Sort the cards from each subject
enthusiastic descriptions).
categories (enthusiastic or not
(Note:

for these responses by
The card is previously coded

coloring the right corner.)

.
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Rules

Sort cards into data sets by using the following rule:

Keep

each subgroup (teachers and students) separate while sorting into data
sets.

The cards for one subgroup, e.g., teachers, are divided for the

first data sets, subject matter.

With cards now divided by subject

matter, sort them for the second category (content).
step sequence for each subgroup.

Repeat this two-

It is possible to use other variables

to designate data sets for sorting, e.g., sex.

FORMATIVE CATEGORIES

SORT II:

The second step is to create formative categories.

Formative

categories are classifications based upon the apparent similarity of

extracted unit themes.

These categories are created by the use of sub-

jective judgment to identify commonalities among behaviors.
Use the following procedures:
1.

Read the unit theme on each card and assign to it

a

word

or phrase which seems to capture its central characteristic.

Record these labels on the top right hand corner of the
card.
2.

After assigning each unit theme

a

typifying label, sort

closely
the cards into categories which have similar or

related labels
3.

labels for groups
After reviewing and considering similar

of cards, select

a

word or phrase to serve as the final

designation for each formative category.

3

:
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List all

4,

the formative categories developed, including

an example of representative unit theme and teacher be-

havior for each (see pp. 122-161).
Rul es

Assign words or phrases as labels to each extracted unit theme.
Next, group together unit themes with identical or similar labels.

Examples

... My encouragements to kids playing were usually remarks
like, 'Come on Kevin get that ball!'
'short.'
.(F-PE-O)
.

Temporary label --encourage

Heard No. 1:

.

.3

For the remainder of the class, I kept yelling helpful
reminders out to the others, 'two outs, run on anything,'
'Keep low when you field the ball,' 'come on, you can do it!'
etc.
(F-PE-O)
.

.

.

{card No.

3:

Temporary label --coaching

the students were a little hesitant
saw my coworker and I playing as
when
they
but
,
(F-PE-3)
well, they all loosened up.
.

.

.At first.

.

.

.

.

.

.

[card No. 2:

...

.

Temporary label— playing.]

even got on the scooters and worked some of the
.(F-PE-O)
activities with the students.
I

.

[card No. 4:

Temporary label

— parti cipation3

Cards Number 1 and 3 were grouped together into
called encouragement.
Cards Number

2

and 4 were grouped together in

a

a

final

final

category

category

called participation.

Exhausting formative categories
In

.

extracted unit
order to determine whether or not additional

formative categories, keep
themes are needed in order to exhaust

a
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record of the number of new categories found in each sequential set
of
100 unit themes.

According to Flanagan (1954) when 100 unit themes

yield fewer than two new categories, they are considered exhausted.
This standard was applied separately to categories for enthusiastic

and not enthusiastic teaching as extracted from student response forms.
The standard which was applied to the teacher group was modified

because the relatively small sample size produced only

a

modest number

of usable extractions, which, in consequence, could be exhausted without
an unreasonable investment of time.

The modification consisted simply

of categorizing all of the unit themes extracted from the teacher response
forms for ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC teaching.

The process of

sorting the last 50 successive themes from this set of data did not, in
fact, yield additional categories.

APPENDIX G
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CODING CATEGORIES FOR ENTHUSIASM*

Vocal Delivery:

great and sudden changes from rapid excited

speech to
ing,

Eyes:

a

whisper, varied, lilting, uplift-

intonations, many changes in tone, pitch,

dancing, snapping, shining, lighting up, fre-

quently opened wide, eyebrows raised, eye contact with total group.

Gestures:

frequent demonstrative movements of body, head,
arms, hands and face, sweeping motions, clap-

ping hands, head nodding rapidly,

Movements:

large body movements, swings around, changes
pace, bends body.

Facial Expression:

appears vibrant, demonstrative, changes denoting surprise, sadness, joy, thoughtfulness,

av^/e,

excitement.

Word Selection:

highly descriptive, many adjectives, great
variety.

Acceptance of Ideas
and Feelings:

accepts ideas and feelings quickly with vigor
encourage
and animation, ready to accept, praise,
manner, many varior clarify in a non-threatening

ations in responding to pupils.
Overall Energy:

vitality,
explosive, exuberant, high degree of

drive and spirit throughout lesson.

*(Collins, 1976)
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RESPONSES FROM PILOT STUDY

Of the 12 teachers in physical education who were contacted

during the pilot study, 92 percent (11) of the teachers completed both
the ENTHUSIASTIC and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms.

Of the 25 teachers in English

who were contacted 80 percent (20) of them completed both the ENTHUSIASTIC

and NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms.

The data sets for teacher response forms

are shown in Table 32.

Of the total of 884 students contacted in the pilot study, 70

percent (619) of the students completed forms (313 in physical education
and 306 in English).

Of the students in physical education, 76 percent

(239) completed ENTHUSIASTIC forms, while only 55 percent (172) completed

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC forms.

Of the students in English, 80 percent (246)

completed ENTHUSIASTIC forms, while 76 percent (232) completed NOT

ENTHUSIASTIC forms.
in Table 33.

The data sets for student response forms are shown

: :
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TABLE 32

TEACHERS RESPONSE FORMS
COMPLETED (PILOT STUDY)

Population
Table #

Phy Educ-M

Phys Educ-F

6

f

of
/»

#

ENTH-Compl ete

5

45

NENTH-Compl ete

5

45

Content

Ji

Eng - M

6

Eng

10

Of

-

F

15

,0

#

%

#

%

6

55

8

40

12

60

6

55

8

40

12

60

By Subject
Matter and
Sex

1

Years of
Experience

TOTALS
5

8

6

By Subject
Matter, Sex
and Years
of Experi-

12

0-5

2

40

4

57

1

12

1

8

6-10

2

40

2

33

2

26

6

50

Over 10

1

20

0

0

5

62

5

42

ence

1

1

Forms

Physical
Education

Engl ish

%

#

fo

ENTH (11)

11

92

20

80

ENTH (20)

NENTH (11)

11

91

20

80

NENTH (20)

V

s

:
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TABLE 33

STUDENTS RESPONSE FORMS
COMPLETED (PILOT STUDY)

Population b hys Educ-M
Total #

’hys Educ-F

F

F

169

137
0/
/o

%

#

-

Eng

M

-

166

147

Content:

Eng

0/

0/
to

#

h

#

ENTH-Comp

98

66%

141

85%

98

72%

148

88%

NENTH-Comp

77

52%

95

57%

97

71%

135

80%

Grade Level

By Subject Matter and
Sex

fotal

30

33

19

30

1

7-8 ENTH

20

67%

18

95%

30

91%

30

00%

7-8 NENTH

18

60%

13

68%

27

82%

23

77%

By Subject Matter, Sex
and Grade Level

Totals
63

39

40

67

r
S-10 ENTH

44

66%

35

83%

25

64%

50

79%

9-10 NENTH

33

49%

26

65%

27

69%

50

79%

Totals

1

76

65

107

50

11-12 ENTH

34

68%

88

82%

43

66%

68

£9%

11-12 NENTH

26

52%

56

52%

43

66%

62

82%

Physical
Education

Engl ish

By Subject Matter

Of

%

ENTH (313)

NENTH (313)

239

76%

io

246

80%

ENTH

76%

NENTH

(306)
172

55%

232

(306)
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TABLE 34

NUMBER OF TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS
REPRESENTED IN THE STUDY

School

Student
Enrollment*

Number of Fulltime Physical
Education
Teachers

Number of
Full-time
English
Teachers

A

631

4

6

B

691

4

7

C

816

7

10

D

1000

6

E

1017

5

F

1042

7

G

1087

4

H

1319

6

I

1473

5

J

1541

5

K

1724

5

L

1929

5

15

M

1951

7

20

N

1965

7

0

1966

8

P

2607

15

26

5734

8

58

Q

Based

on 1977-1978 Massachusetts School Directory.

13

12
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